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Claude Hopkins 



Claude Hopkins (1866–1932) was one of the greatest copywriters and advertising pioneers. His 
basic belief was that advertising only existed to sell something.  That it should be assessed and 
accepted only on the results it produced.  

He worked for various advertisers: 

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Company 
Swift & Company 
Dr. Shoop's Patent Medicine Company 

In 1907, at the age of 41, Hopkins was hired by Albert Lasker, owner of Lord & Thomas 
advertising, at a salary of $185,000 a year in 2019 dollars that almost $5 Million a year. Hopkins 
insisted that copywriters RESEARCH their clients' products and produce only "reason-why" 
copy. His belief…that a good product surrounded with the right atmosphere was frequently the 
best salesperson…as a result he was a firm believer in sampling.  

He tracked the results of his advertising using key-coded coupons and tested headlines, offers, 
and propositions against one another. By studying the results he was able to drive up response 
and improve the profitability of the ads for both him, and his clients.  

Hopkins is one of the fathers of modern day direct marketing. While working for the Bissell 
Carpet Sweeper Company, Hopkins sent out five thousand letters recommending carpet sweepers 
as Christmas presents - one thousand people sent in orders. He also convinced Bissell 
manufacturers to offer more variety of carpet sweepers, such as making them with twelve 
different types of wood. Following these changes, Bissell sold two hundred fifty thousand in 
three weeks. 

His book Scientific Advertising was published in 1923, following his retirement from Lord & 
Thomas, where he finished his career as president and chairman. This book was followed, in 
1927, by his autobiographical work My Life in Advertising. He died in 1932.  

Hopkins believed advertising was more about scientific results than image.   He was much more 
interested in direct marketing than brand advertising. 
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Advertzsement

Medical researchers report on appetite-satisfying way

of shedding excess poundage

~ERE'S good news for everyone
~ carrying excess poundage in the

report on a special diet study made
by the medical school of a leading
university. A number of grossly
overweight people lost up to 100
pounds while eating highly satisfy-
ing meals based on generous amounts
of protein foods.

These people weroe able to "diet
and enjoy it" because they got their
protein in the form of delicious, ap-
petizing lean meat-double servings,
twice a day.

Meat was made the mainstay of
this diet for the very same reasons
that recommend it to everyone, at
any time, for pleasurable eating
and essential nutrients.

Life-giving protein, of course.
Meat is one of our richest natural

sources of complete, top-quality pro-
tein-the kind your body needs
every day to build blood and mus-

Diet and

EnjoY' It...
de, maintain resistance to infection,
nourish nerves and tissues.

B-vitamins, iron and other impor-
tant minerals. Meat goes a long way
toward meeting the body's require-
ments of these necessary nutrients.

The fat in meat, too, plays a help-
ful role. Easily 'digested, and not

I too excessive in amount, it contrib-
utes not only to the joy of eating,
but also to the energy we need.

Protein, B-vitamins, minerals, en-
ergy - meat provides them all so
abundantly (and so deliciously!)
that it is little wonder people often
speak of it as "Meat - the Good
Provider."

The nutritional statements made in this

advertisement have been reviewed by
the Council on Foods and Nutrition of

the Al1'-lU:ic~r:t"~?J'ip,ii.RJJ.;'m,,~..~:.
found consistent with current ,autnopta-
tive medical opinion.

-,
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Are you irying to kRepa man
on a diet?

r

S1J
AYBEyouhaveahusband
who always expects des-M sertafterdinner.Nomat-. ter what you give him

! to eat first, he wants
something sweet to "top it off."

Now, there was nothing wrong
with eating dessert 20 pounds ago,
you say. . .

And, when you serve new D-Zerta
Pudding, there's nothing wrong with
it today. This sweet, rich-tasting des-
sert is low in calories and sugar-free!

D-ZERTA PUDDINGSare made by
the makers ofJell-O Desserts with all
the flavor of those best-liked pud-
dings. But there's a difference.

D-Zerta is deliciously sweetened

with Sucaryl @and saccharin instead
of sugar. That's why one serving con-
tains as little as 54 calories.

(There are 377 calories in a piece
of apple pie, and even a portion of
lemon sherbet contains 118!)

You can buy D-Zerta Pudding in
three flavors- Vanilla, Chocolateand
Butterscotch.Make it with whole milk

or skim milk. Any way at all, D-Zerta
Pudding is delicious! .

D-ZERTA GELATINis sugar-free, too!

A serving contains about as many
calories as 4 grapes! It makes such
bright, refreshing desserts. And noth-
ing can top it when it comes ro mak-
ing salads. You can buy D-Zerta
Gelatin in six famous Jell-O flavors.

f..
D-Zerta:a:nd]ell-O a:reregistered rra:de-ma:rks of Genera:I Feods. @Suca:ryl-Abbott

;a:'~1
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$2,000,000
Have Been Spent to Let the Sick of America Try Liquozone Free.

When we purchased the rights to Liquo-
zone, the great problem was how to let
the sick know its power. For years we
had watched it cure diseases which medi-
cine could not cure. We had proved that,
in germ troubles, its results were almost
inevitable. We were using it daily in our
own homes, as a preventive of sickness,
and we knew that every home should
have it.

In every neighborhood, all over Amer-
ica, there was sickness which nothing
but Liquozone could cure. There was
everywhere suffering which Liquozone
alone could stop. And thousands were
dying whom Liquozone could save. What
was the right way—the best way—to
quickly let those sick ones know it?

We decided to buy the first bottle and
give it free to every sick one we learned
of. And we published this offer in 2,500
papers. The result is that millions know
Liquozone almost as well as we do. And
half the people you meet, wherever you
are, know some one whom Liquozone has
cured.

Not Medicine.
Liquozone is not made, like medicine,

by compounding acid and drugs; nor is
there any alcohol in it. Its virtues are
derived solely from gas, made in large
part from the best oxygen producers. The
process of making takes fourteen days
and requires immense apparatus. At the
end of two weeks we get one cubic inch
of Liquozone for each 1,250 cubic inches of
gas used. The attainment of this product
has, for more than twenty years, been
the constant subject of scientific and
chemical research.

The main result is to get into a liquid,
and thus into the blood, a powerful, yet
harmless germicide. And the product is
so helpful—so good for you, under any
condition—that even a well person feels
its instant benefit.

This is a product which, in the past two
years, has sprung into worldwide use in
the treatment of germ diseases. It is now

used by the sick of nine nations by phy-
sicians and hospitals everywhere. It is
daily used in millions of homes in Amer-
ica.

We Paid $100,000

For the American rights to Liquozone,
and the rights in other countries have
sold for proportionate sums. We mention
this fact to indicate the value of Liquo-
zone—the value to you. Men have never
before paid such a price for any discov-
ery used in the cure of sickness.

We need not tell you that we proved
Liquozone well before buying it. For
years it was tested through physicians
and hospitals, in this country and others.
It was employed in every stage of every
germ disease; in all the most difficult
cases obtainable. With thousands of sick
ones, considered incurable, we proved that
it did what medicine could not do. Then,
and then only, did we pay the price.

Since then we have spent nearly $2,000,-
000 to make Liquozone known. We have
bought the first bottle and given it free
to every sick one we learned of. These
people told others, and the others told
others. The result is that Liquozone is
now more widely employed than any med-
icine ever was. And no one can doubt
that it is doing more for sick humanity
than all the drugs in use combined.

Kills Inside Germs.

The greatest value of Liquozone lies in
the fact that it kills germs in the body
without killing the tissues, too. And no
man knows another way to do it. Any
drug that kills germs is a poison, and it
cannot be taken internally. For that rea-
son, medicine is almost helpless in any
germ disease.

Liquozone is a germicide so certain that
we publish on every bottle an offer of
$1,000 for a disease germ that it cannot
kill. Yet it is not only harmless, but of

wonderful benefit—better than anything
else in the world for you. No one is so
well that he cannot be helped by it.

The reason is that germs are vege-
tables; and Liquozone—like an excess of
oxygen—is deadly to vegetal matter. To
the human body Liquozone is exhilarat-
ing, vitalizing, purifying—the most need-
ful, the most helpful thing possible. But
to germs it is certain destruction; and
these facts are true of nothing else in
existence.

Germ Diseases.
There are the known germ diseases, all

due to germs or to the poisons which
germs create. These are the diseases to
which medicine does not apply, for drugs
cannot kill inside germs.

All that medicine can do for these
troubles is to act as a tonic, aiding Na-
ture to overcome the germs. But these
results are indirect and uncertain, de-
pending on the patient’s condition. A
cure is always doubtful when drugs are
used, and some of these diseases medi-
cine never cures.

Liquozone alone can destroy the cause
of these troubles. It goes wherever the
blood goes, so that no germ can escape it.
The results are almost inevitable. Dis-
eases which have resisted medicine for
years yield at once to Liquozone. “In-
curable” diseases are cured by it. In any
stage of any disease in this list the re-
sults are so certain that we will gladly
send to any patient who asks for it an
absolute guaranty.
Asthma, Hay Fever–Influenza,
Abscess–Anaemia, Kidney Diseases,
Bronchitis, La Grippe,
Blood Poison, Liver Troubles,
Bright’s Disease, Malaria—Neuralgia,
Bowel Troubles, Many Heart Troubles,
Coughs–Colds, Piles–Pneumonia,
Consumption, Pleurisy–Quinsy,
Colic–Croup, Rheumatism,
Constipation, Scrofula,
Catarrh–Cancer, Skin Diseases,
Dysentery–Diarrhea, Stomach Troubles,
Dandruff–Dropsy, Throat Troubles,
Dyspepsia, Tuberculosis,
Eczema–Erysipelas, Tumors–Ulcers,
Fevers–Gall Stones, Women’s Diseases.
Goitre–Gout,

All diseases that begin with fevers—all inflamma-
tion—all catarrh—all contagious diseases—all the
results of impure or poisoned blood.

In nervous debility Liquozone acts as a vitalizer,
accomplishing what no drugs can do.

50c Bottle Free.

If you need Liquozone, and have never
used it, please send us the coupon below.
We will then send you an order on a local
druggist for a full-sized bottle—a 50c bot-
tle—and will pay the druggist ourselves
for it. This applies only to the first bot-
tle, of course—to those who have never
used it.

The acceptance of this offer places you
under no obligations. We simply wish to
convince you; to let the product itself
show you what it can do. Then you can
judge by results as to whether you wish
to continue.

This offer itself should convince you
that Liquozone does as we claim. We
would certainly not buy a bottle and give
it to you, if there was any doubt of re-
sults. You want these results; you want
to be well and to keep well. Then be fair
enough to yourself to accept our offer to-
day. Let us show you, at our expense,
what this wonderful product means to
you.

Liquozone costs 50c and $1.

CUT OUT THIS COUPON
for this offer may not appear again. Fill out
the blanks, and mail it to The Liquozone
Company,458-464 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

My disease is _____________________

I have never tried Liquozone, but if you will
supply me a 50c bottle free I will take it.

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

627D Give full address—write plainly.

Any physician or hospital not yet using
Liquozone will be gladly supplied for a
test.
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The Revolution in Bran Cereal 

and What It Promises 
People With Constipation 

First published report of a new scientific discovery 

NTIL a few short months ago, mil- 
lions believed that bran cereals, in 

order to be effective, had to be flat-tast-
ing, coarse-textured and harsh. It was 
this very "roughness," users believed, 
that supplied all-essential bulk their 
diets lacked. 

Now science has made an amazing 
discovery: you don't have to depend 
on the old-fashioned, rough, tough bran 
cereals that have been tolerated for gen-
erations. Today, a new bran cereal, 
fine-textured and really good-tasting, 
effectively combats constipation. 

The trade name of this revolutionary 
new cereal is Nabisco 100% Bran, and 
the experiment which uncovered its 
unique qualities was extremely simple. 
It proved conclusively that the absorp-
tion capacity of Nabisco 100% Bran 
is second to none. And that Nabisco 
100% Bran is unexcelled for its speed 
of absorption. (Since it is the moisture 
absorbed by any bran that provides the 
bulk needed for natural regularity, the 
more moisture absorbed the more effec-
tive the bran.) 

In the laboratory, identical amounts 

of water were added to identical quan-
tities of both brans. The wet ring 
around the ordinary bran, as shown in 
the illustration, means that the water 
went right through it and into the 
paper. Yet, in test after test, Nabisco 
100% Bran absorbed all the moisture 
needed to build bulk required for 
natural regularity. 

And so the old myth that bran cereal 
has to be rough-and-tough to work is 
finally shattered. Every day, as more 
Nabisco 100% Bran is made available, 
more and more people are keeping reg-
ular this pleasant way — with a really 
rod-tasting breakfast cereal. Be on 
the lookout at your store for this effec-
tive new id — Nabisco 100% Bran. #5Anoi 27 
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The Revolution in Bran Cereal
and What It Promises

People With Constipation
First published report of a new scientific discovery

U NTILa few short months ago, mil-
lions believed that bran cereals, in

order to be effective, had to be Bat-tast-
ing, coarse-textured and harsh. It was
this very "roughness," users believed,
that supplied all-essential bulk their
diets lacked.

Now science has made an amazing
discovery: you don't have to depend
on the old-fashioned, rough, tough bran
cereals that have been tolerated for gen-
erations. Today, a new bran cereal,
fine-textured and really good-tasting,
effectively combats constipation.

The trade name of this revolutionary
new cereal is Nabisco 100% Bran, and
the experiment which uncovered its
unique qualities was extremely simple.
It proved conclusively that the absorp-
tion capacity of Nabisco 100% Bran
is second to none. And that Nabisco
100% Bran is unexcelled for its speed
of absorption. (Since it is the moisture
absorbed by any bran that provides the
bulk needed for natural regularity, the
more moisture absorbed the more effec-
tive the bran.)

In the laboratory, identical amounts

of water were added to identical quan-
tities of both brans. The wet ring
around the ordinary bran, as shown in
the illustration, mems that the water

went ri:iht through it and into the
paper. Yet, in test after test, Nabisco
100% Bran :lbsorbed all the moisture"

needed to build bulk required for
natural regularity.

And so the old myth that bran cereal
has to be rough-and-tough to work is
finally shattered. Every day, as more
Nabisco 100% Bran is made available,
more and more people are keeping reg-

ular this pleasant way - with a really
gaod-tasting breakfast cereal. Be Ion
the lookout at your store for this effec-
tive new aid - Nabisco 100% Bran.
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For the 25 million Americans who want to lose weight."
and the 15 million who need to gain some...
corrective dieting begins with

The Weight-Control Law
that Works Both Ways

SEEMING paradox of weight
control is that certain of the very
same foods must be included in

th~~d;ily diet of those who want to take
pounds off. . .and those who need to put
pounds on.

These "gain-or-lose" foods include
meat, milk, eggs. . . and oatmeal. . . all
of them high in valuable, body-building,
energy-producing protein.

Protein for Gaining: Protein is the
basic, essential part of all living cells.
Without it, the human body could not
"replace" itself, cell by cell, as it must do.
(98% of human cellular structure is re-
placed yearly.) And since protein is not
stored in the body, as fats and carbohy-
drates are, you must get a continuing
supply of protein from the foods you eat
. . . day by day, and meal by meal. To sum
up, protein is the fundamental "must"
for building strong bodies. . . good red
blood.

Protein for Losing: Protein is the food
element which acts as the body's auto-
matic hunger control. In general, the
higher the protein content of your food,

the longer it takes for hunger to re-
appear. When the body's blood-sugar
level remains high enough, the "appe-
tite" is inactive. Protein raises the blood-

sugar level, and holds it above the
hunger line for longer periods of time
than other food elements do.

The practical value of a high protein
diet for overweight people is this ability
of protein to cut down their hunger. . .
while supplying the strength and energy
they need. For example, a bowl of hot
oatmeal, with sugar and milk included,
contains only 210 calories. . . yet sup-
plies 9 grams of protein. This is the
secret behind that "stick-to-the-ribs"

feeling that lasts all morning long after
an oatmeal breakfast.

So, if either kind of weight-control
problem exists at your house, remember
that delicious hot oatmeal for breakfast

can help to correct it.
Whole-grain oatmeal is a rich natural

source of vitamins and minerals, as well
as protein. Helps you start the day off
enjoyably, and keeps you going strong
all morning.

Quick Quaker Oats has a creamy
smoothness you will like, and requires
only 1 minute of actual cooking. And
the same goes for Quick Mother's Oats,
or Mother's Premium Oats.

If you prefer"the flavor and texture
of old-style 0atmeal, be sure to try qld .
Fashioned Quaker or Mother's Oats.

#56001
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Such famous Beauty Specialists as

DELORD et BION, Paris
recommend this as most important of all

home beauty treatments
,

"Palm alld olive oils, ~ ,e_xperU'l
combined. in Palmolive Soap,. .
have a most Juiq,ling effect and
yet provide the detp cleansing
which is, the very jO'!J.ndation of
, he~.u

A. .1)~' '* 5f~~->s:~
• 6' • .AvBNwI VfCro.R HUGO

PAIUS

.._ . .-
~tIitofWti.fJm weJJ asi"ktitdy
'ffltZlm'ltls •• IIIIR,"" 61Bi••. SJ".ph illt rilb
J",,,gi"r,rl witk.comfort4bIJf#l"i9"tt/'fb .. irsj
JinaHJ ~ngu14rI;J;JU IltalJt ib, "rJ m:ot/,rnl
'"" in ib4 nfe'''"n 'rooms aJ '"is' Par...salon; ~

"We also recommend OUf powder No. 65. which
bas 11 -very pleasant perfume and is specially made
to be used with our cream No. 65."

How best to lise Palmolive
With botll hands 1tII1S~gea ia(her, of Palmolive

Soap and W8;IlIl water well,; into the skin two
minutes, allowing it to penettllte the pores. Then
dase, fust with warm water. giadually with colder.
A Jioal, nose with i~ water is Ii refreBltin8
astringent.' ,

For Iidry skin, a touch of cold c:teambefote add- """',-w
illg powder IIltd rouge; fOl oily skin. an astiing~nt
lotion.

A ~iInple .treatment, yet it undoubcedly,eltplaios
why Palmolive is one of the tWo largest sepia&,
soaps iq, Frsn~-:knoWu the 'World over as home
of ~quisite cosmetics. Here in America, and in
!9tty-eight othet,<:ountiies.itis more genc:Wly used
than any other soap.

the use of out cream No. 65. Scientifically pre.
pued, it whitens and softens tile skin. ?-glees with
all cemplexlens and retains the powder," say
Delord et Bion.,

'!'~ ~.- -,.. r- :""

Whfll ~airiW1Iiopoljld"! .reek. the,mOIl
PariIiq_natmosphere posri61efor their IN;mty
't"Amullts, they {n"maDly "isit the salm
of Delf1T:d et Bioll. ThtSe two inimitably
~'lth sjHtialiJtr providejmt that mix/un
of tb, scilntifit and tb« _thelk whiCh d,.
lights a diserimi"alillg fiminilll dil/lltk.

4418
IOc

OF nm .Dlllllycelebrated beaut}' ea~blishm~.ti_in. Paris.
one of the largest and most tYPIcally PariSIan rs, that

of Delord et Bion, capitaIaeda(o'Vet 500.000 francs. This
unusual gro~ to prominence has come within compata.·
tive1y few years and is due to a ~que COmbinatiOIl of the
sci~ntUic and the aesthetic. as represented in the two mem-
bc:rs of this now internationally reCQgniucl finn.

The scientific atmosphete which 'SUUOUIl~ the Pads
beaUty salon of Delord ee BioD' is authentic:. M6nsleur
Atmlllld Delard is skllled in beauty cultute and bas many
yeatS of exp¢ence. .Monslepr'Roget Bion brinsa to this
partnetShip modern ideas of technique whi,ch add the final
&SSlU'IUlce ot perfecdotl to a Delorc:l er BioD treatment.

'!bey themselves feel that much of their success is d\1c
to the emphasis they place on home care of the sld.o.

In this, Paris Salon, on the Avenue Viaor Hugo, one Iesms of a
rule of $kin cate b~ed on s,oap combinU;lg oils of ~ anti olives . . .

a rule whlch has become loternaciotllll in
IlSC and is recommended by experts all
ovec the world. '

If you were,'~,~nsul.t !.ina y.,valieti or
Mac;lame Valentin I.e Brun of Paris, tIley.
too, 'Would advise it. Elise Bock, of Bet-
lili~M~e Berilia.Jacobson, of tondon;
Pessl, of Vienna, advocace this same treat-
,ment to their aristoaauc pattellS.

Whypalm a,ut olive oils
'We &dvu. iill out clients to use tile

followingmethoti," say Delotd et Bien.
"Piest they must use Palmolive Soap be-

cause 1hia soap dennitely helps tile beauty
expett in his' Vf'* of complexion Im-
I?Iovement. , ,

"Palm and olive 'oils, as exp@:ly 'com-
bined inPalmolive sPap. have a.mosc heal-
ing~ and yet provide tile deep cleans-
ing~hicb is'tne very foundatiop. of'beauty.

"ID addition to PalmOlive we prescribe



 

Bruce Barton



Bruce Barton (1886-1967) began his work in advertising in 1912 

when he moved to New York City to become assistant sales manager 

in the publishing house of P. F. Collier and Son. It was there 

that Barton first revealed a talent for advertising. In 1913 he 

was assigned the task of writing the advertisements for the 

firm's Harvard Classics series of reprints. His eye-catching 

headlines and compelling texts helped sell over 400,000 copies. 

In 1925, Bruce Barton, wrote a fundraising letter to 24 rich men 

who all replied with at least $1,000 donation.  This is regarded 

as the only direct mail piece that received a 100% response. 

Barton was also had a marvelous aptitude for lead generation as 

you will discover when you study the ads he crafted for The 

Alexander Hamilton Institute, the preeminent 

executive development program of that time. 



Dear Mr. Blank, 

For the past three or four years things have been 

going pretty well at our house. We pay our bills, afford 

such luxuries as having the children’s tonsils out, and 

still have something in the bank at the end of the year. 

So far as business is concerned, therefore, I have felt 

fairly well content. 

But there is another side to a man, which every now 

and then gets restless. It says: “What good are you 

anyway? What influences have you set up, aside from your 

business, that would go on working if you were to shuffle 

off tomorrow?” 

Of course, we chip in to the Church and the 

Salvation Army, and dribble out a little money right 

along in response to all sorts of appeals. But there 

isn’t much satisfaction in it. For one thing, it’s too 

diffused and, for another, I’m never very sure in my own 

mind that the thing I’m giving to is worth a hurrah and I 

don’t have time to find out. 

A couple of years ago I said: “I’d like to 

discover the one place in the United States where a 

dollar does more net good than anywhere else.” It was a 

rather thrilling idea, and I went at it in the same 

spirit in which our advertising agency conducts a 

market investigation for a manufacturer. Without 

bothering you with a long story, I believe I have found 

the place. 

This letter is being mailed to 23 men besides 

yourself, twenty-five of us altogether. I honestly 

believe that it offers an opportunity to get a 

maximum amount of satisfaction for a minimum sum. 

Let me give you the background. 



 

     Among the first comers to this country were some pure 

blooded English folks who settled in Virginia but, being 

more hardy and venturesome than the average, pushed on 

west and settled in the mountains of Kentucky, Tennessee, 

North and South Carolina. They were stalwart lads and 

lassies. They fought the first battle against the British 

and shed the first blood. In the Revolution they won the 

battle of King’s Mountain. Later, under Andy Jackson, they 

fought and won the only land victory that we managed to 

pull off in the War of 1812. Although they lived in 

southern states they refused to secede in 1860. They broke 

off from Virginia and formed the state of West Virginia; 

they kept Kentucky in the Union; and they sent a million 

men into the northern armies. It is not too much to say 

that they were the deciding factor in winning the struggle 

to keep these United States united. 

They have had a rotten deal from Fate. There are no 

roads into the mountains, no trains, no ways of making 

money. So our prosperity has circled all around them and 

left them pretty much untouched. They are great folks. 

The girls are as good-looking as any in the world. Take 

one of them out of her two-roomed log cabin home, give 

her a stylish dress and a permanent wave, and she’d be a 

hit on Fifth Avenue. Take one of the boys, who maybe never 

saw a railroad train until he was 21: give him a few years 

of education and he goes back into the mountains as a 

teacher or doctor or lawyer or carpenter, and changes the 

life of a town or county. 

This gives you an idea of the raw material. Clean, 

sound timber – no knots, no wormholes; a great contrast 

to the imported stuff with which our social settlements 

have to work in New York and other cities. 

Now, away back in the Civil War days, a little 

college was started in the Kentucky mountains. It started 

with faith, hope, and sacrifice, and those three virtues 



are the only endowment it has ever had. Yet today it has 

accumulated, by little gifts picked up by passing the 

hat, a plant that takes care of 3000 students a year. 

It’s the most wonderful manufacturing proposition you 

ever heard of. They raise their own food, can it in their 

own cannery; milk their own cows; make brooms and weave 

rugs that are sold all over the country; do their own 

carpentry, painting, printing, horseshoeing, and 

everything, teaching every boy and girl a trade while he 

and she is studying. And so efficiently is the job done 

that – 

o a room rents for 60 cents a week (including 

heat and light) 

o meals are 11 cents apiece (yet all the students 

gain weight on the faire; every student gets a 

quart of milk a day) 

o the whole cost to a boy or girl for a year’s study 

– room, board, books, etc., - is $146. More than 

half of this the student earns by work; many 

students earn all. 

 
  

     One boy walked in a hundred miles leading a cow.  

He stabled the cow in the village, milked her night and 

morning, peddled the milk, and put himself through 

college. He is now a major in the United States Army. His 

brother, who owned half of the cow, is a missionary in 

Africa. Seventy-five percent of the graduates go back to 

the mountains, and their touch is on the mountain counties 

of five states; better homes, better food, better child 

health, better churches, better schools; no more feuds; 

lower death rates. 

 

Now we come to the hook. It costs this college, 

which is named Berea, $100 a year per student to carry 

on. She could, of course, turn away 1500 students each 



year and break even on the other 1500. Or she could 

charge $100 tuition. But then she would be just one more 

college for the well-to-do. Either plan would be a moral 

crime. The boys and girls in those one-room and two-room 

cabins deserve a chance. They are of the same stuff as 

Lincoln and Daniel Boone and Henry Clay; they are the 

very best raw material that can be found in the United 

States. 

I have agreed to take ten boys and pay the deficit on 

their education each year, $1,000. I have agreed to do 

this if I can get twenty-four other men who will each 

take ten. The president, Dr. William J. Hutchins (Yale 

1892), who ought to be giving every minute of his time to 

running the college, is out passing the hat and riding 

the rails from town to town. He can manage to get $50,000 

or $70,000 a year. I want to lift part of his load by 

turning in $25,000. 

This is my proposition to you. Let me pick out ten 

boys, who are as sure blooded Americans as your own sons, 

and just as deserving of a chance. Let me send you their 

names and tell you in confidence, for we don’t want to 

hurt their pride, where they come from and what they 

hope to do with their lives. Let me report to you on 

their progress three times a year. You write me, using 

the enclosed envelope, that, if and when I get my 

other twenty-three men, you will send President 

Hutchins your check for $1,000. If you will do this 

I’ll promise you the best time you have ever bought 

for a thousand dollars. 

Most of the activities to which we give in our lives 

stop when we stop. But our families go on; and young life 

goes on and matures and gives birth to other lives. For a 

thousand dollars a year you can put ten boys or girls 

back into the mountains who will be a leavening influence 



in ten towns or counties, and their children will bear 

the imprint of your influence. Honestly, can you think of 

any other investment that would keep your life working in 

the world so long a time after you are gone? 

This is a long letter, and I could be writing a 

piece for the magazines and collecting for it in the 

time it has taken me to turn it out. So, remember that 

this is different from any other appeal that ever came 

to you. Most appeals are made by people who profit from 

a favorable response, but this appeal is hurting me a 

lot more than it can possibly hurt you. What will you 

have, ten boys or ten girls? 

Cordially yours, 

Bruce Barton 



I 

Some of America's biggest fortunes were founded 
in Hard Times. Will you reap the reward of your 

foresight when the Depression is over? 

AFEW DAYS AGO, when stocks seemed 
headed for zero and brokers were advis-
ing customers to sell, one firm issued this 

remarkable bulletin: 

Security prices are subject to new conditions. 
Small business units have been merged into big 
units. Industries have reached out into foreign 
markets. Production methods and sales methods 
have been revolutionized. 

DR. JULIUS KLEIN, The Assistant Secretary, 
U. S. Department of Commerce. 

GEORGE BALDWIN, Vice-Pres. in Charge of 
Sales, General Electric Company. 

HUBERT T. PARSON, President, 
F. W. Woolworth Company. 

American business needs, and needs des-
perately, executives with fresh minds and up-to-
date equipment, men who understand these new 
forces and know how to use them. Men of this 
type will be richly rewarded. This depression 
means opportunity to them. Substantial success 
will be theirs in a few short years. 

DAVID SARNOFF, President, 
Radio Corporation of America. 

DEXTER S. KIMBALL, Dean of the College of 
Engineering, Cornell University. 

Announcing a new Course 

to meet the new conditions 

In preparing the new Course and Service we 
have drawn freely, without regard to cost, on the 
time and interest of these outstanding business 
statesmen. It is new, challenging, Utterly un-
academic, vibrant with the hard-bitten energy of 
men whose names are magic in the councils of 
modern business. 

Send for the facts 

"Panics are but growing pains. There never 
was a great industrial depression that was not 
succeeded by a revival of epochal proportions 
which registered the growth of the nation to even 
greater dimensions." 

Optimism or Vision? 

This is not "optimism." Business will not be 
"back to normal by November"—perhaps not 
until a year later. Mark this fact well: the rise 
from the present level will be long and. gradual. 
After the recessions of 1893, 1907 and 1919, 
the recoveries averaged 16 months before busi-
ness attained normal volume. 

But the turn—the beginning of the recovery 
—is due, and due soon. And the opportunities 
for financial progress which the next 16 months 
offer to the individual are more brilliant than 
they have been for nearly a decade. 

The Alexander Hamilton Institute now offers 
an entirely new executive training Course for 
men who want to be the leaders of tomorrow. 

It was prepared by the leaders of today—
men whose authority is proved by incomes of 
$50,000, $100,000 and more. Here are the 
names of only a few of them: 

We have prepared a new booklet which de-
scribes thh new Course and Service. It is entitled 
"What an Executive Should Know." 

Where the opportunity lies 

At this moment, we are in the throes of a 
whole series of revolutionary transformations. 

This book will interest only mature-minded 
men seriously interested in business education. 
To help us prevent it from falling into the hands 
of men for whom it has no message, we ask you 
merely to fill hi the spaces in the coupon below. 
Mail the coupon today. 

ALFRED P. SLOAN, JR., President, 
General Motors Corporation. 

F. EDSON WHITE, President, 
Armour & Company. 

M. H. AYLESWORTH, President, 
National Broadcasting Company. 

JOSEPH P. DAY, President, 
Joseph P. Day, Inc., Real Estate. 

HON. WILL H. HAYS, President, 
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors 
of America, Inc.; formerly U. S. Postmaster 
General. 

To the ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE, 
325 Astor Place, New York City. 

Send me without obligation the new booklet, 

-"What an Executive Should Know." 

Name 	  

Business Address 	  

Bpsiness Position.... 	  

Type of Business 	  

Enrollments received by the Alex-

ander Hamilton Institute are 35% 

ahead of last year. 	In bad times 

the 	smartest 	men prepare for 

making more money. 

0'  

BRUCE BARTON, Chairman of the Board, 
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Adver-
tiling Agents. 

JOHN.  T. MADDEN, Dean, 
School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance, 
New York University. 

ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE 



John Caples



John Caples (1900-1990) believed in the testing of ads, in 

copywriting consistency and that ads should focus on simplicity.  

Caples wrote what is probably the most famous heradline of all 

time: "They Laughed When I Sat Down At the Piano..."  

And just a few months later he swiped his own headline with 

"They Grinned When The Waiter Spoke To Me In French".  

Caples’ had s 7-step checklist of proven methods that he used 

repeatedly in creating some of the most successful ads ever 

published:   

1. Does you ad attract the RIGHT AUDIENCE?  
2. Does your ad HOLD the audience?  
3. Does your copy CREATE DESIRE?  
4. Do you prove it's a BARGAIN?  
5. Do you establish CONFIDENCE?  
6. Do you make it EASY TO ACT?  
7. Do you give prospects a reason to ACT AT ONCE?  
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MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES SECTION 

"Can he really play?" a girl whispered-
" Heavens no!" Arthur exclaimed. 84  He 
racier played a nose in his We." 
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They Laught• ti Ven I Sat 
At the Pi a no 

But Mien 1 Started to Play!— 
ATHUR had just played "The 

Rosary." The room rang with ap-
plause. I decided that this would 

be a dramatic moment for me to make my 
debut. To the amazement of all my friends, 
I strode confidently over to the piano and 
sat down. 

"Jack is up to his old tricks," somebody 
chuckled. The crowd laughed. They were 
all certain that I couldn't play a single 
note. 

"Can he really play ?'" 1 heard ft girl 
whisper to Arthur. ii eavens, no!" Arthur eNclainiod. "He 
never played a note in all 1ii ,  liCe. . . . 
But just you watch him. This is going to 
be good." 

I decided to make the most of the situa-
tion. With mock dignity I drew out a silk 
handkerchief and lightly dusted off the 
piano keys. Then I rose and gave the 
revolving piano stool a quarter of a turn, 
just as I had seen an imitator of Pade-
rewski do in a vaudeville sketch. 

"What do you think of his execution ?" 
called a voice from the rear. 

"We're in favor of it!" came back the 
answer, and the crowd rocked with laugh-
t er. 

Then I Started to Play 
Instantly a tense silence fell on the 

pests. The laughter died on their lips as 
if by made. I played through the first 
bars of Liszt's immortal Liebestraume. I 
heard gasps of amazement. 
My friends sat breathless—
spell bound . 

I played on and as I played 
I forgot the people around 
me. I forgot the hour, the 
place, the breathless listen-
ers. The little world I lived 
in seemed to fade—seemed 
to grow dim—unreal. Only 
the music was real. Only the 
rnth,ie and the visions it 
broiight me. Visions as beau-
tiful and as changing as the 
wind blown clouds and drift-
ing moonlight, that long ago 
inspired the master corn- 

poser. it seemed as if the master musician 
himself were speaking to me—speaking 
through the medium of music—not in 
words but in chords. Not in sentences, but 
in exquisite melodies. 

A Complete Triumph 
As the last notes of the Liehestraume died. away, 

the r000 L resounded with a kid 11, 31 ri pa of applause. 
I found myself surrounded b, uxcited. faces. How 
my friends carried on! Men slivok my hand—wildly 
congratulated me—pounded rue on the back in their 
_enthusiasm! Everybody was exclaiming with delight 
—.plying me with rapid questions. . . 	"Jack! 
Why didn't you tell us you could 

—
"play like that?" 

"'Where did you learn ?"1-iow long have 
you studied ?"--Who was your teacher ?" 

"I have never even seen my teacher," I replied. 
"And just a. short while ago I couldn't play a 
note," 

"Quit your kidding." laughed Arthur, himself an. 
accomplished pianist. "You've been studying for 
years. I can tell,'" 

"I have been. studying only a short while," I in-
sisted. "I decided to keep it a secret so that I 
could. surprise all you folks." 

Then I told them the whole story. 
"Haveou ever heard. of the U. S. School. of 

Music ?" tasked. 
A few of my friends nodded, "That's a corre-

spondence school, isn't it T" they exclaimed, 
"Exactly," I replied. "They have a new simplified 

method that can teach you to play any instrument 
by mail in just a few months:" 

How I Learned to Play Without 
a Teacher 

And then I explained how for yearE, I had 'longed 
to play the piano. 

"It seems just a short while 
ago," I continued, "that I saw 
an interesting ad of the U. S. 
School of Music mentioning a new 
method of learning to play which 
olly cost a few cents a day! 
The ad told how a woman had 
mastered the piano in her spare 
time at home—and without a 
teacher! Best of all, the won-
derful new method she used, re-
quired no laborious scales — II0 
heartless exercises—no tiresome 
practising. It sounded so convinc-
ing that I filled out the coupon 
requesting the Free Demonstra-
ti on Lesson. 

"The free book arrived promptly 
and I started in that very night 
to study the Demonstration Les-
son. I was • amazed to see how 
easy it was to play this new way. 
Then I sent for the course. 

"When the course arrived I found. it was just as 
the ad said—us easy as A. B. C.! And as the lessons 
ciuitinued they got easier and easier. Before I knew 
it I was playing all the pieces I liked best. Nothing 
stopped me. I could play ballads or classical num-
hers or joss, all with equal ease. And I never did 
liave any special talent for music." 

Play Any Instrument 
You, too, can now teach yourself to be an accom-

plished musician—right at home—in half the usual 
time, You can't go wrong with this simple new 
method which has already shown almost ball a mil-
lion people how to play their favorite Instruments. 
Forget that old-fashioned idea that you need special 
"talent." Just read the list of instrunient-i n the 
panel, decide which one you wart to play and the 
U. S. School will do the rest, And bear in mind no 
matter which instrument you choose, the coat in 
each ease will be the same—just a few cents a day. 
No matter whether you are a mere beginner or 
already a good performer, you will be interest,ed in 
learning about this new and wonderful method. 

Send for Our Free Booklet and 
Demonstration Lesson 

Thousands of siicressful students never dreamed 
they possessed inusica 	until it was revealed 
to them by a reniarkahle "Musical Ability Test" 
which we send entiruly without. cost with our inter.. 

ting free booklet_ 
If you are in earnest about w:inting try plrLy 

favorite instrument—if you real] 2,- want to gain ISO.IS 

piness and increase your popularity—send at °n4', 
for the free booklet and Demonstration Lesson_ No 
cost—no obligation. Right now we are inahing 
Special offer for a limited number of new students. 
Sign and send the convenient coupon now—before 
it's too late to gain the benefits of this offer. In-
struments supplied when needed, cash or credit. 
U. S. School of Music, 82 Brunswick Bldg.. 
New York City. 

U. S. School of Music, 
82 Brunswick Bldg.. New York City_ 
Please send me your free book, 'Music Lessons in 
Your Own Horne," with introduction by Dr. Frank 
Crane, I3ernonstration Lesson and particulars of 
your Special. Offer. I am interested in the following 
course; 

Have you above instrument 	  
41 41 

Name  	 .... 
(Please write pia,inly) 

Address 	  

C ty .. 	  .... State 	 

Pick Your 
Instrument 

Piano 	:Harmony and 
Organ 	Composition 
Violin 	Sight Singing 
Drums and Ukulele 

Traps Guitar 
Mandolin Hawaiian 
Clarinet 	Steel Guitar 
Flute 	Harp 
Saxophone Cornet 
'Cello 	Piccolo 

Trombone 
Voice and Speech Culture 
Automatic Finger Control 

Plano Accordion 
Banjo(5-String,PlestumandThaor) 



They Grinned When the Waiter 
Spoke to Me in French 

but their laughter changed to amazement at my reply 
a day. There were no laborious exercises to do—no 
tiresome rules—no dull ciass-roorn drills, It was 
actually fun learning, Everything was so clear, eo 
simple, so easy. Honestly, the Hugo At-Sight' 
French Course if4 the most remarkable thing of its 
kind I have ever seen!" 

Try It 5 Days FREE 
This story is typical. You, too, can now learn 

French at home—quickly, easily, pleasantly—just as 
thousands of others are doing by the celebrated 
Hugo " At-Sight" Method, Twenty-four fascinating 
lessons, carefully planned. The most ingenious 
method of learning French ever discovered- Whole 
generations of language-teaching experience in all 
the leading European. cities are behind this French 
course. 

The wonderful thing about this simplified Hugo 
m.ethod is that it makes you bro.ur own teacher.. At 
borne—in minutes that might otherwise be wasted—
you learn, phrase by phrase, sentence by sentence, to 
speak the language correctly and well, To be able 
to speak French is decidedly a cultural attainment, 
and is recognized as such. Use those spare minutes 
to master French this fascinating Hugo wayl 

No money is necessary now. We shalt be glad to 
send you the complete course FREE FOR . DAYS 
150 that you may see it and judge it for yourself, 
Within the free examination period you have the 
privilege of returning the course without cost or 
.obligation, or keeping it as your own and sending 
only $2 as a first. payment and thereafter $2 a .month 
.until the full price of $12 has been paid, 

You are the juke. Simply return the course within. 
5 days if you are not. fascinated and delighted with it. 
If you act promptly, a valuable French-English Dic-
tionary, containing 45,000 words, will be included 
withoutditional cost. 

We urge you to clip and mail this coupon today. 
Doubledny, rage ilk Co., Dept.,. F-9810, Garden. City, 
New York. 

gasps of amazement_ In order to heighten 
the effect, I continued for several minutes 
to converse in French with the waiter. I 
asked him all sorts of questions—what part 
of France he was from—how long he had 
been in America, and many other queries. 
When I finally let the waiter go, everybody 
started firing excited questions at nie. 

"Fred! Where did you learn to speak 
French like that?" "Why didn't you tell 
us you could talk French?" "Who was your 
teacher?" 

"Well, folks," I replied, "it may sound 
strange, but the truth is I never had a 
teacher. And just a few months ago I 
couldn't speak a word of French." 

"Quit your kidding!" laughed jack. 
You didn't develop that knowledge of 

French in a few months. l thought it took 
years to learn to talk like that." 

" I have been studying French only a 
short while," I insisted. And then I told 
them the whole story. 

How I Learned French 
Without a Teacher 

"Did you ever hear of the HOU,Se of Hugo?" I 
asked, 

Jack nodded. "That's that. famous Language 
Institute over in London, isn't it?" 

"Yes," I replied. "They've been teaching lan-
guages for over a century. Thousands of Europeans 
have learned foreign lang4uages in a Eyarprisingly 
short time by their 'at-sight.' method." 

"But what's that got to do with your learning 
French," asked Jank.. " You haven't hcen over there 
takip,f lessons from the frcuse of Hugii, have your' 

o, I couldn't go to the House of Hugo, so the 
House of Hugo came to me," I replied quizzically, 

Doubleday. Page & Cop, Dept. F.9810, 
American Representatives of Hugo's 
Language Institute of London, 
Garden City, New York 

Please send me the Hugo " French-at-Right" Course 
in 24 lessons, for free examination and include the 
French-English Dictionary. Within 5 days I will 
either return the etairse and dictionary, or send you 
$2 at that time and $2 each month thereafter until 
$12 has been paid. 

TIATE had dropped into Pierrot's for din-
ner—Pierrot's, that quaint French 

restaurant where the waiters speak nothing 
but French. Jack Lejeune, who boasted a 
smattering of French, volunteered to act 
as interpreter. 

" Now tell rue what you want to eat," 
announced Jack grandly, after we were 
seated, "and 1 1 11 'parley with the waiter." 

With halting French phrases and much 
motioning of hands, jack translated our 
orders to the waiter. Finally Jack turned 
to me. 

"What's yours, Fred?" he asked, 
"Virginia ham and scrambled eggs," I 

replied_ 
jack's face fell. He knew that my order 

would be difficult to translate into French. 
However, he made a brave effort_ 

" jambon et des 	et des 	 " but 
Jack couldn't think how to say "scrambled 
eggs." He made motions as if he were 
scrambling eggs in a frying pan, but the 
waiter couldn't get what he was driving at. 

" I'm afraid you'll have to order some-
thing else, Fred,' he said finally. " I can't 
think of the word for 'scrambled eggs: 

Everybody smiled—everybody except 
me. With great ceremony I beckoned to 
the waiter. 	I'll explain my order to the 
waiter," I said. A chuckle ran. around the 
table. 

" Fred can't speak French, can be?" I 
heard a girl whisper to jack. 

No—he never spoke a word of French 
in his iife," came the answer. " lint watch 
him. This will be funny. He'll probably 
give an imitation of a hen laying an egg." 

A Tense Moment 
The waiter addressed me. " Monsieur a 

fait son choix?" he asked. 
There was a pause. All eyes were on 

nie. I hesitated—prolonged the suspense as 
long as possible. Then in perfect French 
1 said to the waiter: "Oui, Donnez moi du 
jambon aux oeufs brouilli..s—jambon de 
Virginie." 

The effect on my friends was trernen-
ous. The laughter stopped. There were 

My Friends Looked Startled 
"Here's what I mean," I said. " The authorities 

of the House of Hugo got together recently and de-
cided to condense their knowledge of language in-
struction—their experience in teachirig French—the 
evcrein of their wonderful method into a course of 
sari 	iri.;,,,ons—a course which anyone could etudy 
:Li hi krne 

" This course turned out to be the most in 
met hod of learning_ French ever devised, It was 
!simly marvelous. It. enabled people to learn French 
in their owrr homes, in an incredibly short time. 

"I can scarcely believe it triyelf, but just a few 
months ago I didn't know a word of French. Now 
I can speak and understa.nd French when it is spoken 
to me. And I didn't study snuck—just a. few minutes 

Name 	  

Address 

City 	  

Occupation __  

3-% discount for cash with order 

This geal on radio,. tool or oil burner .asivertisenvent signifies the approval of the INS-11'11 E OF STANDARDS See page 6 
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If you want to write professionally, here's an ripporturrity 
never before available: 

These leading authors and teachers in every branch of writ-
ing have banded together to create a school of professional 
writing to help you develop your skill, talent and craftsman-
ship; and to pass on to you their secrets of achieving 

success and reengottion- 
your training will be supervised by Rod Setting, winner 

of four Emmys and Author of the popular TV series, The 
Twilight one; Bruce Calton, Pulitzer Prize winoing author of 
A Stillness at Appomattox and editor of American Heritage 
magazine; Faith Baldwin, author of SO best-selling books, 
novels and hundreds of short stories; Max Shulmao, creator of 
the TV show, The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis, and of novels, 
plays, movies and stories; Bennett Cerf, president of Random 
House, editor, lecturer and syndicated columnist; Red Smith, 
famed for the distinctive wrfting style of his nation@ I I Y-SE noWa 
sports columns; Rudolf Knott, noted teacher 01 haxiness 

anthor of The. Art of Readable Writing and Why Johnny 
Can't Read; Mignon c). Eberhart, wand-famous author of 
mystcry novels and serials; Bergen Evans, university professor, 
language experts  co-author of A Dictionary of CentelftIPOrmirf 
Ainerkurt Make- J. D. Ratctiff, called "America's No. 
Crawl-Ian in the held of non-klion" by Time magazine; John 
Caples, dean of advertising copywriters, a senior vice-presi- 
&Fit of fiFID&O, one of Americas hugest advertising agencies, 
and author of kinking Ads Pay arid Tested Advertising Afeth-
orls; and Mark Wiseman, noted teacher of advertising, 
award-winning copywriter and author of The New Anatomy 
of Advertising. 

These famous authors have applied to writing — for the 
first time — a principle which has proved itself time and again: 
I/ you wont stieWS for yourself, learn from successful people_ 

Four separate courses 
Over a three-year period they have created four professional 
courses in writing — Fiction . 	Non-Fiction . - Advertising 

. and Business meriting. (The firet three contain sections 
on writing for television.) They have developed a sates of 
Dame study textbooks, lessees and writing assignments that 
Present — in a clear and stimulating way — what they have 
Yarned in their tong, hard climb to the top. , 

The teaching program created by these oulstaoding authors 
starts you with the principles and tech/4m that underlie all 
good writing. Then you move on to the specialized course you 
have chosen in one of these four fields:' 

Fiction writing  — You lean the proven techniques of writ-
ing salable fiction: novels, short stories, television plays, Sei-
tillee italic, children's books, mysteries, romance, adventure. 

Non-fiction writing — You are taught how to write success. 
fully for magazines, newspapers, house organs, trade and 
technical publications, book publishers, radio and television. 
.Evcrylhing that goes into the writing, planning and researching 
of non-fiction is covered — with special emphasis on the tech-
niques that the famous writers use to sell their own material. 

Advertising writio,g — You absorb the results of years of 
experience andthexpertditure of billions of dollars in plan-
ning and writing advertising campaigns for some of America's 
largest corporations. Every copy style and all major advertis-
ing mediums arc covered: newspapers, maga.ritoes, radio, tele-
vision, direct mail. mail order_ You acquire an understanding 
of how am agency functions, as well as how it solves the prob. 
kirns which face its advertising clients. 

Business  writing — Includes everything a business writer 
must know to communicate with others clearly and forcefully. 
You learn to write Wien, memos. reporb, manuals, publicity 
releases, house organ articles speeches, etc.. to speed your 
climb to personal success. 

You are a class of one 

The completed assignments you mail to the school are care-
fully read by your instructor who is, himself, a professional 
writer supervised by the School's distinguished faculty. He 

then writes directly to you, sending you detailed letters of 
analysis, criticism and encouragement. We he is appraising 
your work, no one else competes for his attention. You are 
literally a class of one. 

This method of instruction has been pioneered with re-
markable success in the Reid of art by the Famous Artists 
Schools, parent organization of the new writing school. Dur-
ing the past twelve years, these schools have trained thousands 
for successful professional art careers. And their leaching 

_metheds have Wart the respect and endorsement of educators 
and authorities throughout the world. 

As a student of the Famous Writers School, you will enjoy 
- exactly the kind of relationship you will have later on with 
editors and publishers. As Robert Atherton, editor of Courno-
politan magazine... says; 'The compt of teaching writing by 
correspondence is sound, just a editing a magazine by mail 
is sound. I have never seen most of the great writers who have 
Linen contributors to Cosmopolitan for years." 

Trained writers needed everywhere 

fa your own oornmunity are dozens, perhaps hundreds, of out-
lets for wlhatever,lried of writing you may wish to do — news-
papers, company publications, [coal magazines, department 
store, priaters, insurance and mat estate firms, industrial 
plants. etc. The demand is equally great in writing's -big 
leagues" — natioual magazines. book publishers. metropolitan 
newspapers, advertising agencies. radio and television net-
works, public relations agencies, wire services and others. 

Send for Famous Writers Talent Test 
To help End people with an aptitude for writing that is 1....orth 
ckvc/oping, the twelve famous writers have created a reveal-
ing test to show you whether you should think serionsly about 
professional training. If you do have this aptitude, we will tell 
you so_ If you don't, we will frankly tell you that, too. After 
your test has been waded. without charge by a professional 
write t on (Mr mar, a will be rebooted to you. 

Famous Writers School 
Dept-601B. Westport, Como:Okla 
I arc interested in finding out whether I have oohing taknt 
worth developing. Please mail me, without obtivition, a copy 
of the lwarnoos Writers Talent Test 

Mn .s 
Mr. 
Mint 

  

	Ate 

  

Sartre. • 

  

   

City 	 Zorn .. 	 

State 

Announcing: 

Famous Writers School 
Now...no matter where you live, you can learn to write from 
these successful writers „ . right in your own home and in your spare time - 



Maxwell Sackheim



Maxwell Sackheim (1890-1982) a creative thinker who devised some 

of the most successful marketing concepts in direct response 

advertising history. Two of which are the "Book-of-the-Month 

Club" and the "Negative Option Plan."  

The "Book-of-the-Month Club" was an outgrowth of the Little 

Leather Library, which Sackheim had developed with his partner 

Harry Scherman in 1914. They offered a set of 30 imitation 

leather-bound books at a price of $2.98 by mail. The headline of 

an ad said "SEND NO MONEY!” They sold 40 million books by mail 

in 3 years.  

They formed Book-of-the-Month Club in 1926 to sell books on a 

subscription basis. It was rough going at first; many books were 

returned or canceled.  

So, they decided to change the plan and created the "negative 

option plan":  

Subscribers were now notified in advance about the next book, 

giving them a comprehensive description of it and giving them 

two weeks to reply. If the subscriber didn’t say "No" within two 

weeks, they would assume that subscriber was saying "Yes" and 

the book was then sent out. This idea became the new standard 

for many mail-order companies.  

Sackheim’s most famous as was the "Do you make these mistakes in 

English?" for Sherman Cody’s English course. This ad ran for 40 

years, always making a profit. Key take aways…The headline 

contains the word "you" and it offers value (a free lesson in 

English).  



ADVERTISEMENTS. 	I 	ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Salt Mackerel 
Direct from the fishing boats to you 

111111111111111M. 	 

The Best Fish Meal Ever! 
Try this fat, juicy mackerel AT MY EXPENSE 
Folks, here's a real treat from Gloucester. 	,:e•• 
A pail of fat, newly-packed mackerel espe- 	 a 2 
cially selected for their color and flavor. P.rwaidrutt 

You will surely relish these temptingly-good fish. These Davis' 
mackerel are yours to try, on request. Send no money—I'll for 
.ward the fish on approval and take all the risk myself. 

It Takes a Fisherman to Pick Out Good Fish 
For generations back my people were fish-folks--the early settlers of Glou-
cester. I used to go to sea in my father's vessel after the mackerel. Little 
did I think then that what I learned about fish was ever going to be of real 
value to my friends or to me in a business way. If I hadn't learned what I 
did at sea the "Davis Folks" all over America would not write me as they 
do today: "Mr. Davis, we cannot get mackerel anywhere like yours." I've 
built up business with zoo,000 homes. It's a joy to do business with home 
folks and to hold their confidence and good-will. 

Our Own Home Kind 
In those fishing days, father naturally picked out the best mackerel to take 
home for Winter. We picked out the plump ones. I came to know them 
at a glance. The meat when broiled is very tender and juicy. I sent friends 
some of my fish. And what they said about them made me realize how hard 
it is for people away from the seashore to get the right kind of fish. The 
secret is picking 'em out. The kind of mackerel father taught me to select 
for our Winter's supply are the kind I will send to you. We clean and trim 
them of heads and tails and send full net weight of clear fish.' Whenever 
you want a good fish meal just take a fish from the pail, freshen it, and it 
is ready for cooking. 

Fall Mackerel—Fat and Tender 
Fall mackerel arc the beit eating fish. They're fat in the Fall, like a Turkey 
fattened for Thanksgiving. Most. of the fish your dealer can buy are caught 
during the Spring and Summer when they are spawning and are, therefore, 
dry and tasteless. I have all I can do to supply my home customers without 
selling dealers. You can trade with me just as you do with your home grocer 
or butcher. And everything I send, delivered right to your door, by express 
or parcel post, is sent subject to your complete satisfaction or you do not 
pay for it. Is there any squarer way to do business than that ? For 34 years 
this has been my steadfast policy. 

Send No Cash—Try the Mackerel First 
I want you to know before you pay that my fish will please you. If there is any possibility 
of a risk, 1 want it to be at my expense. Mail the coupon today and I'll ship at once a pail 
of my mackerel containipg to lbs. net  weight of the clear fish, each fish weighing from tWi  

lbs. to 04 lbs. (packed .its we send them the fish keep perfectly in your home for weeks), all 
charges prepaid, east of*.ansas, so that your family will have a real Gloucester treat Sunday 

morning. 'Then, if mx mackerel are not 	E. Fprit: 
better than any you have ever tasted, send jo• 	Ge,, 
back the rest at my expense. if you arc 	r 	Wh't. 

Right from the 	pleased with them, and I'm sure you / ol•••••tw. mum Yes, your suds- 
y/ill be, send me $4.90. At the same 	oral are worth trs • fishing boats 	 time ask for descriptive list of 	et.eniinIg.men'), .bu"all • ehtr.",.; 
Davis' fish. Sold only direct / 

	

,to you. 	 Weald. a pall contain- 

	

. 	 —never to dealers. Mail the 	log ten pounds net weight 

	

/ 	of Darla' mackerel, from l% coupon now, with your 	i0 	ii,. each. U. after tn- 
business card, letter- ,de ma • man 4001 rare for /

I'll return the rest at put ex- head or reference. 	A/. 	Pew and not nwe you anytIdoL 
Othenrlso Ill send you Kin to 

FRANK E. DAVIS CO.., 	to days. 
331 Central Wharf, 

	

Name 	  
Gloucester, Mau. 

	

Street 	  

CILY 	  State 	  

	

nuelnewn or reference 	  





 

The Gambler
He gambles that a "lucky break" will 
come to him in -the course of time 

MOST men live in the HOPE that their "lucky break" will 
come TOMORROW or NEXT WEEK or NEXT YEAR. 
They gamble that FATE, some day, some way, will make 
them rich! They risk their whole lives on what may COME to 
them in- the course of TIME. . 

This is a WORSE form of GAMBLING than gambling for 
MONEY with a card sharp or a "three shell game" expert. 

Gambling on what TIME and FATE have in store for you 
is more costly than any other form of gambling known. 

You lose MORE than money. You lose your SELF-
RESPECT. You lose the self-respect of those about you. 

And as each year passes your CHANCE to amount to any-
thing becomes slimmer and slimmer. . 

You get discouraged. You begin to feel that fate is AGAINST 
you. You complain secretly about your ill luck. Perhaps you hide 
your shortcomings behind a whole flock of easy EXCUSES. 

But the hard, cold world doesn't care about you. 
You've got to look out for YOURSELF. 
Time alone cannot help you. If it could, EVERY man over 

70 would be rich. 
You cannot COUNT on luck or fate or circumstances. If you 

could, EVERYBODY would get rich at some time or other. 
Your life is too precious to waste away WAITING for "some-

thing to turn up." 

There's ONE SURE WAY—yes, ONLY one sure way—to 
get what you want .out of life. 

Nothing can help you but your own BRAIN. Make your brain 
just a little bit more effective and you will MULTIPLY your 
earning power. 

There is NO LIMIT to what the human brain can accomplish. 
Scientists and psychologists tell us we use only about TEN PER 
CENT of our brain power. Ninety per cent is unused. It lies 
dormant. The longer it is unused, - the harder it becomes for us 
to use it. For the mind is like a muscle. It grows in power 
through exercise and use. It weakens and deteriorates with 
idleness. 

What can you DO about it? That is the question you are 
asking yourself. Here is a suggestion. 

Spend 2c for a postage stamp. Send in the coupon below for 
a copy of "Scientific Mind Training." There is no further obliga-
tion whatever. You need not spend another penny. 

Read this little book. It has opened the eyes of hundreds of 
thousands of other individuals who had the same problems you 
have. Over 650,000 people, in all parts of the world, and in all 
walks of life have followed the advice given in this booklet. Lords 
and servants, princes and laborers, captains of industry and clerks, 
bookkeepers and bankers, men AND WOMEN of all types and 
of all ages have read this book and have changed their whole 
scheme of existence as a result. 

This little book will tell you the secret of self -confidence, of a 
strong will, of a powerful memory, of unflagging concentration. It 
tells you how to acquire directive powers, how to train your 
imagination (the greatest force in the world), how to make quick, 
accurate decisions, how to reason logically—in short, how to make 
your brain an instrument of all-around POWER. It tells you how 
to balance the negative qualities like forgetfulness, brain fag, 

Inertia, indecision, self-consciousness, lack of ideas, mind wander-
ing, lack of system, procrastination; timidity. 

Men like Judge Ben B. Lindsey, Sir Harry Lauder, Prince 
Charles of Sweden, Jerome X. Jerome, the famous novelist; Frank 
P. Walsh, Chairman of the National War Labor Board, and hun-
dreds of others equally famous, praise the simple method of 
increasing brain power and thought power described in this free 
book. OVER 650,000 OTHERS PRAISE IT. 

You have only TWO CENTS to lose by writing for your copy. 
You may GAIN thousands of dollars, peace of mind, happiness, 
independence! 

Thousands who read this announcement will DO NOTHING 
about it. The effort and the will needed to send for this book—
which is FREE—may be lacking. How can these people EVER 
gain what they hope for, crave for? They are the skeptics, the 
doubters, the "show me" wiseacres. 

Other thousands will say,”I can lose only TWO CENTS. I 
may GAIN a great deal by reading 'Scientific Mind Training. I 
will send for it NOW. It promises too much for me to RISK 
MISSING.'' 

The thousands who are open minded—who are willing to 
learn something to their advantage—will ACT on their impulse 
to send the coupon. They will be better, stronger minded for 
having TANEN SOME ACTION about their. lives, even if they 
do nothing more than to READ a booklet about the inner workings A 
the mind. For your own sake—and for the sake of your loved 
Dues, don't continue to GAMBLE that your future will be bright 
whether or not you DO anything about it! Mail the coupon today 
—NOW. 

THE PELMAN INSTITUTE OF AMERICA 
Approved as a correspondence school under 

the laws of the State of New York 
Suite 698, 71 West 45th Street, New York City 

The Pelman Institute of America 
Suite 698 , 71 West 45th Street, 
New York City 

Please send me without obligation your free booklet, 
"Scientific Mind Training." This does not place me under any 
obligation and no salesman is to call on me. 

Name............................... 

Address. .......  

City ..........................................................State. 



Victor Schwab



Victor Schwab (1898-1980) was one of the most famous direct 

marketing copywriters of all time. He wrote the famous ad for 

Dale Carnegie’s "How to Win Friends and Influence People." in 

the 1930s.  

At the age 19, Schwab met Maxwell Sackheim. Because Schwab could 

take shorthand, he was hired by Sackheim as his private 

secretary.  

Working under Sackheim, Schwab, soon advanced to become a great 

mail-order copywriter. Sackheim was extremely accomplished in 

writing mail-order copy  as well. 

Schwab  was a copy research innovator.  He regularly used coded 

coupon ads to test ads. So that when the coupons came back, he 

could certainly track which ads it came from, the headlines, 

copy appeals, length, layouts, etc.  

Here is Schwab’s five-step copywriting formula:  

�  Get Attention  

�  Show People an Advantage  

�  Prove It  

�  Persuade People to Grasp This Advantage  

�  Ask For Action  
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How I Made $100,000
With a "Fool" Idea

Get free Book Now
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"How 1 raised myself from 
a failure at 29 to become a 

'250 per day success!" 
EPank Bettger 

At 2ds an arm injury ended 
his baseball career las 
third baseman for St. Louis 
Cards). He tried selling, but 
War a total failure until he 
made hit great discovery! 

that's the amazing personal story FRANK BETTGER tells you clearly, 
simply, step by step in his great book, "How I Raised Myself from 
Failure to Success in Selling." Says DALE CARNEGIE, "When I met 
Frank Bettger at 29, he was nearly down-and-out . .. Then something 
happened that raised him from defeat and despair. I know. I saw it 
happen. I saw him rise from a total failure to become one of the fore-
most salesmen in the nation." 

NO MATTER who you are or what 
you do—Frank Bettger's remarkable 
book can help you tremendously. 

For he tells you the secrets of getting ahead 
that he !carried in his almost unbelievable 
rise from total failure at 29 to high paid 
and highly honored business success . 
"secrets" you can begin to use as soon as you 
receive his book—yours FREE when you 
mail coupon below. 

Yes, Frank Bettger tells you how any salesman can 
double or triple his income, turn disappointments into 
triumphs, close a greater percentage of sales, and make 
more sales calls each day. He gives precise directions on 
how to multiply your earning power PRACTICAL. 
PROVEN techniques on the art of selling ... of getting 
others to do what you want them to. Remember, this 
is the same information Mr. Bettger is paid $250 a day 
to teach other men. But let's take a look at some of 
the success secrets you'll find in this great book: 

• One Thing I Did That 
Helped Me flertroy the 
Biggest Enemy I Ever Had 
to Face. 

• The Only Way I Could 
Get Myself Org-anited. 

• How I Learned to Find the 
Most important Reason 
Why a Main :Should Buy. 

These "successes" tell you how 
Betiges's book can help YOU succeed; 

Eddie Rickenbacker, President, Eastern Airlines:—
"It has stimulated our entire sales force. I have never 
,,cen anything that has caused more enthusiastie corn. 
gent front our entire sales organization." 

**easy 

George R. Wallace, President, Fitchburg Paper Co.:—
"If I rouldn'i get another ropy. I wouldn't give mine 

np for thousands of dollars!" 
* • .6 a I 

Clay Roberts, President of Tulsa, Oklahoma, Junior 
Chamber of Commerce:—"Did more for me than 
three years in college." 

Send today for your FREE copy. 
Mail coupon today, 

How I Find the Hidden 
Objection. 
The Secret of Making 
Appoiantents, 
This Interview Taught Me 
How to Overcome My Fear 
of Approaching Big Men. 
1146V,  I Learned to Oat-
s in a r t Serretaries and 
Switchboard Operators. 

How to Let the Customer 
Help You to Make the Sale. 
Seven Rules I Use in Clos-
ing the Sale. 

What makes a man worth $10,000-$15,000-$25,000 
or $50,000 a year? No man ever made that kind of 
money with his own two hands, or even with just his 
own head. The good executive is worth big money be-
cause he has acquired the knowledge that comes only 
from experience---his own—or others! And "How I 
Raised Myself from Failure to Success .in Selling.' is 
literally packed with vvays to get ahead—based on Ex-

perience! Frank Hettger gives you no fancy formulas. 
No slick "systems." He doesn't preach. He simply 

you the priceless inside information on actual 
"success" methods right from his own experience 
information that will help you to more successful sell-
ing, whether you're selling merchandise. service, ideas 
--or yourself! 

Why You Are Beirsg Given the 
Amazing Offer Described Below . . . 

The answer is simple. You get Frank Bettger's great 
hook FREE, as a new subscriber to Executive Rooks 
plus any one of the three books listed below in the 
coupon as your first selection for 7-day FREE exam-
ination to introduce you to Executive Books' proven 
plan for men and women on the way up the ladder of 
succeSS. Each month,. Executive Books selects an out-
standing book by a recognized authority—a man at the 
TOP. Each book deals with knowledge essential to 
your success . . practical, helpful information to speed 
you up the ladder of success. Each month you will re-
ceive as a subscriber, a free copy of our report, "The 
Executive." In it You'll find a full description of the 
forthcoming month's selection and a summary of many 
other current books on practical subjects that you will 
find interesting and helpful in building within yourself 
the qualities that a top-flight executive must have. 

You are not obligated to take every month's selec-
tion. You can take 2'4 few as four selections a year and  

still retain all the privileges and savings to which you 
are entitled as a subscriher. Yes, the Executive Book 
Plan saves you money, too. You NEVER pay more 
than the publisher's regular retail price, and frequenth. 
less! Occasionally two hooks are offered as a Combined 
Selection—at a price that may be no more than the 
retail cost of one of the books—a saving of nearly 50°4 ! 

FREE! 
Yes, Frank Bettger's great new book is yours FREE 

as a new subscriber to Executive Books. Mail coupon 
below AT ONCE and we will rush you your FREE 
copy of Frank Bettger's "How I Raised Myself from 
Failure to Success in Selling," together with any one 
of the 3 outstanding new books listed in the coupon, 
and indicated by .you as your first selection. Send no 
money! And remember, you risk nothing because you 
may have both hooks ,for 7-day FREE examination, 
so ACT NOW! Mail coupon TODAY! 

EXECUTIVE BOOKS, DEPT. 104 
100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y. 

I ward to take stivantage Of your sift offer to Sethi me FREE: 
Faros 	 treat twar.yeiter, "How I Raised Myself from 
Fairare to Success In Selling." tillether ksllh ilIP Wink ri.r. 
chtoted below as my first selection; 

El "WORD POWER MADE EASY" by Norman 
Mr. Kiwis *halm you how. in 3 OHM awl!, to Willi a nth, 
effective vocabulary. teaming 50 hew words in lust 1 hotlft 

$3.50 

U "YOUR CREATIVE POWER" by Airs Osborn 
Ate: Worn shows you more than 10,7 rapt to mate your 
untapped creative power way nil for you, how to generate 
and 	' ideas 	 $3.00 

D "WINNING YOUR WAY WITH PEOPLE" 
trip if. C. ampulla 

Here Jr a proven Inelhosl for making people itaftsi to YOU 
/Amts writ of you. agree with you and wartealaer you 33-00 

13a sure to check the book of your choke 

Al the end of 7 days' free trial. I wilt either return toin boas 
me "cm oval cancel Fro,  sulitacriptiOrl Of f 	tend you the 
price of my too selection plus a few cents for shipping, 'Theo 
raj are to send me each moth free a copy of The Executive."' 
describing the forthtorpiho reierihtri et* Met 1 can swept GT 
select II as t choose. My only obligation It to purchase at few 
It tout aseeuthe Beam withid the ovniny iweive moottit, 

• How One Idea Multiplied 
My Income and Floppiness. 

• This Idea Put Me Bork 
Into Selling Alter I had 
Quit. 

• The Biggest Lesson I Ever 
Learned About Creating 
Confidence. 

• How to Get Kicked Out! 	• 
• I Was Welcome Every. 

• An idea That Helped Me 
Get into the "Major 

where When I Did This. 

• 

Leagues." 
• • The Biggest Reason Why 

Salesmen Lose Business. 
• A $250,000 Sale in 15 

Minutes. 
	 • 

• The Most Important Word • 
I Have Found in Selling. 

Executive Books, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. V. 
Books by men at the TOP for those on the way UP 

- STATE- - 
1Z411! No_ II any} 

Mum prim IN comae. Adams Owen Boma, one.} NT-I3 



David Ogilvy



David Ogilvy (1911-1999) Some of his most famous headlines: 

"The man in the Hathaway shirt" with his aristocratic eye patch 

which used George Wrangel as model. 

"The man from Schweppes is here" introduced Commander Edward 

Whitehead, the elegant bearded Brit, bringing Schweppes (and 

"Schweppervescence") to the U.S. 

A famous headline in the automobile business, "At 60 miles an 

hour the loudest noise in this new Rolls-Royce comes from the 

electric clock.” 

"Pablo Casals is coming home – to Puerto Rico", a campaign which 

Ogilvy said helped change the image of a country, and was his 

proudest achievement.  

One of his greatest successes was "Only Dove is one-quarter 

moisturizing cream". This campaign helped Dove become the top 

selling soap in the U.S.  

Here are 10 marketing tips, updated with modern examples, from 

one of the greatest business minds this world has seen. All were 

taken from his book Confessions of an Advertising Man. 

1. “The consumer isn’t a moron; she is your wife.” 

2. “The more informative your advertising, the more persuasive 

it will be.” 

3. “The headline is the ‘ticket on the meat.’ Use it to flag 

down readers who are prospects for the kind of product you are 

advertising.” 

4. “I do not regard advertising as entertainment or an art form, 

but as a medium of information.” 

5. “If you’re trying to persuade people to do something, or buy 

something, it seems to me you should use their language, the 

language they use every day, the language in which they think.” 

6. “Hire people who are better than you are, then leave them to 

get on with it. Look for people who will aim for the remarkable, 

who will not settle for the routine.” 



7. “Image means personality. Products, like people, have 

personalities, and they can make or break them in the market 

place.” 

8. “Advertising people who ignore research are as dangerous as 

generals who ignore decodes of enemy signals.” 

9. “I notice increasing reluctance on the part of marketing 

executives to use judgment; they are coming to rely too much on 

research, and they use it as a drunkard uses a lamp post for 

support, rather than for illumination.” 

10. “It takes a big idea to attract the attention of consumers 

and get them to buy your product. Unless your advertising 

contains a big idea, it will pass like a ship in the night.” 





• .• ‘'•••-•'  

JET ENGINES AND THE FUTURE 

Certain airlines have chosen Eons-Royce 
turf-lets for their Boeing 707's and Douglas 
GCS's. Rolls-Royce prop-Sets are in the 
Vickers Viscount, the Fairchild F.27 arathe 
Grumman Gulfsrream. 

Rolls-Royce engines power more than half 
the turbo-jet and prop-jet airliners supplied 
to or on order for world airlines. 

Rolk-Royce now employ 42.000 people and 
the company's engineering experience does 
not stop at motor cars and jet engines. There 
are Rolls-Royce diesel and gasoline engines5  
for many other applications. 

The huge research and development re. 
sources of the company are now at work on 
many projects for the future, including nu-
clear and rodet propulsion. 

"At 60 miles an hour the loudest noise in this 
new Rolls-Royce comes. from the electric clock" 

What makes Rolls-Royce the best car in the world? "There is really no magic about it--: 
it is merely, patient attention to detail," says an eminent Rolls-Royce engineer. 

I. "At 60 Miles an hour the loudest noise comes 
from the electric clock," reports the Technical. Editor 
of Trix mo-ron‘ The silence of the engine is uncanny. 
Three mufflers tune out sound.  frequencies —20Ons-
tiCally. 

24 Every Rolls-Royce engine 'is run for seven hours 
at full throttle before" installation, and each car is 
test-driven for hundreds of miles over varying road 
surfaces. 

The Rolls--Royce is designed as an owner-driven 
car. It is eighteen inches shorter than the largest 
domestic cars. 

4. The car has power steering, power brakes and 
automatic gear-shift. It is very easy to drive and to 
park. No chauffeur required. 

5. There 110 metal-to-metal contact between the 
body of the car and the cbassis frame—except for the 
speedometer drive. The entire body is insulated and 
under-sealed 

6. The finished car spends a week in the final test-
shop, being fine-tuned. Here it is subjected to 
ninety-eight ,separate ordeals. For example, the %en-
gineers use a stethoscops'to listen for- axle-whine. 

1. The Roils-Royce is guaranteed for , three years. 
With anew-network of dealers and parts-depots front 

Coast to Coast, service is no longer any problem. 

8. The famous Rolls-Royce radiator has never been 
changed, except that when Sir Henry Royce died 
in 1933 the monogram RR was changed from red 
to black. 

9. The coachwork is given five coats of primer paint, 
and hand rubbed between each coat, before fourteen 
coats of Snisbing paint go on. 

10. By moving a switch on the steering column, you 
can adjust the shock-absorbers to suit road conditions. 
(The lack of fatigue in driving this car is remarkable.) 

IL Another switch defrosts the rear window, by 
,heating a network of 1360 invisible wires in the 
glass. There are two separate ventilating systems, so 
that you can ride in comfort with all the windows 
closed. Air conditioning is optional. 

12. The seats are upholstered 'with eight hides-  of 
English leather—enough to make 128 pairs of soft 
shoes. 

13. A picnic table, veneered in French walnut, 
slides out from under the dash. Two more swing out 
behind the front seats. 

14. You can get such optional extras as an Erpresso 
coffee-making machine, a dictating machine, a bed, 
hot awl coId water for washing, an electric razor. 

15. You can lubricate the entire chassis by simply 
pushing a pedal from the driver's seat. A gauge on 
the dash shows thy level of oil in the crankcase. 

16. Gasoline consumption is remarkably low and 
there is no need to use premium gas; a happyeconomy. 

17. There are two separate systems of power brakes, 
hydraulic and mechanical. The Rolls-Royceis a very. 
safe car—and also a very lively car. It cruises. serenely 
at eighty-five. Top speed is in excess of 100 m.p.h. 

18. lolls-Royce engineers make periodic visits to 
inspect owners' motor cars and advise on service. 

• - 	BOILaBOIVE,AND BENTLEY 

19. The Bentley is made by folk-Royce. Except for 
the radiators, they arigentical motor cars, manu-
factured by the swine erigineers in the same works. 
The Bentley costs $300 less, because its radiator is 
simple:k.to make.,People who feel diffident about 
clrivit2pat Rolls-Royce can huy.a.Bentley. 

• 

PRICE. The car illustrated in this advertisement is 
$13,550 f.o.b. principal port of entry. 

IF you would like the rewarding experience of 
driving. a Bolls-Royce or Bentley, write or telephone 
to one of the dealers lilted on adjacent page. 
Rolls-Royce Inc., 10 Rockefeliet Plaza, New York 20. 

See% th-ai ..kollisAoyce. and. Bentlov*It-Stand 	Internailprial 



Hank Burnett



A direct mail classic written by copywriter Hank Burnett for 

Edward C. Bursk, editor of the prestigious Harvard Business 

Review and Chairman of the Admiral Richard C. Byrd Polar Center, 

Boston, Massachusetts. 

 

This wildly famous direct mail letter offered an exclusive, 

high-end, 26-day expedition throughout the world's Polar 

Regions. It was sent out to a list of men who were owners of 

large boats & jets. The expedition was modeled after a course 

set by pioneer Admiral Byrd. 

 

Given a $5,000 budget, Bursk was asked to develop a marketing 

campaign to promote the transpolar flight honoring Admiral Byrd.  

It was agreed that the best approach would be a direct mail 

letter sent to a highly targeted, very select group of men – 

inviting them to participate in a once-in-a-lifetime 

“expedition” around the world.  The letter targeted owners of 

boats 40 feet or longer and private airplanes of a certain size. 

 

So, free-lance copywriter Hank Burnett was hired to write the 

letter. Burnett does a brilliant job of showcasing Byrd's legacy 

and stressing the importance of the mission at hand.  He 

continues to focus on how much of an impact you would have on 

the world by going on this trip. This tone of the letter makes 

one feel like you would be an All-American hero simply by going 

on this mission… 

 

Burnett goes into serious detail as to what the excursion will 

cover, painting a picture of how legendary the trip would be. 

Overall, it's an extremely appealing promotion to read.  It 

makes you want to do something this life-changing & significant 

yourself. Needless to say, it was an instant success – at a cost 

of $10,000 per person the available 50 seats filled up quickly. 

It brought in $500,000 in just a few months.  

 

Use this letter as an example of sell high-end experiences & 

selling people on the significance they will feel by purchasing 

them.  
 



EDWARD C. BURSK
SOLDIERS FIELD

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, 02163

EDITOR
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW

Please reply to me in care of:
Transpolar Expedition
Admiral Richard E. Byrd Polar Center
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

September 3, 1968

Mr. Richard N. Archer
121 Corlies Ave.
Pelham, N.Y. 10803

Dear Mr. Archer:

As Chairman of the Admiral Richard E. Byrd Polar Center, it is my privilege
to invite you to become a member of an expedition which is destined to make both
news and history.

It will cost you $10,000 and about 26 days of your time, Frankly, you will
endure some discomfort, and may even face some danger.

On the other hand, you will have the rare privilege of taking part in
a mission of great significance for the United States and the entire world.
A mission, incidentally, which has never before been attempted by man.

You will personally harp the chance to help enrich mankind's fund of
knowledge about two of the last earthly frontiers, the polar regions.

I am inviting you to join a distinguished group of 50 people who will
fly around the world longitudinally, over both poles, on an expedition which
will commemorate Admiral Richard E. Byrd's first Antarctic flight in 1929.

Among the highlights of this transpolar flight - the first commercial
flight ever to cross both poles and touch down on all continents - will be
stopovers at the American military/scientific bases at Thule, Greenland, and
McMurdo Sound, Antarctica.

Because this expedition has the interest and support of much of the Free
World, you and your fellow members will be honored guests (in many cases, even
celebrities) at state and diplomatic receptions throughout the itinerary. You will
have the opportunity to meet and talk with some of the world's important national
leaders and public figures, such as Pope Paul VI, the Emperor of Japan, General
Carlos Romulo, and many others who are already a part of history.

By agreeing to join this expedition, you will, in a sense, establish
yourself in history too. For you will become a Founding Trustee of the new Admiral
Richard E. Byrd Polar Center, sponsor of the expedition.

Your biography will be recorded in the Center's archives, available to
future historians. The log, photographs and memorabilia of the expedition will be
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permanently displayed in the Center. And your name will be inscribed, with those
of the other expedition members, on a bronze memorial tablet.

Before I continue with the details of the expedition, let me tell you more
about the Byrd Polar Center and the reasoning which led to its establishment this
summer.

Located in Boston, home of the late Admiral and point of origin for each of
his seven expeditions, this nonprofit institution will house, catalog and preserve
the papers and records of both Admiral Byrd and other Arctic and Antarctic
explorers.

But the Center will have a more dynamic function than merely to enshrine the
past. It will be a vital, viable organization devoted to furthering peaceful
development of the polar regions, particularly Antarctica.

It will become, in effect, this country's headquarters for investigation and
research into the scientific and commercial development of the poles. The Center
will sponsor, support, initiate and conduct studies and expeditions. It will
furnish comprehensive data or technical assistance to the United States, or to any
university, institution, foundation, business organization or private individual
legitimately interested in polar development.

In other words, the Center has set for itself a course which the Admiral
before his death endorsed wholeheartedly. He foresaw that mankind would one day
benefit enormously from development of Antarctica's vast potential. And he
perceived that Antarctica's unique and diverse advantages and resources might best
be developed by private capital in a free enterprise context.

The Byrd Polar Center is dedicated to these objectives. And the essential
purpose of this commemorative expedition is to dramatize the role that private
enterprise - and private citizens - can play in the opening of these last
frontiers.

At the same time, the expedition should help prove a few other important
points. It should demonstrate the feasibility of shrinking the world through
longitudinal navigation. It should also help blaze a trail for commercial air
travel over the South Pole. Presently, to fly from Chile to Australia, you must go
by way of Los Angeles, even though a straight line trans-Antarctic route would be
far shorter.

There is another factor I should mention, one which I think lends a certain
urgency to the work of the Center. Development of the polar regions enjoys a high
official priority in the Soviet Union - higher, some believe, than in the United
States.

The Center's activities can provide a tangible, effective complement to
those of our own government, and over the long term, contribute meaningfully to
preservation of the Arctic and Antarctic regions for peaceful purposes.

These objectives, I think you will agree, are entirely valid. And important,
for the future of humanity. It is for this reason that the inaugural activity of
the Byrd Polar Center will be an expedition of such scope and magnitude.

The expedition will be led by Commander Fred G. Dustin, veteran of six polar
expeditions, advisor to Admiral Byrd and one of the intrepid group which
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spent the winter of 1934 in Little America on Byrd's Antarctic Expedition II.
Commander Dustin is a member of the U.S. Antarctica Committee and President of the
Byrd Polar Center.

Considered the ranking American authority on the polar regions, Fred Dustin
is probably better qualified to lead this expedition - and brief members on
virtually every aspect of the polar regions - than any man on earth. The Center
and the expedition are fortunate to have Commander Dustin, as you will discover
should you decide to participate.

The flight will be made in a specially outfitted, four-engine commercial jet
with lounge-chair-and-table cabin configuration. A full flight crew of six will be
headed by Captain Hal Neff, former pilot of Air Force One, the Presidential plane.
Special clothing and equipment, such as Arctic survival gear, will be provided by
the expedition and carried aboard the plane.

The expedition members will meet in Boston on the evening of November 7,
1968, for briefing and a reception and send-off party with the Governor of
Massachusetts, Mayor of Boston, local officials and directors of the Byrd Polar
Center. Next day, we will take off, head due north from Boston's Logan
International Airport and follow this itinerary (as I have not yet visited all
these places myself, I have drawn on the descriptions submitted to me by Commander
Dustin and the other experienced people who have planned the expedition):

Thule, Greenland

Far above the Arctic Circle, past the chill reaches of Baffin Bay, lies
desolate Thule, the northernmost U.S. air base. Almost 400 miles further north
than the northern tip of Alaska, Thule was originally surveyed as a possible
military site by Admiral Byrd and Commander Dustin. Here, in the deepening Arctic
winter, you will get your first taste of the rigors of polar existence. You will
have the chance to inspect the installation and meet the men for whom Arctic
survival is a way of life.

North Pole

According to those who have crossed the North Pole, you will completely lose
your day-night orientation. Sunrise and sunset can occur within minutes of each
other, a strange and unforgettable phenomenon. After Thule, you will cross the
geographic North Pole, just as Admiral Byrd did in his pioneering trans-Arctic
flight with Floyd Bennett in 1926. A memorial flag will be dropped.

Anchorage, Alaska

After crossing the pole, the plane will bank into a 90 left turn and head
south, over the Arctic Ocean and Beaufort Sea, past Mt. McKinley, North America's
highest peak, and on to Anchorage. There, you will meet the Governor and key
officials.

Tokyo, Japan

The highlight of your stopover in Japan will be an opportunity to meet the
Emperor and Premier. (Fishing; excursion to Hakone and Atami by bullet train; tea
ceremony at private homes.)
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Manila, Philippines

General Carlos Romulo, the legendary patriot and statesman, an old friend of
Admiral Byrd, will give the expedition a warm welcome in Manila. (Folklore
performance; hunting for duck, deer, wild boar and a special species of water
buffalo; fishing for tuna and marlin.)

You will note that here and elsewhere we have prearranged a considerable
amount of hunting, fishing, and so on. These activities are optional. (Members of
the expedition will be asked to indicate their preferences 30 days before the
flight.) For those who do not want to participate in any of these events, there
will be sight-seeing, golf and many other things to do.

Darwin, Australia

Hard by the Timor Sea, tropical Darwin offers some of the world's most
superb beaches. You will have time not only to sample the sand and water sports,
but to see Australia's great outback. With its spectacular chasms, canyons and
gorges, the rarely visited outback is a scenic match for our own West.

Sydney, Australia

You can look forward to an enthusiastic reception in Sydney by the Prime
Minister and government officials. For one thing, Australia is on particularly
good terms with the United States. For another, Australia has traditionally been
in the vanguard of nations involved in Antarctic exploration and development.
(Hunting for kangaroo, crocodile, buffalo, wild boar, duck, and geese; or off-
shore fishing for rifle fish, salmon, and giant grouper.)

Christchurch, New Zealand

This is our staging point for the flight to Antarctica, and it couldn't be
more appropriate. Most of the early expeditions departed from New Zealand, and
Admiral Byrd is still considered a national hero there. New Zealand is Antarctic-
conscious and its people take almost a proprietary interest in the frozen
continent. You will be something of a celebrity in New Zealand, and can expect a
thoroughly enjoyable visit while the expedition awaits favorable weather reports
from McMurdo Sound. (Deer hunting - where deer are so plentiful that they pay a
bounty; fishing for all of the great species of - in an area known for the
greatest marlin fishing in the world - also Mako shark.)

McMurdo Sound, Antarctica

I am told that only a total eclipse of the sun is comparable, in emotional
impact, to the first sight of Antarctica. Once experienced, neither can be
forgotten. If you prove to be like most who have seen Antarctica, you will need
somehow, someday, to return. And when you do, the emotional impact will be just as
profound. That is what the Antarctic veterans say.

For Antarctica exists well beyond the boundaries of the world you know. You
will see there a sun you have never before seen, breathe air you have never before
breathed. You will see menacing white mountains towering for thousands
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of feet over a black ocean in which, with luck, you might survive for 45 seconds.
You will see the awesome Ross Ice Shelf, as large as France, with its 50 to 200
foot ice cliffs cleaving the sea for 400 miles. You will see the active volcano,
Mt. Erebus, 13,000 feet of fire and ice.

And you will see the huts, so well preserved they seem to have been
inhabited only yesterday, which Shackleton used in 1908 and the ill-fated Scott in
1911. Antarctica, apparently, is not subject to the passage of time as we know it.

At McMurdo Base, you will meet the military men and scientists who inhabit
this strange, alien territory. And you will inhabit it for a while too - long
enough to feel its bone-chilling cold, to hear its timeless silence, to perceive,
at the very edge of your composure, the terror of its mindless hostility to human
beings.

While you are there, you will learn, as few men have ever had the
opportunity to learn, about Antarctica. You will learn about survival, but more
important, about what men must accomplish to truly open this formidable frontier.

South Pole

Admiral Byrd was the first man to fly over the South Pole. In all of
history, probably fewer than 200 men have crossed the pole, by air or otherwise.
As a member of this expedition, you will join that select group.

Punta Arenas, Chile

From the South Pole, you will fly to Punta Arenas, on the tortuous Strait of
Magellan which separates continental South America from bleak Tierra del Fuego.
The visit here will be brief, but you should get some idea of the flavor of this
nearly forgotten outpost.

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

This memorable stopover will include a diplomatic reception. You will also
have a chance to relax and sample the sights and sounds of fabulous Rio. (Special
plane to Belo Horizonte for hunting boar, duck, jaguar, panther, water buffalo,
crocodile and deer.)

Dakar, Senegal

You may never have expected to see Dakar, but you will on this expedition.
(Tribal dancing; safari.)

Rome, Italy

No trip would be complete without a stop in Rome, where we will be received
enthusiastically. During our stay there we will have a private audience with the
Pope.
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London, England

From London, the expedition will fly back across the Atlantic and terminate
with a debriefing, critique and farewell dinner in Boston, on December 3.

As mementos of the expedition, you will receive a leather-bound,
personalized copy of the log book and a piece of the fabric from Admiral Byrd's
original plane, mounted in crystal.

You will also be presented with a framed certificate from the Admiral
Richard E. Byrd Polar Center, affirming your appointment as a Founding Trustee and
expressing appreciation for your interest in, contributions to and efforts on
behalf of the Center and its objectives. In the future, you will be kept fully
advised of the plans and activities of the Center, and be invited to participate
to whatever extent you wish. And of course, you will have lifelong access to the
Center's archives and services.

Most important, you will take back with you a once-in-a-lifetime experience.
The day may come when journeys to and over the poles are commonplace. But today,
the privilege is available to very few.

It is true, I think, that this privilege does carry responsibility with it.
By the time you return, you will have received a comprehensive indoctrination
course in the polar regions by the world's leading authorities. Your
responsibility will be to make the most of the knowledge you will gain, to become
an active advocate - perhaps even a disciple - of polar research and development.

It is a responsibility which, I trust, will weigh easily upon you. For once
the polar air has been absorbed into your bloodstream, there is no cure. Like
others who have been stricken, you will probably find yourself reading every word
you can find on the North and South Poles. And, most likely, thinking about your
next trip.

But first of all, you must decide about this trip. If you have a sense of
adventure, a certain pioneering spirit, and if the prospect of taking part in a
mission of worldwide significance and historical importance appeals to you,
perhaps you should consider joining the expedition. It is doubtful that you will
ever have another chance like this.

Obviously, you can't make a decision of this magnitude instantly. But a word
of caution: reservations will be accepted in the order received - a total of only
60, including ten standbys. The departure date, remember, is November 8, 1968, so
there is little time to waste.

The price of $10,000 includes food and beverages, all accommodations (the
best available under all circumstances) transportation, special clothing,
insurance, side excursions - virtually everything except your travel to and from
Boston.

Money received will go into escrow at the United States Trust Company in
Boston until the time of the flight. To the extent that revenues from the
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trip will exceed costs, the activities of the Polar Center will be accelerated.

To reserve your place in the expedition, just drop me a note on your
letterhead or personal stationery, with your deposit check for $2,500, made out to
the United States Trust Company. Incidentally, if anything prevents your leaving
as planned, you can send another in your place; otherwise, cancellations cannot be
accepted later than 30 days before departure.

If you have further questions, please write to me in care of the Trans-polar
Expedition, Admiral Richard E. Byrd Polar Center, 18 Tremont Street, Boston,
Massachusetts 02108.

I hope we may hear from you soon - and that we will welcome you to the
expedition.

Sincerely yours,

Edward C. Bursk

KCB:EHK

P.S.: We have just made arrangements for a professional camera crew to accompany
the flight, and as a result we will be able to provide you with a short film
clip and sound tape of your experiences.



Eugene Schwartz



 

 

Eugene Schwartz is considered to be one of the world’s greatest 

copywriters. He began his career in mail order in 1949 as a 

delivery boy.  And by the end of the year he had become a junior 

copywriter.  In 1951 he was a chief copywriter.  In 1954 he had 

started his own million-dollar mail order company.  

Gene’s ads are legendary and I only have space to share a small 

portion of them here.  In his lifetime, Gene sold almost every 

conceivable product through his own firm and as one of the 

world's highest-paid consultants.  He helped launch Boardroom 

Reports, Inc. on a $3,500 starting budget   And was instrumental 

in much of the success of Rodale and Phillips publishing.  He 

sold over $20 Million of The Principle Encyclopedia of Natural 

Healing for Rodale.









For the man (or woman) who would like to break out of the salary-rut for good...open doors to thousands of extra dollars of
income every year, without risking his present job.. .and perhaps even start two, three or four little self-perpetuating businesses of
his own on the side, that make money for him while he sleeps — here is

a startling FREE report

37 ingenious SPARE-TIME BUSINESSES
that require almost no investment, and net
you up to *200 EXTRA INCOME every week!

How would you like to get a commission on almost every house sold in your
neighborhood, without registering as a real estate agent, or even leaving your
front porch.

Or be the first one in your area to exploit this
new twist in selling cheap jewelry by mail, that
could get every one dollar you invest to bring you
back five.

Or even use this fantastic new way to form your
own race-horse syndicate—where for only $18.50 a
month, YOU own a thoroughbred that may win
thousands!

And these are only three of the THIRTY-SEVEN
brand-new SCHEME-YOUR-WAY-RICH. PART-
TIME MONEY-MAKERS—completely unknown to
99% of your friends and fellow workers—and -now
yours ENTIRELY WITHOVT COST OK FUR-
THER OBLIGATION in one of the most startling.
Instant Second-Income Reports you have ever read!
All yours FREE with an introductory subscription
to E. Joseph Cossman's THINK YOURSELF RICH
NEWSLETTER!

Why, any one of these ingenious "Part-Time
Money-Magnetizing Twists" can be worth a small
fortune to you—and I'll prove it to you right now!
Where else, for instance, can you get fortune-build-
ing information, at a glance, like this:

All Yours Free in this "Make-
Extra Money-While-You Sleep" Report
How to get perfect strangers to send you as much

as $100 a year each, for ten years, just for reminding
them of certain critical dates. (You never see them;
you never leave your home.)

How $3, and this simple twist, can put you in
the import business—right up to the point where
you're selling franchises to others.

How to get your cut on the biggest (and com-
pletely legal) lottery in the world. You risk $10.
You get an oil or gas lease in return. (One man
has already made a million dollars for exactly the
same kind of investment.)

How to turn ordinary rocks (and an ingenious
idea) into instant-money. (This one is so simple,
you may kick yourself for not thinking of it.)

An introduction to one of the cleverest (and
laziest) men in the United States. He works fiom
4:30 to 7:30 five nights a week—and earns over
$12,000 a year. His gimmick: a stroll through a
shopping center parking lot, a couple of part-time
high school kids, and an irresistible message written
on a 5-inch by S-inch card.

Invent one of these, and make up to a million
dollars overnight (a startling complete list).

A new kind of bicycle, that smart operators are
now using to brine in UD to $1,000 a day. (Yes, I
said up to $1,000 a day!)

The inside story on why one of the biggest serv-
ice businesses in the world simply cannot advertise.
And why they will therefore pay you up to 11,000
for a single prospect's name. (If you like to talk to
people, this simple inside-knowledge could make
your spare-time worth as much as $15,000 to $20,000
extra to you every year.)

A new European trick that nets you big earnings
from other people's misfortunes, with almost no
work.

How to turn mice into a steady income, for one
day's work a week. (This idea has worked so suc-
cessfully for one man in Minnesota, that he has
customers waiting a full year to buy from him.)
You can do the same thing, for pennies.

Plus much, much more. Far more than I can ever

describe in this brief letter. How to buy old books
for 2< each, and sell them for $2 apiece with one
simple twist...How to turn deserted old buildings
into gold mines...ingenious little ads (given to you
word-for-golden-word) that cost only $5 or $10
each, and bring hundreds flowing in every month...

All of them still only a sample of the riches wait-
ing for you in this startling report! And it's yours
FREE, with your no-risk, introductory subscription
to the THINK YOURSELF RICH Newsletter!

Here's why—

He Made a Million Dollars
by using His Brain and His Spare Time—

and Other People's Work and Money!

Now you get down to the real pay-off! AH 37 of
these Golden Mpney-Makers are given to you by
one man—a Calilomian by the name of Joe Coss-
man, who went from a $65-a-week shipping clerk to
the owner of a five-million-dollar-a-year business,
be/ore he retired last year with a million and a half
dollars in cash in hit pocket.

Yes, Joe Cossman did TWENTY FIVE MIL-
LION DOLLARS WORTH OF BUSINESS (with-
out ever seeing 99% of his customers) because he
had one overwhelming talent—the ability to scoop
up new money-making ideas YEARS BEFORE
THE COMPETITION DREAMED THEY
EXISTED!

To do this. Joe Cossman set up a "private intel-
ligence service" for new money-making ideas, that
not only covered this country but stretched out to
Europe and Japan as well.

Every month, dozens of brand-new money-making
ideas poured into Cossman's office—from Chicago
and Boston and Alaska and Paris and Tokyo and
Geneva—the instant they had proven their ability
to turn pennies into small fortunes!

AND THIS SAME "MONEY-MAKING NET-
WORK" IS INTACT TODAY! Joe Cossman has
not dismantled it. He has decided to use it, instead,
to let other ambitious men and women, all over
America, TAP ITS GOLDEN FLOW!

Like this—

Everything Worked Out for You.
All You do is Follow Instructions-

Arid Open a New Account at Your Bank!

Yes, once you subscribe to Joe Cossman's THINK
YOURSELF RICH Newsletter—entirely at our
risk—then from that moment on, every month you
are automatically sent 10 to 20 of the hottest
INSTANT-MONEY BREAKTHROUGHS from all
over the world! (If you don't have time to use all
of them yourself, why not pay r some one • else to do
the leg-work for you? In this way, you can turn his
sweat into your profit.)

Once again, these are all brand-new ideas. They
don't come to you after everyone else has heard
of them, and milked them dry. They come to you
the very instant they've paid off, when 999 out of
1,000 people never even dreamed they're possible!

In adition, however, every one of these ideas is
carefully checked by Joe Cossman to give you the
following "more-than-mere-money" bonuses:

NO TRAINING NECESSARY to put them to

SPECIAL BONUS SECTIONS EVERY MONTH!
Joe Cossman does FAR MORE than merely PHI

you in business! He also shows you how to squeeze
every cent of tax-free profit out of that business...
how to use that business to receive hundreds of
FREE items from all over the world...how to save
thousands of dollars in hidden expenses—not only
in that business, but in your everyday costs of run-
ning your home, car, boat, even family vacations!

For example (taken from future issues)—
How to own your own telephone answering serv-

~ice. and save up to $300 a year on phone bills.
How to get ISO superb drawings, .engravings and

prints (all suitable for framing to decorate your
home or office) for a total cost of SOt.

How to buy a jeep for a few hundred dollars.
Or a cabin cruiser or helicopter for peanuts.

How to get the world's largest bank as your
business advisor, FREE.

How to get up to $5,000 additional life insur-
ance, without paying one more penny.

Content-winning tips from the judges themselves
(one of them alone could be worth $25,000 to you).

How to put yourself in THE ROYALTY POSI-
TION— between someone else's product and a
blue-chip corporation—where with a single phone
call you may collect thousands of dollars of royalty
annuity for the rest of your life.

How to get office equipment at less than it costs
the manufacturer to make.

How to get up to a hundred thousand dollars of
FREE advertising every year.

How to get the U.S. Government to invest in
your business^—train your employees—finance you
when income is low—give you fabulous vacations,
practically free—show you their own tax loopholes
... and much much more!

All yours as just one small BONUS-SECTION
of this great monthly Newsletter! Why not try it—
entirely at our risk—TODAY!

HERE'S WHAT
HE'S DONE FOR OTHERS!
HERE'S WHAT HE CAN

DO FOR YOUJ
Jane Ellis writes:

"I feel compelled to write to you because
as a result of your methods I became an in-
stant success story! I've been in merchan-
dising for 35 years as a retailer and also as
a manufacturer's representative. During the
past few months, business in the home
furnishings field has been extremely slow.
As a result, 1 guess I fell into the slump
along with the loss of sates.

"Then came the Cossman Newsletter! Fol-
lowing your methods and in only ten work-
ing days, I put on a national sales organi-
zation that has been sending in orders at the
rate of several hundred dollars n day. I've
just cracked the premium field and my first
order was for $10.000! I can't begin to tell
you what you've done for me. I feel I have
been wasting years and ideas until I con-
tacted you. Thank you so very much."

Arnlc Rojan writes:

"I was broke, in a dead-end job, and dis-
gusted with myself! I had an idea for arti-
ficial animal rugs but didn't know where to
start. Then I discovered the E.Joseph Coss-
man methods of bootstrapping yourself into
business. Following your teachings, I started
to manufacture and sell my rugs in my spare
time while I held onto my job. Thanks to
you, I was able to quit my job and develop
my product to a point where I sold out a
month ago for $100,000 cash and a royalty
on future sales! Not bad for a high school
graduate whose parents never had more than
$2,000 cash at any one time."

work. No complicated craft or technique to learn
first. You start making money with them IMME-
DIATELY.

NO MORE CASH NECESSARY THAN YOU
HAVE IN YOUR POCKET RIGHT NOW. (Or,
if a golden opportunity DOES arise every so often
that takes an investment, Joe Cossman makes sure
it's SO hot that others will beg you to let them put
up the money for a piece of the action?)

ANYONE CAN USE THEM. No matter if
you're 16 or 76...even if you have nothing more
than a gradeschool education...even if you're a
pensioner, retiree, or woman living alone, who
needs extra money desperately, and needs it fast!

START FROM YOUR OWN" KITCHEN
TABLE. In your spare time, without risking your
present job; without stock, inventory or deliveries
to worry about; and, in case after case, with almost
100% profit on every single dollar you take in!

99% Non-Selling! Most are Selling-
Perpetuating (They Make Money

For You While You Sleep)!
And A// are Based on Simple Tricks
and Twists That Could Easily Give

You a Year's Pay in the First
Three Months Alone!

The cost is less than $1 a month—FOR A MIL-
LIONAIRE'S TIP-SHEET SERVICE THAT
COULD MAKE.YOU RICH OVERNIGHT! (Read
the testimonials on this page. If Cossman can make
these people tens of thousands of dollars overnight,
he certainly can do it for you!)

But you try this THINK YOURSELF RICH
Newsletter at our risk! Send in the No-Risk Trial
Coupon today. Receive your first issue, plus your
FREE Report of 37 INSTANT MONEY-MAKERS,
to read from cover to cover entirely at OUR risk!
If you're not immediately delighted, simply return
the Newsletter for every cent of your money back!
Keep the FREE Report in any case! It's our gift
to you for your trouble!

E. JOSEPH COSSMAN

One of America's most colorful business-
men. Started with a capital of $60, and built
it into a mulli-million-dollar-a-year business—
with branches in almost every country in the
civilized world.

Always an innovator—and one of the most
effective money-making teachers in business
history—Mr. Cossman gives over one hundred
speeches a year before Chamber of Commerce
groups, business organizations, sales promotion
and marketing executive clubs in this country
—and such world-renowned institutions of
higher learning as the Sorbonne of Paris. All
this in addition to his radio and television ap-
pearances with Steve Allen, Groucho Marx,
Art Linkletter, Johnny Carson, Mike Douglas,
John Reed King and dozens more.

Mr. Cossman's interest in little-known busi-
ness money-makers has yielded him incredible
rewards. Just one phone call he made to the
government—described in full in his fascinat-
ing new newsletter—resulted in a contract with
a Japanese firm for one of his products, thai
nets him 550,000 a year—as a minimum!

Read the thrilling details at our risk! See
how you can apply the same, little-known
techniques to add thousands of dollars a year
to your income! Send in the No-Risk Coupon
—Today!

INFORMATION, INCORPORATED
119 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003

MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODA,Y! 1
INFORMATION, INCORPORATED
Dept.FW-22
119 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10OO3

Gentlemen; Yes! Please send me your FREE
Report. "37 INSTANT MONEY-MAKERS
YOU CAN USE TOMORROW," along with
my Introductory One Year Subscription to E.
Joseph Cossman's THINK YOURSELF RICH
NEWSLETTER. I understand that the price of
the Newsletter is less than $1 a month. I enclose
$10 on this introductory offer, (completely tax
deductible) at NO RISK. Within three months
I can cancel my subscription and you will refund
my full $10 instantly. In any case, the Report
is mine to keep.

Nante
(Please Print)

Address

City

State Zip

IN £>V SPA PERI

<Q Information, Incorporated 1969
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Ralph Ginzburg



Back in the free-radical days of the 1960’s and on into the 

1980’s Ralph Ginzburg was able to influence over two million 

readers to scramble for that junk drawer in search of a pair of 

well sharpened scissors. Then with checkbook firmly in hand they 

hotly subscribed to his publications. 

 

How was he able to do this? 

 

One doesn’t have to look far to find the answer. Ralph Ginzburg 

had a one of a kind brand of advertising and when he combined 

this with his revolutionary positioning skill it gave him nearly 

three decades of money sucking success. 

 

On top of that, Ginzburg had stumbled upon, discovered and refined a 

series of patterns of influence that he was able to use over and 

over and over again because they worked every single time. 

 

It interesting to study the many personas of Ralph Ginzburg; as 

the taboo busting publisher of Eros, consumer crusading, ally of 

the little guy publisher of Moneysworth, free speech and press 

advocate, the Brooklyn street kid turned publishing magnate and 

ultimate financial insider of American Business.  Mel Martin 

studied and emulated Ginzburg more than any other copywriter even 

Schwartz. 

 

Ralph Ginzburg helped ignite the sexual revolution, and later 

served a jail sentence in a landmark obscenity conviction that 

went all the way to the Supreme Court. 

 

You might say controversy and confrontation were Ginzburg’s 

middle names. He pushed the envelope way beyond where it had 

been pushed before and he pushed it in every way possible. 

Ralph Ginzburg took controversy and confrontation and parlayed 

it into money-making success. 

Another interesting fact is that while Ralph took on these most 

was controversial and jolting poses in space ads with arresting 

titles like, Crazy Ginzburg, Rapist, and Wanted, it was his wife, 

Shoshana Ginzburg, who was silently crafting most of the copy and 

fascinations. Though Ralph gets all the credit it was actually 



his wife who was writing the majority of the copy that would 

influence almost every major direct response copywriter to come 

later. 

What the Ginzburgs’ were able to accomplish was to use tool box full of 

Patterns of Influence. These Patterns of Influence can be replicated by 

any marketer today. 

Let’s take a good hard look at these Patterns of Influence to 

discover their hidden secrets. 













Mel Martin



"Mel was one of the world's greatest copywriters, and nobody has 

ever heard of him." —Brian Kurtz, Vice President, Boardroom, 

Inc. 

He was the chief architect of Fascinations. 

Fascinations are teasers usually found on an envelope.  Mel 

would stuff an entire mailing full of them, plainly pulling at 

the emotional hot buttons that frighten people into action. 

Circa the early 1970’s: Mel Martin was working as a hired gun 

copywriter for The New York Times book division.  The whole 

business was established by running coupon ads in unsold space 

in the Times 

After Mel left the Times in 1974, Marty Edelston hired Mel.  

Edelston proposed that Mel try his hand at a direct mail package 

to get subscribers for Boardroom Reports.  Since Mel’s sole 

experience was in writing ads not a package, he worked on an ad 

that could be converted into a direct mail package. 

Here's an example of a Mel Martin's #10 envelope for Boardroom's 

Bottom Line: 

Bills it's okay to pay late 

• Supermarkets: Shocking new rip-offs 

• How to buy a house with no down payment 

• How to slash your property taxes 

• What never to eat on an airplane 

Marty Edelston was so protective of Mel Martin, fearful that 

some direct marketer might find out about him, grab his phone 

number and then offer him a writing job, he would never disclose 

his name. He became "Marty Edelston's mystery copywriter." 

Mel Martin’s legacy as a powerful copywriter enabled Marty 

Edelston to build a $125-million-a-year business that continues 

to produce profits well into the 21st century. 







Gary Halbert



Gary Halbert led an astonishingly remarkable life. He started in 

direct mail in 1968 and struggled and struggled.  He was having 

tremendous financial challenges. 

Then one morning in 1971, while reading the newspaper, he found 

himself skimming an article on how to make some extra cash, on 

the side. 

In the article, was the story of a lady who supplemented her 

income by crafting personalized paintings of family crests. 

She would take trips to the library, find a surname with a coat 

of arms associated, head back to her home workshop and sketch a 

copy of it in ink. 

Then, she’d go to the phone book and assemble a list of every 

person with that last name.  She would then mail them a 

postcard.  The postcard included the ink sketch with an 

invitation to buy a full color painting of THEIR Family coat of 

arms. 

That was all Gary needed to hear… 

Swipe the Idea And Then Scale It Using Print and Direct Mail 

He created the Coat of Arms Letter in 1971.  It has become the 

most mailed direct mail piece in history, mailing for over 30 

years to 600,000,000 people, bringing in on average $300,000 a 

day in 2019 dollars! 

Using the telephone book in direct marketing was unheard of.  

There is no common interest in the way names are organized in 

the phone book…or is there?  Because there is common interest in 

the phone book…FAMILY HISTORY…everyone on any given page has 

something in common…A LAST NAME! 

Most people are at least somewhat interested in the history of 

their name. 

Wow!  A pre-built mailing list that could be personally 

addressed to Mr. or Mrs. __________ 

Gary began to run test to determine his margins and set 

boundaries. 

Some of the results… 



The Rarer a Name The Better The Response. 

The Name Had To Be Attributed to 7,500 People In The US. Profits 

could be made at 1,500 but 7,500 was ideal. 

One of those names was Macdonald… 

Here’s the letter: 



5687 Ira Road
Bath, Ohio  44210

Phone: 1-216-666-9356

Dear Mr. Macdonald,

Did you know that your family name was recorded with a coat-of-arms in
ancient heraldic archives more than seven centuries ago?

My husband and I discovered this while doing some research for some
friends of ours who have the same last name as you do. We've had an
artist recreate the coat-of-arms exactly as described in the ancient
records. This drawing, along with other information about the name, has
been printed up into an attractive one-page report.

The bottom half of the report tells the story of the very old and
distinguished family name of Macdonald. It tells what the name means, its
origin, the original family motto, its place in history and about famous
people who share it. The top half has a large, beautiful reproduction of
an artist's drawing of the earliest known coat-of-arms for the name of
Macdonald. This entire report is documented, authentic and printed on
parchment-like paper suitable for framing.

The report so delighted our friends that we have had a few extra
copies made in order to share this information with other people of the
same name.

Framed, these reports make distinctive wall decorations and they are
great gifts for relatives. It should be remembered that we have not
traced anyone's individual family tree but have researched back through
several centuries to find out about the earliest people named Macdonald.

All we are asking for them is enough to cover the added expenses of
having the extra copies printed and mailed. (See below.) If you are
interested, please let us know right away as our supply is pretty slim.
Just verify that we have your correct name and address and send the
correct amount in cash or check for the number of reports you want. We'll
send them promptly by return mail.

Sincerely,

P.S. If you are ordering only one report, send two dollars ($2.00).
Additional reports ordered at the same time and sent to the same
address are one dollar each. Please make checks payable to me, Nancy
L. Halbert.



  

     
     

   
     

       
     

        
      

     
 

     
      

      
    

   
     

     
       

      
       
       
       

    
      

     
      

      
      
     

     
     

 
     

     
      

      
     

       
      

   
   

       
    

    
     

     
       

        
       

     
     
     

       
      
       
   
     

      
     

        
      

      
      

     
     
  

       
        

    
   

       
      

    
      
     

  

 
            

            
       

   
      

               
       

     
    
       
       

     
      

      
 

       
        

   
       

    
      
       
    

     
       
     

    
       

      
     

      
      

       
     

       
      

      
      
     
      

      
   

     
       

    
      

      
      

      
    

      
     

       
     

       
     

    
     
       

     
     

      
      

     
  

     
      

      
      

    
        

        

      
   

  

      
      
       

      
     
    

      
   

 
     

     

     
     

  

      
        

       
   

       
        

        
    

    
       

      
     
      

     
     

      
      
    

    
     
       

      
     

     
      

    

     

   
  

   

      
      
      

      
        

     
     

       
     

 

 

 

     
      

       
       



advertisement

How to get what the
US.Goigernmeiit

OWES YOU!
320 almost secret ways to get something back for yciur tax dollars right away!

by Gary Halbert

Dear Taxpayer:
What do you get?
The "poor" get federal housing,

food stamps, and other welfare bene-
fits. The rich get oil depletion
allowances, lower interest rate
loans, and expense accounts.

What do you get?
The answer to that one is easy.

YOU GET TO PAY TAXES! Isn't
that nice? It is a bit depressing, isn't
it? To work so hard for your
money and then each year give
Uncle Sam a bigger and bigger share
of it.

What can you do about it?
Well, you could always cheat. Or

move to another country.
But seriously, if you are already

claiming all of the legitimate deduc-
tions you are entitled to, there is
still something you should do. And
that is...MAKE SURE THAT YOU
ARE GETTING EVERY PENNY'S
WORTH OF GOVERNMENT
BENEFITS THAT YOUR HARD-
EARNED DOLLARS ARE PAY-
ING FOR!

Millions of Americans just like
you are already collecting on them.
For example, RIGHT NOW, you
and your family may well qualify
for one, several or all of these
government benefits:
• $5,000 in government loans at be-

low market interest rates-if you know
how to apply for the loans!

• Full scholarships and other financial
assistance for education. Uncle Sam is
paying good money just to locate deserv*
ing students!

• Low cost insurance. You can save
hundreds of dollars with special govern-
ment policies!

• A 5-acre vacation hideaway for you
and your family. Prices begin as low as
$25 an acre!

• Social Security benefits before you
reach your sixties. One and a half million
children receive social security checks
each month!

• Free employment assistance if you
are having trouble finding a job because
you're not a youngster anymore!

• Free help from the U.S. Secret
Service to protect you against counterfeit

money and forged checks!
• Free plans and architectural designs

for 12 different structures—from a 3-bed-
room house to a boat landing!

• A $25,000 start-your-own-business
loan, with 15 years to pay it back!

• Free aptitude tests (that would cost
you up to $25) to find the job you are
best suited for!

• 25% to 75% of your rent paid by
Uncle Sam-if you qualify and know how
to apply!

• Free government land to stake your
claim when prospecting for gold, silver
or other valuable minerals!

• Free government service to help you
locate lost marriage or divorce records!

•Free protection for your children
against hazardous toys provided by the
government Office of Consumer Affairs!

• The right to enter a fabulous govern-
ment sweepstakes-a public drawing to
claim oil and gas rights to public lands.
Profit potential ranges from $5,000 to
$75,000!

You know, a person could fill an
entire report just listing little-known
government benefits that are avail-
able to every U.S. citizen. I know,
because with the help of a friend, I
did. It's titled "HOW TO GET
WHAT THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
OWES YOU". It has 320 govern-
ment benefits that most people have
never heard of. But it doesn't just
list them, mind you, it tells you how
to get them! It tells you how to
qualify, who to contact (including
all necessary addresses) and what
to say.

I am thinking about publishing
the report in a hard cover edition
selling for around $8.95. Perhaps I
will. But this has been a labor of
love for me. And right now I'd like
the satisfaction of immediately get-
ting the information into the hands
of as many short-changed taxpayers
as possible. So I've had a local
printer reproduce the manuscript in
report form and bind it with a soft
cover. And I am.offering it, per-
sonally, direct, by mail, for only
$3.00.

If you are interested, please let
me know right away as I have only

ordered a small press run.
P.S. If you don't take advantage of

these benefits, you are only
cheating yourself. After all,
you've already paid for them.
So, order today and see for
yourself the hundreds of FREE
and inexpensive things the
government has for YOU and
your family!

P.P.5. The government comes out
with new benefits nearly every
day. To keep you up to date, I
will send you information on
them every other month for the
next 12 months. This informa-
tion comes in a small special
publication called The Good
News Hot Line. There is no extra
charge for this.

HERE'S JUST A GLIMPSE OF THE
INVALUABLE INFORMATION YOU'LL

GET! 39 GREAT CHAPTERS!

FREE FOR ALIENS AND REFUGEES
FREE FOR AMERICAN INDIANS
FREE FOR ANTIQUE CAR BUFFS
FREE FOR BOATERS
FREE FOR BUSINESSMEN & INVESTORS
FREE CAREER AND JOB TRAINING

ALL AROUND YOUR HOME OR
APARTMENT

15.FREE TO YOU FROM INTERNAL
REVENUE

16. LOW COST U.S. GOVERNMENT LAND
BARGAINS & PROGRAMS

17.FREE FROM THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
& THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

18.FREE MAPS
19.FREE MARRIAGE & DIVORCE RECORDS

LOCATION SERVICES & DIRECTORIES
20. FREE ABOUT SPACE & THE MOON
21. FREE FROM THE FEDERAL RESERVE

SYSTEM
22.FREE PROTECTION FROM NATURAL

DISASTERS
23.FREE FOR NATURE LOVERS AND

SPORTSMEN
24.FREE FROM THE UNITED STATES

NAVY
25.FREE OIL, GAS & MINERAL LEASE

OPPORTUNITIES
26. FREE FOR PARENTS
27.FREE POSTAL REGULATIONS &

LIBRARY
28. FREE POSTERS
29.FREE FOR PROSPECTORS
30.FREE SAFETY SERVICES & BENEFITS
31.FREE SCIENCE SERVICES* BENEFITS
32. FREE FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
33.FREE SICKNESS & HEALTH BENEFITS
34.FREE LIBRARY OF SOCIAL SECURITY

BENEFITS
35.FREE FOR STUDENTS & TEACHERS
36.FREE GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

OPPORTUNITIES
37. FREE FOR TRAVELERS & VACATION-

ERS
FREE CONSUMER PROTECTION SERVICES 38. FREE FOR VETERANS
FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES & CIVIL
SERVICE JOBS

9. FREE FOR FARMERS* GARDENERS
10.FREE FILMS, FILMSTRIPS & SLIDES
11.FREE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE & LOANS
12. FREE FROM THE STATE DEPARTMENT
13.FREE SERVICES & BENEFITS FROM ALL

BUREAUS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION & WELFARE

14.FREE HELP FOR YOU FROM UNCLE SAM

39.FREE FOR WOMEN "*-

PLUS 2 EXTRA REPORTS-FREE
Free Report No. 1: "How To Com-
plain To The U.S. Government"
Free Report No. 2: "Directory of
Regional and Local Addresses of
U.S. Government Agencies"

© 1974 Good News Publishing Co.

Mail check or money order to: 1352

Gary Halbert, Good News Publishing Co.
7576 Freedom Avenue, North Canton, Ohio 44720

Dear Gary: Enclosed find $3.00. Please send me my copy of "HOW TO GET
WHAT THE U.S. GOVERNMENT OWES YOUi"-plus the Good News Hotline
for the next year-FREE! I understand that if I am not satisfied I may return the
book for a full refund of my $3.00.

Print Name.

Address

City

State .Z ip.

Here is an extra $3.00. Send me another copy of the book (and the free
reports) to give as a gift!





       

      
     

     
   

 
     

     
    
     
    
  
     

    
    

     
   
       

      
   

   
 

  
  

  
     

     
      

    
    

   
   

    
   

      
   

     

    
       

     
 
    
      

   
   

    
    

   
     

     
    
    
      

    

     
      

    
   
     

    

     

   
  

     
    

      
   

    

    
     

    
    

  
    

   
  

   
    

    
    
  

   
 

  
   

   
  
 

    
    

     
   
       

      
     

     
   

    
    
    
      

    
      
    

      
     

     
     

    
     
      
    

     
     

   
   

      
     
      
     

    
     

     
     

   

    
     

      
      
      

       
     
    

   
   
 

   
    

   
     

   
  

 
  
    

     
    

  
    

    
    
    

  
  

      
     

  
   
  

  
   

    
     

      
     

    

   
      

    
     

    
     
    

    
   

     
   

     
     

    
 

    
   

    
     

      
  

   
     

      
    

   
    

     
     

     
  

     
    

     
     

    
   

     
      

 
    

     
     

  
      

   
     

    
    
     

    
   

   
  

    
   

   
   

    
    

    
   

   
    

    

    
    

    
     

    
     
    

   
 

    
     

   
     

      
     
     

      
     

    
   

      
     
     

    
    
      

    
   

   

      
    

    
    

     
   

      
   

     
     
  

     
   

    
    

     
    

 

   
  

  
     

    
     

     
      

  
      

    
    
   

    
      

      

   
  

     
   

     
 

    
    

   
   

    

    
    

   
  

  

    
    

   
   

     

     
    

     
     
    

   
  

    
     

 

     
   

 
    

   
    
    

    
   

     
   

  
   

   
    
  

   
    

   
    

  
    

      
   

   
    

     
    

  
       

          

        

        
        

         
  

      
           

       
        

         
       

         
         

      
       

     
     

     
    

   
  

    
    

    
  

  
   

    
   

    
   
   

     

      

 

       
    

    
      

     
     
     

      
    

      
   

     
    

      
      
       
     
     

    
      

   
     

   

   
   

    
    

    
    
    
     

   
  

  
 

   
    

  
    

    
     

  
    

      
   

    
     

    
     

    
  
  

    

    
       

   
    

     
    

  
    

     
     

      
    

    
     

       
   

      

  

    
   

    
    

    
   

     
     

     
     

      
     

     
    

    
    

   
      

      
    
    

      
    
    

 
  
   

  
     

      
      

    
      

 

  
     

     
    

 
 



Bill Bonner



Its 1979…Bill Bonner takes a seat and begins to write a humble, 

unpretentious sales letter for a brand new newsletter he’s all 

set to launch. 

He begins… 

“You look out your window, past your gardener, who is busily 

pruning the lemon, cherry, and fig trees… amidst the splendor of 

gardenias, hibiscus, and hollyhocks. 

“The sky is clear blue. The sea is a deeper blue, sparkling with 

sunlight. 

“A gentle breeze comes drifting in from the ocean, clean and 

refreshing, as your maid brings breakfast in bed. 

“For a moment, you think you have died and gone to heaven. 

“But this paradise is real. And affordable. In fact, it costs 

only half as much to live this dream lifestyle… as it would to 

stay in your own home! 

“Dear Reader, 

“I’d like to send you a FREE copy of a unique — and invaluable — 

report. 

“It’s called…” 

He continues to explain that this report, “The 5 Best Retirement 

Destinations in the World,” is yours for free by just trying his  

International Living newsletter. 

And that by reading International Living, you will acquire 

valuable information on how to live in luxury on a small 

retirement income by relocating to one of the most stunning — 

and most inexpensive — paradises on earth. 

So, did it work? 

Boy Howdy, does it ever! 

Right out of the starting gate, it begins to turn every 

marketing dollar spent on sending it out into $3 in orders. 



But it never stops…even today — four decades later — without 

hardly any changes THE Letter is still selling subscriptions to 

International Living. 

This is THE letter that Bill Bonner used to grow a company, 

Agora Inc., from nothing to $1 million and then to $10 million 

and then past $80 million and now to well over $100 million a 

year. 

From this one letter Bonner went on to launch dozens of 

successful newsletters. And Agora has expanded into book 

publishing, exclusive conferences, travel and “discovery tours” 

for business owners, retirees, and others looking to relocate to 

some of International Living‘s endorsed paradises. 

Agora continues to create new subsidiaries and affiliates all 

the time. 

You can do this too.  This letter didn’t require any special 

skill. 

You can learn to do this very same thing yourself. 

Any business owner who can write a letter to a friend can write 

a successful sales letter. All it takes is following a few 

specific rules: 

• Know your customer — who you’re writing to.  

You spend every day with your business and your customers. You 

know your customers well. In the letter below the author knows 

that the people who are reading that letter want to live like 

royalty — without blowing their retirement savings. This is what 

knowing your customer is all about. 

• In your message, focus on your readers’ dreams, desires, 

fears, and frustrations.  

Bonner’s letter puts the reader right into THEIR dream of living 

in utopia… and transports them there before saying anything 

about the “free report.” 

• Highlight all the benefits your readers will get by taking 

the action you recommend.  



Yes, the features of your product are important to you, but what 

your customers is really interested in is what your product can 

do for them. So focus on them and what they care about. 

• Make sure that the benefits described are crystal clear and 

easy to visualize. Make it tangible.  

Look how the letter below starts there isn’t a tirade about 

lavish retirement lifestyles with speculation on how to save 

money. Instead it puts the reader in his seaside retirement 

estate, beautiful garden, hired help, and all. 

• Back everything up with proof, in every way possible.  

Every sales letter needs proof; many sales pitches are nothing 

more than empty promises. Your reader needs to be so assured by 

the end of your letter that what you have is impeccable for them 

that they’d be senseless not to respond. Read the letter below, 

it tells the stories of actual people who have done what the 

letter promises, amazingly easily. Exact details prove the 

promises are real. 

• Keep it simple, construct your whole message on one “big 

idea.”  

It has been tested and proven that validating one benefit to 

exhaustion will most certainly make more sales than pounding out 

every benefit your product offers. What’s the big idea in this 

letter? …That you can live in paradise, far better than you’re 

living now and for less. Over and over again it focuses on this 

powerful idea until the reader sees no reason not to subscribe 

to the newsletter. 

 



You look out your window, past your gardener, who is

busily pruning the lemon, cherry, and fig trees...amidst
the splendor of gardenias, hibiscus, and hollyhocks.

The sky is clear blue. The sea is a deeper blue, sparkling
with sunlight.

A gentle breeze comes drifting in from the ocean, clean
and refreshing, as your maid brings you breakfast in bed.

For a moment, you think you have died and gone to
heaven.

But this paradise is real. And affordable. In fact, it costs
only half as much to live this dream lifestyle...as it would
to stay in your own home!

Dear Reader,

I'd like to send you a FREE copy of a unique - and invaluable - report.

It's called How to Retire in Paradise on $30 a Day. And it tells you about the best places in
the world for retirement living.

In one of the places detailed in this report, gentle sea breezes keep the climate nearly
perfect, with mild temperatures year-round.

You'll find cliffs, hidden coves with secluded beaches, rolling hills, and high mountains
nearby dotted with picturesque villages.

In this place, a two-story, traditional house with five bedrooms on 2.5 acres, with lots of
fruit trees and a fresh water source, recently sold to an International Living reader for just
over $60,000.

Where you can rent a three-bedroom apartment for as little as $245 monthly, and your
monthly electricity and water rates cost $27…where you can buy an attractive two-bedroom
house for less than $50,000.

Where you can find seaside apartments for less than $80,000…a beautifully restored stone
house with a lush garden courtyard, and emerald green paint-work for $173,600…or an
unrestored house for $74,500… A delicious three-course meal with wine, for two, costs $20,
and there are many options for becoming a resident.

In short, paradise does exist...where $1,000 a month will buy you a comfortable home in a



beautiful setting, pay for your food and utilities, a housekeeper, a gardener, country-club
dues...and even leave you with money left over for entertainment and travel!

Details on this and other retirement edens around the world are included in a valuable report
called How to Retire in Paradise on $30 a Day. If you've ever thought of living
overseas...or of owning a second home abroad...this report can turn your dreams into reality.

And this report is yours FREE simply for taking a look at INTERNATIONAL LIVING...

...a magazine that will help you discover and benefit from the many opportunities the world
has to offer.

INTERNATIONAL LIVING will introduce you to...

...parasailing in Thailand...bungee jumping in New Zealand...bicycling in the Highlands...
bicycle tours in Britain and France.

...first-class travel opportunities for less than half the usual fare (it's all a matter of
understanding the angles used by savvy travelers the world over).

...secluded hideaways in Bali...castles for sale in Ireland...villas on undiscovered islands in
the South Pacific...affordable ways to travel in the world's most expensive cities, including
London, Paris, Tokyo, and New York.

No other magazine covers the world like INTERNATIONAL LIVING.

It brings the entire world, with all of its rich, rewarding, exciting opportunities, to your door
every month.

And these are opportunities you can use. After reading an article in INTERNATIONAL
LIVING, you can pick up the phone and arrange to...

...travel to exotic, foreign lands...learn new languages...invest in booming overseas stocks

...profit from foreign bank accounts...start your own international business...get a job
overseas...retire to a tropical paradise...buy a piece of prime real estate in the world's few
remaining profitable property markets...

...these and many more exciting opportunities are available to you every month in the pages
of INTERNATIONAL LIVING.

A Different World

You read about one side of the world in your daily paper, you see it on TV newscasts.
Murders. Wars. Airplane crashes. Politics.

But there is another side of the world...one you can't find out about by reading the paper,
certainly not by watching TV.

It is a world of delightful opportunities...opportunities for fun...pleasure...financial security
and profits...romantic discoveries...adventure...



It is a world full of things you can do to make your life more fun - and more profitable.

You can...

 Sail away to the islands of the Caribbean...chartering a boat can be an affordable, as
well as exciting and luxurious, family holiday.

 Spend a summer in the Lakes District...or actually buy your own cottage in Ireland
or chalet in the Alps...do it right and the property will almost pay for itself. (I'll
explain how in just a moment.)

 Make big profits on international stocks and bonds...overseas investments in fast-
growing countries offer high returns as well as the safety of diversification.

I must emphasize that this world of international opportunities is available to anyone...not
just the rich and famous. That's one of the major reasons we publish INTERNATIONAL
LIVING...to show you how to benefit from the rich rewards of an international, jet-set
lifestyle without spending a fortune.

Consider these items:

In February of 1985 we published an article explaining how to fly around the world for less
than $1,000. At the time, that wasn't even half the regular fare.

In fact, it was so low that some subscribers didn't believe it was possible. One actually put
us to the test. David Hendrickson and his wife followed our instructions and actually flew
around the world - with stopovers in London, New York, Bangkok, Hong Kong, and Tokyo,
for less than $1,000!

But that was back in 1985. What about today?

We told readers recently about an around-the-world airfare for $1,200. That's still less than
half the regular fare.

Let me give you another example.

When we first started publishing INTERNATIONAL LIVING, we wrote that you could
'buy an apartment on Spain's beautiful Costa del Sol for as little as $15,000.' Here again,
many people just didn't believe it could be done.

One of our readers decided to find out for himself. In 1985 he purchased a one-bedroom
apartment in the Malaga area - with a view of the Mediterranean from one side of the terrace
and the mountains from the other.

The price: $13,100. Not bad...especially when you consider that for the past 22 years he has
been renting that apartment during the summer months, most recently for more than $500 a
month...which means the place pays for itself just by renting it out in June, July, and August
- months when he didn't plan to use it anyway!

INTERNATIONAL LIVING has been called the 'ultimate travel magazine.'

It's that...and more. It's a magazine for anyone who wants to broaden his or her horizons,



visit foreign countries, make overseas investments, and save money.

Yes, save money. INTERNATIONAL LIVING will tell you:

 how you can pay for your travel expenses (and then some) to many places simply by
shopping for bargains - electronics in Taiwan, clothing in Hong Kong, leather goods
in Morocco, gemstones in Brazil and Colombia, antique furniture and paintings in
Great Britain, horses in Ireland, blankets in Mexico, leather goods in Uruguay,
watches in Switzerland, the list goes on and on. Some people not only pay their
expenses this way...they make a living at it!

 about almost unbelievable ways to cut your travel expenses. Save hundreds of
dollars by purchasing tickets from consolidators and bucket shops...Get discounts--
and even commissions--by being your own travel agent.

 about retirement havens where you can stretch your money beyond all recognition.
Live like a king on a tradesman's pension. If you look beyond your own shores,
you'll find that many countries around the world offer far greater benefits and
advantages for retirees than does your own.

 about which overseas stock markets have been the best-performing over the last few
years. And because past performance is not always an indication of future
performance, INTERNATIONAL LIVING makes sure its readers know which
markets are the best investments right now.

 about one of the best--and still largely undiscovered--retirement havens in the world,
where the cost of living is low and the standard of living is high. In this
undiscovered, peaceful, charming country, you can hire a maid and a gardener for
about $30 a week. A visit to a doctor in a state-of-the-art office costs just $25. And
this is one of the few places in the world where property is still a good investment--
and still cheap; you can buy a large house right on the beach, with incredible views,
for $105,000.

Real Estate

 The best property buys in one of the least discovered (and most beautiful) spots in
the Caribbean. The sand is just as white as anywhere else in this part of the world.
The sea is just as emerald. But the real-estate prices are unbelievably lower. We'll
tell you where to look for beachfront acres for less than $30,000.

 How to restore an ancient farmhouse in Perugia...for fun and for profit.
 Discover some of the cheapest beachfront properties in the world. This stretch of

Pacific coastline boasts spectacular crimson sunsets…world-class surfing…and a
laid back lifestyle. Yet real estate prices remain up to 70% cheaper here than
California—at least for now.

 How you can own your own Irish pub. What visitor to the Emerald Isle, after
spending long evenings in local pubs drinking hot whiskeys and listening to ceilidh
bands, hasn't dreamt of owning one? The good news is that it is easier - and less
expensive - than you might imagine to turn this dream into reality.

 How to make a sure-fire investment in rental property in the South of
France...Brazil...or any one of a dozen other countries in the world with an active
holiday rental market.

 How to arrange a trade--your house or apartment for a place in a foreign
country...and get a home abroad for free. We'll detail who to contact...what to look
out for...how to protect yourself...every-thing you need to know.

 Where to go for the best crayfish and clotted cream in the world. This tiny



completely unspoiled South Pacific island also happens to hide some tremendous
property buys. A home with a magnificent sea view from the East Coast would cost
you less than $25,000.

 With the Channel Tunnel open, now is the time to take advantage of property buys in
both England and northeastern France, where affordable properties will steadily
skyrocket in price. We'll tell you where to look, how to buy, and how much to spend.

 How to find an apartment you can afford in London, Hong Kong, New York, and all
the world's most expensive cities.

Travel

 How to find a bed and breakfast for less than $80 a night in London...a double room
in a hotel in central Paris for $78 a night...or an affordable place to stay in any of the
world's other major cities.

 How to make sure that you never - ever - pay full fare for an airline ticket again.
(We'll show you how to save 50% and more every time you fly.)

 Where to find the most gorgeous (and inexpensive) white-sand beaches in the
Caribbean...and the world's beautiful people who return here year after year.

 The best way to get the lowest hotel prices in Greece. (This simple little secret can
be found in no guidebook.)

 When not to tell your travel agent where you're going. In some cases, this little travel
trick can save you hundreds of dollars.

 How to take a world-class, luxury cruise for less than half the regular cost.
 South America's answer to the Riviera - without the crowds or the ridiculous prices.
 The top 10 adventure-travel opportunities in the world.
 The greatest travel bargain of the decade...a delicate unspoiled place.
 Europe's attic...where you can shop for the world's finest antiques at flea-market

prices.
 The advantages and disadvantages of using automatic teller machines abroad - and

how to make sure your bank card will work in the country you're visiting.
 Travel clubs are mushrooming these days. Can they really save you money? Yes, but

with some very important exceptions.
 Ritz-style luxury in Madrid for no more than the cost of a regular hotel room.
 Travel where tourists can't go. Obtain an independent visa for travel inside

Myanmar. Make your way through the Central Asian Republics of the former Soviet
Union without once contacting Intourist. Travel safely in Peru. Travel alone in China
or Vietnam.

 How to gain entrance to the world's most exclusive, most private clubs and
casinos...the kinds of places you thought only the rich were allowed to go.

 How to take your kids to Europe--and still enjoy the trip.
 A well-guarded industry secret: How to book yourself on a Mediterranean cruise at

no charge.
 Eight easy ways to guarantee an upgrade.
 Why you should never refuse dessert in Finland...pat a Thai person on the head...or

eat fish with your hands in Russia.
 Not all discount travel agents are trustworthy or reliable. We review the top

discounters and steer you right.
 The 3 finest hotels in London...and the 5 best for your money.
 The best way to see Africa. You'll spend three months exploring the Dark Continent-

-for as much as most people spend on three-week package tours.
 The best place in the world to plan your honeymoon, your second honeymoon, or



just a romantic tryst.
 The safest country in the world...the cheapest country in the world...the healthiest

country in the world...and the sunniest country in the world. (We also tell you about
the most dangerous, most expensive, most unhealthy, and most dreary places on
earth. Our findings may surprise you.)

 One simple thing you can do to keep fit and minimize discomfort on long haul
intercontinental flights.

 One simple thing you can do to make sure you're never ripped off in a travel scam.
 Which airports have the best security--and which ones you should avoid.
 The best guesthouse along China's Silk Route. Plan to stay at least several days.
 The cheapest tickets--to the world's hottest shows.

Taxes, Currencies, and Investments

 How to earn $80,000 overseas tax-free.
 Learn how tax havens work--and how they can be made to work for you.
 The world's up-and-coming tax haven. You've probably never even heard of this

tiny, far-off paradise.
 The world's most user-friendly tax haven. Ensure the privacy of your financial

affairs within an hour - and accomplish the entire thing by fax.
 An easy and fulfilling way to make your next trip a tax write-off.
 How to avoid double taxation on your foreign earnings.
 Cut your taxes 95%--by living in paradise.
 Enjoy regular currency forecasts from a world-respected expert. They can help you

best plan your travel - and make sure you get the most for every dollar you spend in
a foreign country.

 Learn how to avoid 'official' exchange rates and take advantage of more favorable
rates on the open market.

 Why Switzerland is not the only--and perhaps no longer the best--place to have an
anonymous bank account.

Retirement

 How to enjoy a million-dollar retirement - without touching your savings.
 Where you can enjoy free medical and dental care.
 Learn how to double your retirement resources - and live as though you had twice

the income.
 Cut your grocery bills by 30%.
 Nine countries where you can retire in comfort and style on $1,000 per month,

including a nice home, groceries, utilities, country club dues, even entertainment and
travel.

 Where you can find dinner for two at an excellent restaurant for $15, including wine.
 Where health care is very inexpensive...an eye examination costs less than $10, and

you can have a cavity filled for $15 to $25...and in one of the places we have in mind
membership in the national health care system is as little as $40 a year.

 Where you can take a taxi across town for $1.50...get a sandwich and a coke for $2
...and catch a first-run movie for $3.

And Much, Much, More...

We have only skimmed the surface of the opportunities...adventures... money-making and



money-saving strategies presented in each and every issue of INTERNATIONAL LIVING.
And for every topic covered, INTERNATIONAL LIVING surveys the best information
available...from government agencies, from private firms, from independent analysis...and,
critically, from our extensive network of roving contributors and correspondents, who report
back to us daily on their discoveries.

And as part of your subscription you’ll get to hear from our contributors through FREE
email updates. These illustrated email “postcards” are also a refreshing break from your
daily routine and the result is immediate, timely information and insight that would cost you
thousands of dollars annually—and take weeks of your time to compile—if you had to
arrange it all on your own.

We put you in touch with a network of, literally, more than 500 correspondents throughout
the world. Writing from Great Britain, the Greek Islands, Hong Kong, North America,
France, Ecuador, Belize, Ireland, the South Pacific, and dozens of other areas around the
world, these correspondents make sure you have the firsthand, unbiased information you
need to benefit from your international travel or living experience.

Special Introductory Subscription Offer

And remember, when you take advantage of this special offer to subscribe to
INTERNATIONAL LIVING for one year (that's 12 information-packed issues) for only $69
$49, you'll also receive:

 A FREE electronic copy of How to Retire in Paradise on $30 a Day which will
introduce you to the most attractive and exciting retirement options and
opportunities in the world.

 Here's an even better deal. Try a two-year subscription to INTERNATIONAL
LIVING for just $138 $89. That's a savings of 36% off the regular price. And you'll
receive a second FREE BONUS - How to Get the Best Deal on Every Airfare You
Buy. Never again pay face value for an airline ticket...your report tells you dozens of
ways to cut the cost of air travel in half.

Plus you are covered by our 100% satisfaction guarantee. You can cancel anytime and get
a full reimbursement for all remaining issues. And all INTERNATIONAL LIVING reports
are
yours to keep, FREE.

INTERNATIONAL LIVING can change your life. By giving you more options, more
alternatives in the way you live...and where you live.

And even if you never take advantage of any of the exciting ideas in each issue of
INTERNATIONAL LIVING, you'll still find your subscription well worth the price. You
see, INTERNATIONAL LIVING is entertaining as well as informative. It can bring you the
excitement and glamour of living and traveling in foreign countries even if you never leave
your armchair.

INTERNATIONAL LIVING is your passport to a brighter, more exciting, more
adventuresome future. Take advantage of this special opportunity to become a subscriber.



Arrange your subscription reservation immediately by simply clicking on the button below.

Sincerely,

William Bonner
Founding Publisher, International Living

P.S. INTERNATIONAL LIVING will show you how to live the sort of life that used to be
available only to the very wealthy. Try it yourself. If you're not completely satisfied, simply
cancel your subscription. We'll promptly reimburse you for all the issues remaining in your
subscription, no questions asked. And no matter what, all of the free INTERNATIONAL

LIVING reports are yours to keep.



Gary Bencivenga



After high school Gary had the choice of finding some blue 

collar work but what he really wanted to do was something with 

writing because he seemed to have an aptitude for it.  

So, he got a job writing copy during the day and he went to 

college at night. But after eight years of college at night, the 

degree didn’t do much for him. It really didn’t count because he 

was eight years into a copywriting career and he really knew 

what he wanted to do with his life.  

Early in this career, Gary had the privilege of working with 

some of the best people in advertising. He believes he learned 

the most from John Caples. But there were others too he also, 

learned a lot from my several copy chiefs, names nobody really 

knows. They just had a lot of experience and had seen thousands 

of split run tests.  So, they could really cut the learning 

curve. 

The best way to learn is by just by collecting and studying the 

files, sign up and receive the publications and offers of great 

direct marketers like Agora Publishing, Phillips, Healthy 

Directions, Rodale, Boardroom, KCI.  This is critical, before 

you know it; you’ll be getting a free course in the best 

advertisements that are being written today. 

He ultimately wound up at BBD&O — Batten, Barton, Durstine and 

Osborn. Then he went on to work for Ogilvy & Mather, in their 

direct marketing division. It’s interesting to note that But 

both Ogilvy and Rosser Reeves said that they learned more from 

John Caples than anyone else and they shamelessly stole from him 

and most of what they espoused came indirectly or directly from 

him. So there is that lineage of masters teaching other masters. 

In the early 1970’ Gary joined Dan Rosenthal’s team for about 5 

years before striking out on his own…the year 1977… 
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Jim Rutz



Jim Rutz, one of the greatest copywriters ever, was also one of 

the most flamboyant, interesting, vibrant people this industry 

will ever see. 

He was a true innovator in crafting win-win payment arrangements 

for creative talent that has become a standard for the industry. 

Every marketer and or copywriter of any product or service would 

do well to study his work…the equivalent to a collage level 

course in direct response marketing. 

In the beginning when he was “merely” an “A list copywriter.” 

There was no upfront fee. He collected royalties based on the 

number of pieces mailed. 

His confidence was so strong, that by writing the package for 

“free” he would craft a winner and collect more than any upfront 

fee charged. 

His royalty? …a nickel or more PER MAILED PIECE. 

We are talking about pieces mailed in the millions…you do the 

math. 

Jim wrote for the largest and most successful direct marketers. 

He deeply studied every package gaining full knowledge in all of 

the categories he competed in. 

This is standard operating procedure for all the greats…it’s 

what turns a “B copywriter” into an “A copywriter.” 

Jim wrote persuasive packages that became controls for some of 

the largest mailers in the country…a large portion of his 

controls mailed in the millions…and essentially, Jim got a 

nickel for each one delivered. 

Eventually there was an upfront fee.  He had to…his waiting list 

was so long…he had to separate the wheat from the chaff and go 

to the top buyer. 

So, his upfront fees customarily ran $50,000.  However, on 

occasion he charged as much as $60,000 or $75,000.  And 

Boardroom paid $100,000 once. 
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Parris 

Lampropoulos



Parris basically began his career in copywriting as copy cub for  

Clayton Makepeace in Florida.  

Back then 24-page magalogs had become a big part of the 

industry.  But when you are just starting out these can look 

like a daunting task to create and assemble!  

Parris learned a step-by-step, systematic method to writing long 

copy. This became a critical aspect of Parris’ success in 

crafting packages.  One of his first assignments was to write a 

package for Second Opinion, a flagship newsletter.  

The magalog he wrote turned out to be one of the his most 

successful packages ever. It mailed for about four years.  

That package is a prime example. It was crammed full of proofs 

elements, testimonials, price justification, so there was no way 

anybody could dispute it.  

A key element of Parris’ style of copywriting is to try to feel 

what the reader is feeling. The more you have in common with the 

reader, the easier it is to do. Example: the package he wrote 

for Men’s Health (below), that’s his market, he could write that 

one in his sleep. But, if on-the-other-hand he had to envision 

himself as a 60-year-old woman, well you can see the problem.  

 

 



















































David Deutsch



David started his career in copywriting at Ogilvy & Mather 

working with clients as diverse as Merrill Lynch, General Foods, 

and American Express. 

Switching to direct response, he generated hundreds of millions 

of dollars in sales for the top direct response marketers like  

Agora and Boardroom Inc. 



SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA, Winter, 2005—
“The most advanced healing techniques on the
planet” sounds like an exaggeration—until you
look at the track record of Robert J. Rowen, M.D.

In this Special Issue, you’ll read how Dr. Rowen
has healed thousands of patients from around the
world with his uncanny cures—cures that make
many of today’s most common conventional and
alternative practices seem sadly out-of-date. No
wonder hundreds of his fellow doctors have trav-
eled to his offices to learn his healing secrets.

This man they call “the doctor of
tomorrow” is today’s foremost pioneer

of bold, innovative, unconventional healing
methods that are putting an end our most

common diseases. 
Look inside now to see how his entirely

new approach can conquer your toughest health
problems…

Journal of Natural MedicineWinter, 2005 $10.95

n The herbal
“smart bomb”
that tricks
cancer into
destroying
itself! Cancer
needs iron to develop
and spread. And
that’s its Achilles’ heel. “100% kill
rate” reported in just hours. Inside
on page 9.

n New super-enzyme gives
you “Teflon arteries.”
Dangerous plaque slides right off.
You can actually see it working!
Page 5

n Reverse stroke damage
—even years after! Dr. Rowen’s
treatment brings damaged cells back
to life — instantly. Page 7

n Breakthrough treatment
stops bone loss and reverses
the damage. Proven superior to
estrogen or Fosamax. No side
effects! Page 18

n The worse
your arthritis,
the better
this amazing
new discovery
works! Stops
inflammation and reverses the
damage better than drugs. Better
than glucosamine and chondroitin.
Page 13

n How to get the benefits
of exercise—without
exercising! Page 19

n Ramp up your body’s
production of its “Fountain
of Youth” hormone.
Declining levels are why your body
ages and deteriorates. Here’s the
key to aging slower and staying
younger. Page 17

n Cutting-edge cure
eliminates the need for
joint replacement. Page 14

They’re not “conventional” medicine.
They’re not “alternative” medicine.”
They are simply...

TheMost
Advanced
Healing
Techniques
on the Planet

Robert J. Rowen, MD

             



n Years of chronic pain end with a single
treatment. Because this amazing technique
doesn’t just temporarily block pain like drugs—
it fixes the source of the problem.  Page 15

n Secret technique makes chemotherapy
10,000 times more effective—and eliminates
virtually all side effects.  Page 10

n Cancer surgeons’ dirty little secret:
They should never say they “got it all.” Startling
proof cancer can “seed” distant organs.  Page 12

n The “healthy” fat that can kill you
in a heartbeat! Hundreds of thousands fall
victim every year. Yet you eat it every day.
No need to stop.  Just see page 8.

n Plus...Get Up to 21 FREE Special Reports
with eye-opening new cures for diabetes,
glaucoma, macular degeneration, Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, impotence, lung disease, stomach
problems, fibromyalgia, dangerous infections,
high cholesterol, high blood pressure, and
much more.

The Coming Statin
Scandal That Will

Dwarf Vioxx!
Statin drugs can actually cause heart disease—
unless you take the simple precaution revealed

inside on page 6...

Second Opinion
P.O. Box 467939
Atlanta, GA 31146-7939
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Inside: More of Dr. Rowen’s
“Cures of Tomorrow”



SANTA ROSA, CA, Winter, 2005—“I’m sick of
hearing about yesterday’s healing supplements and
obsolete health ‘breakthroughs,’” says Robert J.
Rowen, M.D. “I stopped recommending most of the
stuff alternative doctors are crowing about years ago.”

“If these ‘breakthroughs’ are so great,” he asks,
“how come so many people still aren’t getting better?”

Instead, in this Special Issue, you’ll discover how
Dr. Rowen has healed thousands of patients with
his uncanny cures that go far beyond what you’ll
find anywhere else. No wonder hundreds of his
fellow doctors have come to him to learn his
healing secrets.

This man they call “the doctor of
tomorrow,” is the foremost pioneer of

the bold, innovative, unconventional heal-
ing methods that are putting an end to

today’s most common diseases. 
Look inside now to see how to conquer your

toughest health problems with his entirely new
approach…

Journal of Natural MedicineWinter, 2005 $10.95

n The herbal
“smart bomb”
that tricks
cancer into
destroying
itself! Cancer
needs iron to develop
and spread. And
that’s its Achilles’ heel. “100% kill
rate” reported in just hours. Inside
on page 9

n New super-enzyme gives
you “Teflon arteries.”
Dangerous plaque slides right off.
You can actually see it working!
Page 5

n Reverse stroke damage
—even years after! Dr. Rowen’s
treatment brings damaged cells back
to life — instantly. Page 7

n Breakthrough treatment
stops bone loss and reverses
the damage. Proven superior to
estrogen or Fosamax. No side
effects! Page 18

n The worse
your arthritis,
the better
this amazing
new discovery
works! Stops
inflammation and reverses the
damage better than drugs. Better
than glucosamine and chondroitin.
Page 13

n How to get the benefits
of exercise—without
exercising! Page 19

n Ramp up your body’s
production of its “Fountain
of Youth” hormone.
Declining levels are why your body
ages and deteriorates. Here’s the
key to aging slower and staying
younger. Page 17

n Cutting-edge cure
eliminates the need for
joint replacement. Page 14

Today, there are 57 health newsletters...
68 health magazines...and over 2 million medical
websites. So this pioneering M.D. asks...

“Why
Aren’t
People
Getting
Better?”

Robert J. Rowen, MD

David
Alternate Cover #1



SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA, Winter, 2005—
“Every disease has an ‘Achilles’ heel,’” says
Robert J. Rowen, M.D. “And this hidden weak-
ness can be used to defeat it without dangerous
drugs or painful surgery.”

In this Special Issue, you’ll read how Dr.
Rowen has healed thousands of patients from
around the world with his uncanny cures—
cures that make many of today’s most common
conventional and alternative practices seem
sadly out-of-date. No wonder hundreds of his
fellow doctors have traveled to his offices to
learn his healing secrets.

This man they call “the doctor of
tomorrow,” is today’s foremost pioneer of

the bold, innovative, unconventional healing
methods that are putting an end our most

common diseases. 
Look inside now to see how to conquer

your toughest health problems with his entirely
new approach…

Journal of Natural MedicineWinter, 2005 $10.95

n The herbal
“smart bomb”
that tricks
cancer into
destroying
itself! Cancer
needs iron to develop
and spread. And
that’s its Achilles” heel. “100% kill
rate” reported in just hours. Inside
on page 9.

n New super-enzyme gives
you “Teflon arteries.”
Dangerous plaque slides right off.
You can actually see it working!
Page 5

n Reverse stroke damage
—even years after! Dr. Rowen’s
treatment brings damaged cells back
to life — instantly. Page 7

n Breakthrough treatment
stops bone loss and reverses
the damage. Proven superior to
estrogen or Fosamax. No side
effects! Page 18

n The worse
your arthritis,
the better
this amazing
new discovery
works! Stops
inflammation and reverses the
damage better than drugs. Better
than glucosamine and chondroitin.
Page 13

n How to get the benefits
of exercise—without
exercising! Page 19

n Ramp up your body’s
production of its “Fountain
of Youth” hormone.
Declining levels are why your body
ages and deteriorates. Here’s the
key to aging slower and staying
younger. Page 17

n Cutting-edge cure
eliminates the need for
joint replacement. Page 14

Robert J. Rowen, MD

California M.D. revolutionizes healing
with his unorthodox discovery:

“Beat Any
Disease
by Taking
Advantage of
Its Hidden
Weakness”

David
Alternate Cover #2
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In two large studies, patients were throwing
away their medications. Because this new
remedy works better than drugs. And even
better than glucosamine and chondroitin.
In fact, the worse your joints, the better
it works! Details inside on page 13...

Journal of Natural MedicineWinter, 2005 $10.95

n The herbal
“smart bomb”
that tricks
cancer into
destroying
itself! Cancer
needs iron to develop
and spread. And
that’s its Achilles’ heel. “100% kill
rate” reported in just hours. Inside
on page 9

n New super-enzyme gives
you “Teflon arteries.”
Dangerous plaque slides right off.
You can actually see it working!
Page 5

n Reverse stroke damage
—even years after! Dr. Rowen’s
treatment brings damaged cells back
to life — instantly. Page 7

n Breakthrough treatment
stops bone loss and reverses
the damage. Proven superior to
estrogen or Fosamax. No side
effects! Page 18

n The “healthy” fat that
can kill you in a heartbeat!
Hundreds of thousands fall victim
every year. Yet you eat it every day.
No need to stop. Page 8

n How to get
the benefits
of exercise—
without
exercising!
Page 19

n Ramp up your body’s
production of its “Fountain
of Youth” hormone.
Declining levels are why your body
ages and deteriorates. Here’s the
key to aging slower and staying
younger. Page 17

n Cutting-edge cure
eliminates the need for
joint replacement. Page 14

SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA, Winter, 2005—
While others still tout outdated supplements
and obsolete healing “breakthroughs,” Robert
J. Rowen, M.D. has become modern medicine’s
foremost pioneer of bold, innovative, unconven-
tional healing methods that are putting an end to
today’s most common diseases.

In this Special Issue, you’ll read how this
man they call “the doctor of tomorrow” has
healed thousands of patients from around the

world with his uncanny “cures.”
No wonder hundreds of his fellow

doctors have traveled to his offices to
learn his healing secrets.
Look inside now to discover how to

conquer your toughest health problems with
this entirely new medical approach…

Robert J. Rowen, MD

The Worse Shape
Your Joints Are In,
TheBetter This
Amazing Arthritis
Discovery Works!

David
Alternate Cover #3
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Imagine that you’re Rip Van Winkle
and you wake up 20 years in the
future.

That’s a long time to go without a checkup.
So you go see a doctor.

What you find astonishes you! You discover
healing that goes way beyond anything you’ve
ever imagined!

Instead of giving you a drug, the doctor
hands you a supplement that lines your arteries
with a substance that acts like Teflon.
Cholesterol deposits just slide right off!

For arthritis, drugs —and even
glucosamine—are obsolete. Instead,
arthritis is reversed by a natural nutrient
that stops pain and rebuilds cartilage.

And cancer? They’re tricking tumors
into self-destructing by cutting off the
excess iron that fuels their uncontrolled
growth and spread.

For chronic pain, doctors no longer
rely on painkillers that just block pain
temporarily. Instead, they now know a
natural and almost instantaneous way to
turn it off at its source. Permanently.

What else is new and different?
Practically everything…

They now reverse stroke damage—
even up to five years later—by simply

flooding the brain with pressurized oxygen.
A mineral has been discovered that’s better

than calcium for bone growth. And a simple
injection now eliminates the need for joint
replacements.

Aging has been slowed to a crawl! There’s a
pill that naturally restores youthful strength and
vitality better than the expensive hormone injec-
tions Hollywood stars once paid thousands for.

And amazingly, patients are getting the bene-
fits of exercise—without having to lift a finger!

But all this isn’t a dream!
Although most people will have to wait many

years, these breakthroughs are healing an elite
few today—along with many other miraculous

Thousands Flock to This California M.D. to be Healed by his “Medicine of the Future”

One Day, All Doctors
Will Be Using

These Powerful New
Cutting-Edge Cures

In a few years, this pioneering doctor’s amazing treatments will be common practice
for all types of doctors— both alternative as well as “conventional.”

Can’t wait? Dr. Robert J. Rowen’s bold new “future cures” go beyond the usual herbs,
vitamins and supplements. They work time after time— even when all else has failed.

Suddenly, all other so-called health “breakthroughs” seem out-of-date. Here’s the story…

Robert J. Rowen, MD

s Thanks to Dr. Rowen, the “cures of
tomorrow” can reverse your toughest
health problems today.

(Continued on page 4…)
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Harry Truman had a plaque on
his desk that read: “The buck
stops here!” If Dr. Rowen had

such a sign, it would read: “The pain
stops here!”

If you’re looking for a trusted guide
through the jungle of claims and cures,
so you can find what really works, here’s
what you should know about Dr. Robert
J. Rowen—the man who’s bringing you
tomorrow’s cures today...

ä Received his medical degree from
top-ranked University of California at
San Francisco School of Medicine, and
is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Johns
Hopkins University.

ä Dr. Rowen is a Board Certified
M.D., specializing in Family Practice,
Emergency Medicine, Chelation and
Oxidative Medicine, and is a member of
the American College of Advancement
in Medicine and The American
Academy of Family Practice.

ä He has cured over 5,000
patients. His hands-on successes using
these cutting-edge treatments on real
patients is proof of their effectiveness.
(His patients include many who had
already been treated unsuccessfully by as
many as 10 doctors—often at top insti-
tutions like the Cleveland Clinic or the
Mayo Clinic.)

ä He is at the center of a core
group of progressive doctors,
researchers and natural healers
who share lab results and real-world
results on new breakthroughs unknown
to 99% of both alternative and conven-
tional doctors.

ä He lectures around the world to
other doctors and healthcare profession-
als about the new health treatments he
is pioneering. (Not an easy thing to do

with his heavy schedule of patients.)

ä Hundreds of physicians have
sought training from Dr. Rowen
because of his leadership in researching,
evaluating and using these new break-
throughs. Dozens more call him every
week for advice on difficult cases—
often flying their patients across the
country for Dr. Rowen to treat them.

ä He stands up for your right to
know! Dr. Rowen was instrumental in
getting medical freedom bills passed in
two states. At one hearing, opponents
flew in a famous “quackbuster” to
discredit him. Instead, the bill passed,
Dr. Rowen saved the lieutenant gover-
nor’s wife from back surgery, and the
Governor put him on the State Medical
Board!

ä Almost walked out of medical
school when he realized that it was
mostly about filling patients with chemi-
cals and suppressing symptoms. But he
stayed and searched for a way to really
help people. He found it in the safe,
natural, treat-the-real-problem tech-
niques of alternative medicine.

ä What makes him mad: Mediocre,
outdated, and over-hyped “miracle
cures.” “With all the advice and new

drugs and supplements out there,” he
says, “heart disease is still our number
one killer. Arthritis is still the biggest
complaint of people over 50—robbing
the joy from their lives. And so many
live in fear of cancer. But thanks to new,
genuine healing breakthroughs, it doesn’t
have to be like that!” 

ä Biggest frustration: That his earlier
warnings about Vioxx, Viagra, hormone
replacement therapy, and many other
common drugs and medical practices
went tragically unheeded for so long.

ä What makes him happy: Hearing
from patients and subscribers who have
been cured by his advice...Working in
his orchard and garden...Being with his
family. (His oldest son is a translator of
Chinese. Two younger children attend
the University of California. His wife,
Terri, also a natural physician, works by
his side in his practice.)

ä He walks the talk. He’s in great
physical shape, because he practices
what he preaches and eats a balanced
diet of healthy, whole foods.

ä How others see him: A pioneer in
the tradition of great scientists like
Galileo and Pasteur, whose ideas
changed the world—after they persisted
through ridicule and disbelief.

ä What he sees coming: A deluge of
more false claims, dangerous drugs, and
bad advice. Plus incredible new healing
breakthroughs. But unfortunately, most
people won’t get the real story on either
of them for many years to come.

Those who wish to be among the first
to benefit from tomorrow’s cures today
should see page 23 for a trial subscription
to Dr. Rowen’s newsletter—and up to 21
FREE reports.

Meet the Genius M.D. They Call 

“Dr.Tomorrow!”
Robert J. Rowen, MD

“...heart disease is still
our number one killer.

Arthritis is still the
biggest complaint of

people over 50. And so
many live in deathly
fear of cancer. But it

need not be like that!”
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future cures—thanks to the work of
California M.D. Dr. Robert J. Rowen.

Are You Ready for the
Cures of the Future—

Right Now?
Some people don’t mind waiting until

cures like these have gotten every con-
ceivable seal of approval and appear in
the pages of Time and Reader’s Digest.

But what do you do right now if you
can’t wait?

What if your arteries are clogged with
gunk and they want to cut you open? If
you’ve had a stroke? If you’ve already got
cancer? If glucosamine or painkillers
don’t do a thing for your arthritis pain?

Thousands of grateful patients have
found an answer. For 30 years they’ve
come from around the world to Dr.
Rowen’s California clinic because his
“cures of the future” are conquering
today’s toughest health challenges.

These exciting new cures go far
beyond the commonplace treatments
offered by conventional and alternative
doctors today. They include everything

from ways to utilize the incredible healing
power of oxygen to simple therapies that
instantly stop pain and trigger disease
reversal. 

The Doctor Is In!
Some health newsletter editors are

not medical doctors. Some editors who
are medical doctors haven’t seen a
patient in years. (Try calling and getting
an appointment with them!)

But Dr. Rowen’s main occupation is
doctoring—not trying to sell you something.

He’s there in his practice every day,
curing patients just like you—proving
that his bold new cures really work.

Now…Let Dr. Rowen
Put Tomorrow’s Cures

to Work for You!
Just turn the page to begin your jour-

ney to a brave new world filled with won-
drous healing powers.

It’s a world where stubborn symptoms
disappear, “incurable” diseases reverse
themselves, and chronic health problems
topple one by one like dominoes.

Finally, the good health you deserve
is at hand. Read all about it here…

V.A. Hospital
Couldn’t Help
This Veteran

Gil D. had been
exposed to Agent

Orange in Vietnam. Horrible skin
inflammations covered his entire
body.

Doctors at the local V.A. hospital
threw up their hands after all
conventional treatments failed.

However, after two visits to Dr.
Rowen, Gil’s dermatitis completely
cleared up for the first time since
Vietnam.

Urologist Couldn’t
Stop His Bleeding

Bob C.’s urologist
couldn’t figure out why
Bob was urinating blood.
Scopes and X-rays found
nothing wrong.

Dr. Rowen, however,
used a technique the urologist
would never think of using. He
quickly found a hidden infection.
Once it was cleared up, the bleeding
stopped immediately.

Five Different Doctors
Couldn’t Fix Her Problem

Theresa S. had
chronic fibromylgia
and chronic fatigue,
plus mysterious pains
in her back, shoulders
and neck.

None of the doctors she saw (1
general practitioner, 2 internists, a
rheumatologist and a naturopath)
could fix the problem. All but one
couldn’t even find the real problem!

After a few treatments with Dr.
Rowen, she “feels better than she’s
ever felt in her life!”

“Impossible”
Cures from
the Files of
Dr. Rowen

In this Special Report,
you’ll discover one
reason for Dr. Rowen’s

great success is he doesn’t
try to fight disease.

Instead, he takes advan-
tage of each disease’s hid-
den weakness—its Achilles’ heel—
to defeat it as easily as possible.

For example...

n The Achilles’ heel of heart disease.
A little-known enzyme has been found
in those who have healthy arteries no
matter how they eat. Stimulate this
enzyme and it strips deadly plaque
from your arteries as if they were made
of Teflon. In fact, you can actually see
the results for yourself! (On the next
page, you’ll discover how it saved a
woman from bypass surgery.)

n Cancer’s downfall is its love of
iron, which it must have to reproduce.
On page 9, you’ll find out how to take
advantage of this hidden weakness and
trick cancer cells into self-destructing.

And you’ll see how it made
Donald’s tumor completely
disappear!

n A stroke’s weak link
is life-giving oxygen, which
rapidly rejuvenates dam-
aged cells. On page 7, Dr.

Rowen reveals how to reverse stroke
damage—even up to five years after-
ward—by getting that oxygen quickly
to where it’s needed most. See for
yourself how it enabled Charles to fully
recover from his stroke. 

n Arthritis’ vulnerability is the
inherent repair mechanism in your
every joint. All they need is the right
trigger, and the inflammation stops,
pain vanishes, and cartilage rebuilds.

Glucosamine and chondroitin can do
this—but only for the people who try it.
Now Dr. Rowen has uncovered a new
nutritional substance that stops inflam-
mation and regrows cartilage better than
any drug or supplement. Seven interna-
tional studies prove it! And the worse your
arthritis, the better it works! Page 13

Defeat Disease by Finding
Its Hidden Weakness

(…Continued from page 3)
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by Robert Rowen, M.D.

He was only 60 years old.
Yet he could only walk
50 feet.

But after taking a new, little-
known supplement called EPL, he
now walks three miles a day and
lifts weights (even though he
refuses to quit smoking).

A 76-year-old woman already
had one heart attack, plus sky-
high blood pressure, as well as high-
risk cholesterol and homocysteine lev-
els. Every artery was 90% blocked
except for one. It was fully blocked!

Her doctors said: “Bypass.” She said,
“I’ll pass.”

After taking EPL, her blood pressure
dropped 60 points! Her shortness of
breath vanished. Now she’s mowing
her lawn with a push mower!

I’ve saved thousands of patients
from dangerous heart drugs, painful
heart surgery, or unnecessary death
from heart disease in many different
ways.

But I’ve never been able to say
categorically that there is a supplement
you can take that reverses heart
disease

Until now.

Why Some People
Never Have Heart

Problems
Ever notice that some people eat

anything they want, but never have
heart problems?

Scientists have at last discovered the
reason in a small village in northern
Italy. 

You know how Italians love to eat
pasta and fatty foods! Yet heart disease
was almost non-existent in this village
(even among those with low levels of
“good” cholesterol—who should have
been dropping like flies).

Turns out the reason for their clear,
free-flowing arteries is an enzyme that
removes deadly cholesterol plaque from
artery walls— and prevents new
deposits from sticking.

EPL attacks this Achilles’ heel of
heart disease by activating this incredible
enzyme—making your arteries behave
like they’re lined with non-stick Teflon.
No matter how bad your family history
of heart disease. No matter how bad
your cholesterol readings.

Heart disease simply disappears!
And this is confirmed by 7 international
studies that document plaque melting
away, angina disappearing, EKGs im-
proving, and exercise tolerance soaring.

I’ve been giving EPL to my patients
with phenomenal results!

If you’re worried about heart dis-
ease, you need to know about this
amazing new treatment. That’s why I’ve
prepared a new Special Report: EPL:
Tomorrow’s Miracle Cure for Heart

New Supplement Gives
You Tef lon® Arteries—

So Deadly Plaque
Just Melts Away!

Do you have high cholesterol or a family history
of heart disease? This wonderful news makes them
irrelevant! Heart problems disappear in just a few weeks.

Cardiologists haven’t yet caught on, but a whole new
way to treat heart disease is here at last...

You Can Actually See
the Plaque Leaving!
Many patients report “greasy stools”

while taking EPL. And that’s great!

Because it shows that the choles-
terol which makes up the plaque
deposits—and which has an oily
consistency—is being yanked out of
the the tissues and eliminated.

(over, please…)
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Disease. It tells you where to find EPL,
specific dosages, brand names to look for
and inferior products to watch out for.

This valuable report is yours FREE
with a no-risk trial subscription to my
newsletter, SECOND OPINION. You will
be among the very first to understand
and benefit from this groundbreaking
cure of the future.

And if you or a loved one are in dire
straits, I’ll tell you how a doctor can
administer EPL in a special way so it works
even more quickly, more powerfully, and
more effectively.

Plus, I’ll also tell you...
n How to rebuild your heart after a
heart attack. Doctors say you can’t
regrow heart tissue. But that’s yester-

day’s news. Obviously, they haven’t read
the new landmark research that says
heart tissue can—and does—regenerate.
I’ll show you how to trigger this repair.
n A chewing gum that, in some
cases, can cure heart disease. I
thought it was the craziest thing I had
ever heard—until I saw for myself that it

Americans hit the roof when they learned that Vioxx
raised their risk of heart attack and stroke.

So imagine what will happen when they discover the
deadly dirt the drug companies have been sweeping under
the rug about cholesterol-lowering statins!

You probably know statins can cause a
long list of side effects: nausea, diarrhea,
constipation, muscle aches, and serious
liver or kidney damage.

I’ve spoken out against them for years.
And now researchers have found that
statins can cause congestive heart failure!
Yes, cause it!

A recent study in the prestigious
American Journal of Cardiology followed
patients with high cholesterol, but no
heart problems. However, after taking
the statin Lipitor for up to 24 weeks,
71% developed a serious heart problem
that could lead to congestive heart
failure.

That’s right: Patients with perfectly good hearts,
developed a serious problem after starting Lipitor.

No wonder the number of Americans with congestive
heart failure has exploded since statins were introduced. But
here’s the real shocker: There’s a simple solution. And it has
been known to the drug companies since the 1980s.

Drug Companies “Forgot”
This Deadly Detail

Statins work by suppressing an enzyme in your liver that
makes cholesterol. But that same enzyme makes CoQ10,
which protects you from chronic heart failure!

In fact, in the late 1980s, when Merck developed the first
statin drug, they patented a CoQ10–statin combination.
(See for yourself at www.uspto.gov, patent numbers
4,929,437 and 4,933,165.)

In their patent applications, they admitted statins lower
CoQ10 levels, which, they said, causes heart damage. And
they said that taking CoQ10 counteracts this! Yet incredibly,

Merck never revealed this to the public—or offered their combi-
nation drug. They just swept it under the rug. Now millions may
have come down with chronic heart failure unnecessarily.

If you take statins, please take CoQ10. It’s available
anywhere vitamins are sold.

For the dosage to take and the best type
to use, see my Special Report, What Drug
Companies Won’t Tell You About Lowering
Your Cholesterol. It’s free with a no-risk trial
subscription to SECOND OPINION.

Better still, I’ll show you how to lower
cholesterol without dangerous statins. For
example...

n The simple nutrient that’s as effective
as statin drugs for lowering bad cholesterol.
But it does something statins don’t: It also
raises your good cholesterol.

n The supplement that works so well, a
drug company had it banned! This safe
nutritional supplement contains a naturally
occurring version of the active ingredient in

a best-selling statin. I’ve had great success with it. The drug
companies pressured the government and got it “banned.”
But I’ll show you a perfectly legal and ethical way to get it
and benefit from it.

n Your doctor is using the
wrong cholesterol test! I’ll
let you in on a new, little-known
cholesterol test that’s a much better
indicator of your heart attack risk
than what most doctors use!

Don’t depend on companies
that make billions a year off drugs
for advice on fixing your choles-
terol. Let me send you What Drug
Companies Won’t Tell You About
Lowering Your Cholesterol with your
no-risk trial subscription to my
health letter, SECOND OPINION.

The Coming Statin Scandal
That Will Dwarf Vioxx
These drugs are robbing millions of Americans of a vital, heart-healthy nutrient...

FROM THE FILES
OF DR. ROWEN
Dina, 59, had a cholesterol

reading of only 225. Yet her
doctor put her on statins.

She quickly developed
terrible muscle pains.

I stopped the statins
and put her on CoQ10.
The muscle pains vanished.
And we got her cholesterol
down to 200—without
statins.

Your FREE Bonus #2

To find out how you can
get this Special Report
FREE, see page 23.

(Continued on page 8…)
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Please don’t ever let a doctor tell you
that stroke damage is “irreversible.”

That won’t be true in the future. And it
doesn’t have to be true for you today!

You won’t hear such nonsense from
Edward, who limped into my office after
a stroke that left him half blind. His doc-
tor said the damage was permanent.

I started him on hyperbaric oxygen
therapy (HBO). In two weeks, his aston-
ished doctor confirmed Edward’s 95%
visual recovery!

Oxygen brings stroke-injured cells
back to good health. The problem is
that it’s a tough journey for oxygen to
get from the outside air, into your lungs,
into your blood vessels, to exactly
where it’s needed.

HBO to the rescue! This technique
uses pressurized oxygen to get lots of
lifegiving to damaged cells fast! Cells
are rejuvenated and new vessel growth
encouraged—even as long as 5 years
after a stroke!

This is positively unthinkable in main-
stream medicine.

Stroke Damage and
Diabetes 

Both Disappear
A SECOND OPINION reader,

Charles Watkins, was diabetic. While
preparing for a business trip, he suf-
fered instant loss of vision in both eyes,
lost the use of his left arm, and his coor-
dination became impaired.

He received HBO therapy, along
with some essential nutrients and
chelation.

Let him tell you the
results in his own words:

“After my first session,
my vision returned and
the heaviness in my
foot went away. By the
following Monday, I
had no fogginess and
my coordination had
fully returned. In
addition, my blood
sugar has since
regulated. HBO is a
godsend.”

In your third bonus, Oxygen: The
Brain Medicine of the Future, I’ll give
you more exciting news about HBO,
including...
n How HBO is curing senility,
MS, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue,
and circulation problems. Edith was
brought to me with severe memory
problems. Her family was ready to put
her in a nursing home. After just min-
utes of HBO, she started remembering

people, names and dates
again. A few more sessions
and she was fully normal.
Her family was elated.
Remember: HBO works for
any type of cell damage.
n How to do HBO
therapy yourself at home.

Exciting new ways to
exploit the healing powers
of oxygen are coming so
fast that I can hardly keep
up. But I’ll report on
them regularly for you in
SECOND OPINION.

T ime and time again, Dr. Robert Rowen has championed
new healing breakthroughs or warned about the hidden
dangers of a drug long before mainstream doctors—

or most alternative doctors—jumped on the bandwagon.

n Vioxx — Back in July, 2001, Dr. Rowen warned about the
heart problems from NSAIDs and COX inhibitors. Now you
can’t pick up a magazine without hearing about it. 

n Vitamin D and Cancer — Now everyone says vitamin D
prevents cancer. Dr. Rowen’s readers knew four years ago!

n Viagra Causes Blindness? — No kidding! Years ago,
Dr. Rowen told his readers that an enzyme in Viagra that
affects the penis also exists in your eyes. And that it could
cause permanent damage.

n A Cure for Many Cancers — SECOND OPINION
subscribers knew about this amazing natural breakthrough
back in 2002. (See page 9.)

n Dr. Rowen’s Own Cataract Cure — You won’t hear about
this anywhere else! Because you can make these cataract-

curing eyedrops just by following Dr. Rowen’s simple
instructions. 

n Dr. Yasko’s RNA Products — This is Dr. Rowen’s biggest
breakthrough ever for naturally treating brain disorders—
including Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s. But why is he the only
one shouting about it?

n MicroCurrent Cure for Macular Degeneration—
How many are now blind because they don’t know about a cure
Dr. Rowen has written about for 3 years!?

The full list is long, but the point is short: If you
want to take advantage of new break-

through cures (and avoid hidden dangers)
years before they’re known by conventional
or alternative doctors, join Dr. Rowen’s little
band of forward-thinking subscribers.

Right now, he’s working on verifying some
real eye-openers to add to this list. Believe
me, you don’t want to miss out. Join us today!

Hear About New Breakthroughs and Health Dangers
Years Before They Make Headlines by Garret Wood, Publisher

Your FREE Bonus #3

To find out how you can
get this Special Report
FREE, see page 23.

Improve the Effectiveness ofYour Cholesterol Treatment
If you’re using any treatment, alterna-tive or conventional, to lower your choles-terol, there’s a nutrient that can improvethe treatment’s effectiveness and help youavoid a heart attack.
A National Institutes of Health studyshows that patients who use this nutrientalong with statins can lower their risk ofcoronary problems by as much as 80%.The double-blind, placebo-controlledstudy was presented at a recent meeting ofthe American College of Cardiology by Dr.Xue-Qiao Zhao. It followed 77 coronaryartery disease patients with syndrome X(insulin sensitivity) for 36 months. Theywere divided into two groups, one thatreceived simvistatin (10-20 mg daily) andniacin (two to four grams daily) and theother group received a placebo. Bothgroups were followed for all coronaryevents including death.

Dr. Zhao said only 18% of those takingthe combination had events compared to30% for those on placebo.
Another 83 patients without SyndromeX were followed. In this group, 14% ofplacebo patients developed heart problemscompared to just 2% of those taking thecombination.
In other words, there was an 80%reduction in events in those withoutSyndrome X and a 40% reduction in thosewith insulin intolerance. Most statinsreduce coronary events by only 23-34%.That’s a substantial boost in effectiveness.The researchers initially thought theresults were due to a decrease in insulin
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Dr. Robert Jay Rowen’s

Redesigned SupplementFights Breast and
Prostate Cancer

I showed you last month how a fairly popular supple-
ment, indole-3-carbinole (I3C), is coming under scrutinybecause of concerns about its safety. The evidence thatthis supplement may encourage cancer is really beginningto stack up.

You may remember from last month’s article thatsome estrogen byproducts are good (2-hydroxy estrogen)and some are bad (16-hydroxy estrogen and 4-hydroxyestrogen). 
The manufacturers of I3C say the product helpsyour body produce more of the good estrogen byproducts.This is true. But what was not known, until recently, isthat I3C also produces 4-hydroxy estrogen — definitelyone of the bad guys. This estrogen byproduct is a majorproducer of inflammation and toxic free radicals. And itcan lead to cancer, heart problems, and many inflamma-tory diseases, including arthritis.

What we need is a product that can help the bodycreate more good estrogen byproducts and reduce thenumber of all the bad byproducts. The good news isthere’s a dietary supplement that can do all this, and somuch more.
In fact, there’s strong evidence this supplement canhelp prevent all hormone-related cancers, includingbreast, prostate, and uterine cancers.The supplement is a nutrient commonly found inbroccoli and cauliflower. You know I love vegetables, andcruciferous vegetables are strong medicinal plants. Well,our old friend DIM (diindolylmethane) is one reasonthese veggies are such powerful healers.DIM is a supplement I’ve long supported and used.It works by preventing the unwanted damage caused by

(Continued on page 2)

Another Simple Way to Get
More Glutathione

Last month, I showed you how inhaled
glutathione can greatly help COPD
patients. We’re delighted to use this
method in our office. But glutathione is a
wonderful nutrient that helps a lot more
than just your lungs. So it’s important to
increase your body’s store of the peptide.

As I mentioned in the last issue, the
digestive tract usually breaks down glu-
tathione that’s ingested, making it difficult
to supplement the nutrient. However,
inhaling glutathione isn’t the only way to
get glutathione into your system.

W ay back in medical school, I remem-
ber we were giving a mysterious drug
called Mucomyst by nebulized inhalation to
emphysema patients to help break up secre-
tions. It was observed that this “stuff” also
protected livers from destruction due to
acetaminophen (Tylenol) overdose.

What was the secret of Mucomyst? It
was a potent antioxidant called acetyl cys-
teine, but more commonly known to us as
the very common nutritional supplement
— N-acetyl cysteine (NAC). NAC is a super
nutrient. It encourages the synthesis of
glutathione right in your own cells. More
glutathione means more resistance to just
about everything.

NAC provides the most important raw
material — the amino acid cysteine.
Cysteine can be irritating if taken in its
natural form. In its acetyl form (NAC), this
problem is resolved. However, there’s a
limiting biochemical step in going from cys-
teine to glutathione. It must be linked with
another amino acid called glutamine.

SECOND OPINION  
HEALTH NOTES

Vol. XV, No. 10 October 2005

Dr. Robert Jay Rowen’s

Forgotten Pain Cure —
Once Outlawed by the FDA
— Makes a Remarkable
Comeback

In the first half of the 20th century, medicine was
making huge inroads into the treatment of disease. Amaz-
ing machines were developed that could treat everything
from smallpox to polio to arthritis and other types of pain.

Then Morris Fishbein, MD, former president of the
AMA, became one of the most vicious crusaders against
quackery who ever lived. With the help of Big Pharma, he
decided that medicine must be reproducible. Anything
other than drugs and surgery, treatments that could be
measured and quantified, were deemed to be quackery.

Under this edict, most devices of the early part of
the last century were physically destroyed or their distri-
bution eliminated. One of those machines was a miracu-
lous pain therapy that was virtually done away with.

But in the last 20 years, this amazing machine has
made an incredible comeback. And it’s even more power-
ful and more effective than the original.

What you’re about to read will forever alter your
concept of how to heal your pain. I’ve witnessed it in
action. And it’s absolutely amazing what it can do.

But you don’t have to take my word for it. You’ve
probably seen its miraculous benefits right in front of
your eyes.

Think back to last year’s Super Bowl. You may 
not care about football, but many people who pick up a
newspaper or watch the news on TV heard about the
incredible recovery of Terrell Owens, the superstar wide
receiver for the Philadelphia Eagles.

Terrell suffered a devastating injury to his ankle last
December 19. The membrane that holds together the

(Continued on page 2)

Illegal Therapy Safely Treats

Joint Injuries

If you suffer from j
oint pain, there’s a

treatment most med
ical boards call q

uack-

ery ... and it’s ille
gal in many states ..

. but

it can greatly dimin
ish your pain.

Take Tanya Ross,
 for instance. Som

e

years ago, Tanya s
everely hurt her a

nkle.

She was quite athle
tic and a runner, w

hich

is how she twisted 
it. Her ankle suffe

red a

tear of the later
al (outside) ligam

ent.

W orse, an MRI of 
her ankle showed f

luid

and swelling on the
 internal anklebone

 and

internal joint spu
rring. The problem

 was

bad. Her ankle actu
ally suffered an in

ter-

nal derangement. 
Now, at only age 25,

 she

was unable to hike
, run, or do repet

itive

motion with her ank
le. This type of in

jury

can lead to chronic 
and severe arthritis

.

When she walked, s
he naturally moved

to protect the dam
aged ankle. The ab

nor-

mal movement cause
d her to develop a

 sec-

ondary injury to he
r left knee — a tea

r of

her medial meniscus
, the cartilage cus

hion

between her femur 
and tibia.

Tanya traveled hun
dreds of miles from

southern Californi
a to see me for 

pro-

lotherapy. While I
 thought prolo wou

ld do

wonders for the chr
onic tear of her la

teral

ankle ligament, my
 real concern was

 for

the inside of the t
wo joints. Allowing

 the

internal injuries t
o fester could lea

d to

major problems in t
he future.

I suggested that she
 allow me to instill

ozone into her jo
ints. Ozone stimul

ates

growth factors of 
cartilage. And ozon

e is

oxygen. The inside o
f your joints don’t 

have

a blood supply. The
 cartilage and inte

rnal

joint structures mus
t rely on passive di

ffu-
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Dr. Robert Jay Rowen’s

The Miracle Nutrient

That Helps Any Diet

Burn Fat Faster
(It even works if you don’t diet)

If you’re trying to 
lose weight, you’ve 

probably tried

the Atkins diet, th
e South Beach diet,

 maybe even

Pritikin, Zone, or 
Metabolic Typing. A

nd I hope you’re

even working towar
d the Living Foods

 diet.

W ell, regardless of
 which diet you’re u

sing, I’ve got

great news for you.
 There’s a nutrient

 that’s as common

as vitamin C that c
an enhance your die

t and help you

lose weight even fa
ster. In fact, it can

 help you lose

weight even if you’r
e not on a diet!

This nutrient is a
ctually a common d

enominator in

all of these diets. 
In the 30 years that

 I’ve been a doctor,

I’ve come across m
any theories on we

ight gain. Some

hypothesize that it’
s the total calories

. Some say it’s spe-

cific calories from 
fat or from carbs th

at nail you. Others

say it’s your metab
olic type. But I’ve

 always found prob-

lems with each one 
of these diets.

Countless times, I’
ve been told by my 

patients that

they have restricted
 their caloric intak

e, but just could

not lose weight. It’
s been clear that th

ere are metabolic

factors that enable 
one person to burn o

ff calories at a

faster clip than ot
hers. I always thou

ght that exercise w
as

one leading differe
nce, and the other 

was the particular

foods. But there we
re so many variable

s that it was diffi
-

cult to find out whi
ch diet each patient

 should use.

Then I found the Li
ving Foods diet. It

 works wonders

for most people who 
are able to stay on 

it. Trouble is, not

everyone can stay on
 it. Those with a c

hronic illness are

usually far more mot
ivated to stick with

 it, so I always

recommend it for t
hem. But what abou

t people who just

want to lose weigh
t and have no know

n disease? Well, I(Continued on page
 2)

Reverse Stroke Damage—
Even Up to 5 Years After
Revolutionary technique restores damaged cells back to health
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really does work!
n A simple diet that reverses high
blood pressure in just one week.
Hypertension drugs just temporarily
force your blood pressure down—with
all sorts of side effects. But a recent
study confirmed that this simple short-
term diet is a real long-term cure—
because it fixes the root of the problem.
By this study’s end, every
patient on drugs had
thrown them away! In my
practice, this miracle diet is
working twice as well as our
next best therapy.

We now know more
about the heart and

more about how to fix prob-
lems associated with it than
ever. New breakthroughs
are coming at a furious pace.

Unfortunately, the vast
majority of doctors haven’t
kept up and are fixated on

cholesterol numbers and stuck
in a “cut and drug” mentality.
And many alternative doctors
can’t seem to get past vitamin
E and cutting out fats.

Instead, let me help you
benefit from new (and
upcoming) breakthroughs
as quickly as possible. Return
the reply form in the back of
this Report for your no-risk
trial subscription to SECOND
OPINION and a free copy of
EPL: Tomorrow’s Miracle Cure
for Heart Disease.

Every year half a million people suddenly drop dead from
America’s #1 killer: sudden cardiac arrest.

Yet shockingly, fully half of all heart attack vic-
tims have normal blood pressure, normal choles-
terol, and no history of heart problems. They’d
have walked out of a doctor’s office an hour earlier
with a clean bill of health and been told: “Keep up
the good work!”

But I can show you how to outsmart this capri-
cious killer. Because a major new study has found
the real cause of heart attacks: a build-up of
omega-6 fatty acids in your blood.

Omega-6 is found in many plants and plant oils
such as corn, safflower, and sunflower. For the past century
(when heart attack deaths soared), Americans have been
eating far more omega-6 fatty acids and less of the
omega-3 ones.

Omega-3 fatty acids don’t have this deadly effect. In fact,
they counteract the negative effect of omega-6. So be sure
you get plenty of them from leaf lettuce, walnuts, flaxseeds,
and cold-water fish (wild, not farmed).

In your free Report, EPL: Tomorrow’s Miracle Cure for
Heart Disease, I’ll tell you more, including the best Omega-3
supplements, as well as a supplement that helps get the
Omega-3 right into your cells where it’s needed most.

More ways to make yourself
heart attack proof

Want even more protection? Great! You’re the
kind of demanding consumer I want as a reader
of SECOND OPINION! So here are more ways to
make yourself heart attack proof from EPL:
Tomorrow’s Miracle Cure for Heart Disease:

n A quartet of natural supplements that
work better than blood thinners. Why risk
bleeding and a painful cerebral hemorrhage with a
prescription blood thinner like coumadin? In patients
with atrial fibrillation, I have never seen a stroke in
those taking this safe, natural combination.

n The mineral that is almost always found lacking in
heart attack victims. Everyone should be eating foods
high in it, or take supplements every day. I sure do!

n Drinking wine to prevent heart disease? Let me show
you how to double its effectiveness.

n How your dentist can keep you from having a
heart attack.

This “Healthy” Fat Can
Kill You in a Heartbeat!
Hundreds of thousands fall victim
every year. Yet you eat it every day!
No need to stop. Here’s what to do...

“ Two very respected doctors said,
‘We want to do a triple bypass.’
But thanks to you my health is now
better than average.”

— Virgil Matlack, Denver, Colorado

(…Continued from page 6)

Your FREE Bonus #1

To find out how you can
get this Special Report
FREE, see page 23.
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Donald, a 47-year-old mechanic,
had just been diagnosed by an
oncologist with an ugly egg-sized

tumor on the left side of his head.
Instead of surgery, chemotherapy

or radiation, I gave him a new cancer-
fighting supplement that attacks cancer’s
secret weakness (more on this in a
minute).

After two weeks, there was a slight
depression in the center of the lump.

A month later, I got an excited call:
The tumor was gone! The skin where it
had been was completely smooth.

“I’m convinced your treatment was
the key,” Donald told me.

Donald was one of my first cases
using this new therapy. After many
more, I now believe this may be the
future of cancer treatment—and the
breakthrough of our lifetime.

Here’s how it works.

Cancer’s Secret
Weakness

Most doctors attack cancer head-on.
They poison it with chemotherapy.

Burn it with radiation. Cut it out with
surgery. Any of which can have a devas-
tating effect on the patient’s health.

But I prefer to take advantage of

cancer’s hidden weaknesses—like its
need for iron.

All cells need iron to reproduce.
But since cancer cells multiply very
rapidly, they need lots of iron. In fact,
they actually hoard iron.

But this cancer-fighting supplement
has an amazing effect on iron. When it
comes in contact with it, the iron releases
a huge burst of highly reactive free
radicals—a “smart bomb” that literally
blows up the deadly cancer cell.

In laboratory experiments, the doctor
who first reported this phenomenon
documented an amazing 100% kill rate
in cancer cells in just hours.

Just as importantly, it left normal cells
completely unharmed! It’s non-toxic

and you can take it forever without
worrying about side effects.

Recently, a study published in a
major cancer journal found this supple-
ment showed significant anti-cancer
activity against many different types of
cancer cells. And even cancers resistant
to chemotherapy drugs showed no
such resistance to this supplement!

Hundreds of Long-
Term Remissions—

Including “Terminal”
Patients

Diane was 47 years old when she
came to me with breast cancer that had

(over, please…)

The future of cancer treatment is finally here.
Cancer cells’ desperate need for iron turns

out to be their downfall. Researchers report a
“100% kill rate” in just hours.

But oncologists are too busy trying to cut,
poison and burn cancer away to notice. Here’s the story...

Herbal “Smart Bomb”
Tricks Cancer

into Self-Destructing
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spread to her spine.
All doctors could offer her was full-

dose chemotherapy—but not a drop of
hope.

She even tried various alternative ther-
apies. But the cancer refused to budge.
Yet after being treated with this supple-
ment, she felt totally well. Her latest CT
scan indicates she may well be cancer free.

One physician I know has been using

this amazing supplement for over a
decade. He tells me he has seen hun-
dreds of long-term remissions—includ-
ing many patients who had been been
declared “terminal.”

In fact, with the exception of patients
who were already very near death, this
amazing remedy has stabilized, improved,
or cured every cancer patient I have per-
sonally followed.

You Won’t Find It
At Any Health Food

Store
Unfortunately, most health food stores

do not sell the concentrated form of this
supplement that stopped cancer in clini-
cal trials.

In fact, products usually contain less

Chemotherapy can indeed be a powerful
weapon against cancer.

But there are two big problems:
1.  It often doesn’t work very well. It fails

more than 9 out of 10 times. No wonder a
recent poll showed most cancer doctors
would refuse chemotherapy if they had
cancer.

2.  The side effects can be horrific. Hair
falling out and severe nausea aren’t the
worst of it. Your immune system can
become so weakened that you can get—and die from—
a completely unrelated disease.

Fortunately, for those with open minds, both these
problems have now been solved.

The breakthrough is a technique called Insulin Potentia-
tion Therapy, or IPT. Basically, it uses the hormone insulin to
potentiate (strengthen) the cancer-killing effect of
chemotherapy. In fact, it strengthens it so much—by a factor
of 10,000—that only a very small dose of chemo is needed. 

It works, by using insulin to trick cancer cells into
thinking its feeding time—right before they
get zapped by the chemo. Insulin is what tells
cells that food is on the way. And cancer cells,
because they are our most ravenous cells,
have many more insulin receptors than other
cells.

So insulin is given to the patient. This alerts
cancer cells that food is coming. Then, when
the chemo arrives (even a very small dose)
their cellular mouths are open wide, cancer-
killing chemo pours in, and they don’t know
what hit them.

But because the chemotherapy is such a
low dose, the rest of the cells in the body are
virtually unaffected by it.

Deadly Pancreatic Cancer
Completely Reversed

Here are just a few of the amazing
recoveries insulin potentiation therapy (IPT)
has made possible...

n Pancreatic cancer is almost invariably a
death sentence. Yet a 64-year-old woman’s
walnut-sized tumor disappeared after just two
months of IPT therapy. She was cancer-free
for the rest of her life.

n Doctors told another woman she would be dead within a
year from out-of-control breast cancer. Yet thanks to IPT, she
was totally cured and today is in perfect health.

n “There’s nothing we can do,” doctors told a lung cancer
victim after the disease spread to his liver and bones. But
there certainly was something IPT could do. In just 10
weeks, the cancer was permanently gone.

I could go on. And on. In my own practice, I've seen
cancer halted,  stabilized and yes, even reversed—with only
occasional mild side effects.

Tragically, very few doctors know about this
breakthrough. Fewer still use it in their practices.
So I’ve put together for you a list of IPT physicians
around the country (including their addresses,
phone numbers and many email addresses) in the
Special Report The New Chemotherapy: 10,000
Times More Effective and Almost Zero Side Effects!

This Report is packed with details on this
amazing therapy that I hope you’ll share with any
friends or loved ones. Don’t let them suffer the
“chemotherapy of the past” when this “chemotherapy
of the future” is available now!

I’ll gladly send you this groundbreaking Special
Report free with your no-risk trial subscription to
SECOND OPINION.

Secret Technique Makes Chemotherapy
10,000 Times More Effective—and
Eliminates Almost All Side Effects!
Little-known technique makes a tiny dose of chemo work many times better than a large dose—
virtually eliminating side effects. It’s the chemotherapy of the future — available right now!

Your FREE Bonus #5

To find out how you can
get this Special Report
FREE, see page 23.

(Continued on page 12…)
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Q:Many of the things you talk about sound
incredible. Do they really work?

Dr. Rowen: The short answer to that is “yes.” But if you ask
whether every cure works for everyone, I must answer “no.” I
don’t believe in one-size-fits all cures. If tomorrow’s medicine
is about anything, it’s about alternatives. That’s why I offer
many ways to treat the same disease. 

Q:Why are you so sure these breakthroughs work?
Dr. Rowen: I read the reports and
studies. I talk to doctors who use them,
and to the doctors or researchers who
developed them. But most importantly, I
see the results first-hand when I use them
in my own practice with my own patients.

Q:What can you say about how
these cures work?

Dr. Rowen: Most healing “miracles”
have simple explanations. Your body
wants to get better. I just help it along by
strengthening the body and exploiting a
weakness in the disease. For example,
cancer cells crave iron. So we use that to destroy the cancer.
Or an enzyme in your body can remove plaque deposits from
your arteries. So we find a way to activate that enzyme.
Arthritis disappears when you stop the inflammation and get
cartilage to regrow. So we use a supplement which does
that—as well as stopping the pain.

Q:I can get health information from the Web,
books, and many other places. Why do I need

your newsletter?
Dr. Rowen: Good question! Yes, today you can get health
information from many different places. But that’s exactly the
problem. How do you know what really works—and what’s
right for you? 

I thoroughly research every promising breakthrough.
Then, only after I’m satisfied it has potential do I use it in my
practice so I can personally see how well it works with my
own eyes.

Plus, things are changing so fast these days. There are
new breakthroughs. New dangers. You need up-to-the-minute
advice. That’s what I can do for you in a monthly newsletter.

Q:What about other health newsletters?
Dr. Rowen: There are many good health newsletters pub-
lished today. But I don’t think you’ll find one that focuses on
such a wide range of cures (versus just “nutritional” ones, for
example), and also written by a medical doctor with actual,
current day-to-day experience putting these cures to work.

Frankly, most of them feature remedies I wrote about
years ago. And most alternative doctors just aren’t really

exploring anything new. So they write
about what they’ve heard about some-
where else. But by that time, it’s old news!

Q:Why do you call it a “no-risk
trial subscription?”

Dr. Rowen: I want to make it as easy
and risk-free as possible for someone
who’s interested to try SECOND OPINION.
And I don’t want your money unless my
recommendations work for you. There
are so many newsletters out there—and
I’m so sure that my newsletter has the
answers so many people need—that I’m

willing to say, “Get all the free reports to keep and try my
newsletter for 3 months. See if these breakthroughs work
for you, as they have for so many others. If during that time
you’re anything less than 100% satisfied, I’ll gladly send you
a full refund.”

Q:But how will you feel if someone asks a refund?
Dr. Rowen: I’ll be surprised and disappointed that the break-
throughs that have worked for so many others didn’t work
well enough for you to want to continue. 

But I’ll be grateful that you gave it a try, and hopeful that
you may yet find some things in the materials you’ve received
(and can keep) that will work for you. Because what’s really
important is not more subscribers, but people getting better.

Q:What if someone wanted to see you in person?
Dr. Rowen: Hundreds do every year. But you’ll have to wait
a few months and travel all the way out to Santa Rosa,
California.

For goodness sake, first try the newsletter risk-free and
get all the Special Reports.

“…things are changing
so fast these days. There
are new breakthroughs.
New dangers. You need
up-to-the-minute advice.
That’s what I can do for
you in a monthly
newsletter.”

“Most Healing
‘Miracles’ Have
Simple Explanations”
Dr. Rowen answers some challenging
questions about his work...
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than 10 to 20 percent of the anti-cancer
activity.

But in my Special Report, The Herbal
“Smart Bomb” That Tricks Cancer into
Self-Descructing (And Other New Ways to
Outsmart Cancer), I’ll tell you where to
get the only high-grade product I recom-
mend because its potency is confirmed
by independent lab analysis.

Also in this report, I’ll reveal my
favorite new ways to beat cancer (and
keep from getting it in the first place).

For example...
n The one-minute cancer preven-
tion breakthrough. In just 60 seconds
you’ll be 10 times LESS likely to die from
cancer.
n Surgery-free cure for skin cancer.
Avoid painful, scarring surgery for skin
cancer. I’ve uncovered a newly approved
topical drug that stimulates your
immune system to kill the cancerous
cells. Proven in a study of over 300
patients.

n Eat wrong
and live long.
Please don’t
smoke, eat lunch-
meats or hot dogs,
or drink coffee
and sodas. They
all contain toxins

we now know can cause cancer. But if
you do smoke or eat wrong— or ever
have—you must know about a little-

known supplement that flushes the
poisons this causes right out of your
system. (It’s just like eating huge portions
of fruits and vegetables every day.)
n This Vietnamese herb prevents
and reverses prostate cancer. Every
man over 50 should take it regularly as a
preventive. And if you already have
prostate cancer, it could be a
godsend. I’ll tell you a
dependable source, plus an
advanced male supplement
that has it.

In mainstream medicine,
the time between a discov-

ery and its acceptance can
be unbelievably slow.

For example, believe it or
not, it took years for doctors
to agree that they should
wash their hands before
operating.

Even today, a minor break-

through can take years to receive wide-
spread acceptance. A major one, decades.

If a new breakthrough can reverse
cancer or heart disease—or help my
patients and readers in any way—I won’t
wait for anyone’s acceptance or approval.

I want to know what’s working now.
That’s why I’m constantly
talking to the researchers
and doctors on the front
lines to find these break-
throughs.

If you want to be among
the first to benefit, join me
as a subscriber to SECOND
OPINION and get your
free copy of this ground-
breaking Report. Because
the more people know
about these new discoveries,
the sooner they’ll be
available to everyone who
needs them.

If you or a loved ever have cancer
surgery, and the surgeon says you’re
now cancer-free, I’ve got some very

important news for you.
Cancer can actually “seed” distant

organs without your doctor knowing it.
Here’s the proof: Transplant patients

have always had high rates of cancer.
Doctors used to think it might be because
of the immune-suppressing drugs.

But a startling study suggests these cancers are actually
from the supposedly cancer-free donated organs. Because
amazingly, the DNA of the patients’ new cancer often matches
the DNA of the organ donor—not recipient!

Why? Because the organs of these transplant donors had
microscopic cancer “seeds” that had not yet turned into

tumors. The existence of these microscopic
seeds means that your surgeon can never
really be sure all the cancer was removed.

A Better Way...
To me, this validates my preference for

non-surgical approaches to cancer that treat
and strengthen the whole body—so every
trace of cancer is removed, both visible
tumors and throughout the body.

Unfortunately, this is not how cancer is treated in America
today (although I believe one day it will be).

In SECOND OPINION, and in your free Reports, you’ll
discover better and safer ways to beat cancer throughout your
entire body—and how to keep from getting it in the first
place—with the powerful herbs and safe, innovative therapies
that most doctors still ignore.

Cancer Doctors’ Dirty Little Secret
Never believe it when they say: “We got it all”

“I won, I won! Thanks for taking
the fear of cancer out of my life!”

— Millie Rafert, Horse Shoe, NC

“SECOND OPINION saved my life!”
— Jackie Armstrong, Branford, Ontario

(…Continued from page 10)

Your FREE Bonus #4

To find out how you can
get this Special Report
FREE, see page 23.



Heart attacks. Strokes. Stomach
problems. Kidney and liver
damage.

Seems like every day we read about
frightening new side effects of prescrip-
tion and over-the-counter arthritis
drugs.

But you and I both know they don’t
cure the problem. They may stop the

pain—as long as you keep taking them.
But they don’t do anything about the
underlying causes.

Natural remedies like glucosamine
and chondroitin can relieve pain, reduce
inflammation, and help rebuild dam-
aged joints. 

But most people don’t realize that
glucosamine and chondroitin only work

for half of those who try it.
That’s why I’ve long been look-

ing for something that’s better and
is more dependable. Now I’ve
found it.

Prescribed by
European M.D.’s

Chemists have long known
that the oils in avocados and soy
are rich in anti-inflammatory
chemicals.

Still, when researchers extracted this
oil and put it to the test, they were
amazed by the results.

As expected, it reduced inflamma-
tion and re-generated cartilage. But it
also reduced levels of a compound that
keep your body from producing cartilage!
So patients were able to produce even
more cartilage.

In two large-scale studies of this
extract, patients had greater mobility,
less pain, and were able to lower or dis-
continue their use of aspirin or NSAIDs.

Best of all, the worse the condition of
the joints was, the better the extract
worked!

This extract is available by prescrip-
tion in Europe. It is just now becoming
available in the U.S. as a “food supple-
ment,” and may not be available at your

In two large studies, this amazing remedy
had arthritis patients throwing away their
drugs. Because it stops pain and reverses joint
damage better than drugs. Even better than

glucosamine and chondroitin. Best of all, the worse your
joints are, the better it works!

The battle against arthritis has been won. Now the battle
against ignorance begins…

— 13 —

(over, please…)

The Worse Shape
Your Joints Are In,

The Better This
Amazing Arthritis
Discovery Works!
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local health food store.
But you don’t have to wait for retail-

ers—or the medical establishment—to get
the message.

In a Special Report, New Natural
Arthritis Cures, I’ll tell you how to order it
by mail immediately.

In addition, I’ve also included a host of
other breakthroughs for arthritis and that
makes what most doctors do today seem
positively archaic by comparison.

If you’re in pain, prepare for exciting news in
this free Report....
n 3 drug-free cures for gout. An English
writer in the early 1800s said his gout felt like he
was “walking on his own eyeballs.” But today,
there’s no need to suffer this “disease of kings.”
Natives of the Amazon have known about a real
cure for 300 years!
n The secret cause (and cure) of hard-to-
treat arthritis. A common hormone imbalance
often has a devastating effect: The body breaks
down bone, cartilage, and tissue faster than it can
rebuild it. Arthritis soon results. But I’ll show you
how to naturally balance your hormones, often
bringing relief in minutes—with complete reversal
starting in just days. One severely disabled

arthritis patient, after just three days of this
natural treatment, was completely pain-free and
on his way back to to a normal life.
n The everyday spice that relieves arthritis
pain better than aspirin. I wouldn’t have
believed it, but a study by two doctors proved it.
What’s more, this spice is great for both your
heart and your stomach!
n The biggest mistake most arthritis
sufferers make. They do something they think
helps, but it actually makes the problem worse.

Arthritis pain and the side effects and risks of
long-term risks of drugs are a thing of the

past. See for yourself by getting your free copy of
New Natural Arthritis Cures with your trial sub-
scription to SECOND OPINION. Just return the
reply form on the last page.

Before you let a sur-
geon take a power

saw to your knee or hip,
please consider
Georgette.

She was 74 years old
and largely crippled due
to severe degeneration of
her knees. Her orthope-
dic surgeon recommend-
ed immediately replacing
both knee joints. 

But I used a forgotten
therapy that was older than she was to
trigger a chain reaction of healing in
her devastated knee joints.

After just a few treatments, she was
able to tell her surgeon “thanks, but no
thanks.”

You see, not everything I use and tell
my readers about is a brand-new break-
through. Sometimes, it’s an old break-
through that has been forgotten and

overlooked. And that’s the
case with prolotherapy.

Developed in the 1930’s,
prolotherapy is a non-sur-
gical way to reconstruct a
joint by injecting a mostly
natural substance that trig-
gers a remarkable healing
reaction. The injection
causes a harmless irritation
that turns on the body’s
repair team.

First, in come macro-
phages to remove debris and irritants.

Then, the fibroblasts begin rebuilding
connective tissue and cartilage.

Result? The joint becomes stronger
and more stable, eliminating the pain
caused by the related nerves and
muscles.

Repeated studies have shown that it
works. What’s more, it’s safe, quick,
and easy.

Fewer than 300 doctors use pro-
lotherapy (but among them is a former
U.S. Surgeon General). I’ll show you
exactly how to find one. And I’ll give
you complete details of this amazing
forgotten treatment.

It’s all in your free Report, New
Natural Arthritis Cures.

“My left arm was inf lamed and
swollen and very painful—so painful
I could hardly get a good night’s rest.
Now I can even fasten my bra.” 

— Mary F. Hayes, Port Charlotte, Florida

Forgotten Treatment Eliminates
the Need for Joint Replacement
It triggers cartilage and ligaments to go on a re-construction binge

FROM THE FILES
OF DR. ROWEN

Melinda, 72, could no longer
horseback ride due to severe
arthritis in her knees.

Her doctors recommended
joint replacement, of course.

Instead, I treated her with
prolotherapy. After just a few
sessions, her pain dropped by
90% and she was riding for the
first time in months.

Your FREE Bonus #6

To find out how you can
get this Special Report
FREE, see page 23.
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In a freak accident, Carol Linden fell
and broke both ankles so severely that

the left one was poked through the skin.
After surgery, she developed burning

pain and severe touch sensitivity from
neurological complications of her trau-
matic injury.

When I saw her four years after the
accident, she was confined to a wheel-
chair. And I couldn’t even touch her left
ankle without her screaming in pain.

I immediately suspected that her
injury had upset her body’s nervous
system. It was reacting by sending
frantic pain messages at the slightest
provocation.

I gave her a special treatment in each
ankle. This technique, pioneered by a
German doctor, uses a special mixture
that stimulates energy in the damaged
tissue and rebalances the nervous
system.

Instead of trying to block pain messages
after they’ve been sent, this therapy fixes
the underlying problem so your body
doesn’t need to send pain messages in the first place.

“I pressed as hard as I could...”
After the treatment, the skin around Carol’s ankle turned

red—a good sign of energy being released and increased
bloodflow. But then came the real test. I pressed as hard as I
could on her badly injured left ankle. She didn’t even wince.

It was what German doctors call eine blitzschnelle
Reaktion—“a lightning reaction.” (This pain therapy is
extremely popular in Germany.)

After one more session she got up, walked for the first
time in years (with a little help), and reported that her pants
could now touch her without causing pain. On a scale of 1 to
10, she rated her improvement a “10.” (The only symptom
that remained was a bit of itching.)

Please Don’t Surrender When
a Doctor Says: “Just Live with It”

Chronic pain is a big frustration for most doctors. All they
can offer is painkillers, which just block the pain—temporarily
at best. So you take them more and more often. Which is
why so many people get hooked on painkillers.

That’s why I wanted to tell you about a “worst case” like
Carol’s—to really show you what this “neural” therapy can

do. Because it can be a real godsend for
so many types of chronic pain that don’t
respond to treatment, including joint
pain, back pain, and recent or old
injuries.

In your seventh Special Report, The
Quick and Permanent Cure for Chronic
Pain, I’ll tell you more about this therapy,
including where to find a doctor who
utilizes this amazing technique.

Plus, I’ve filled this Report with
important, potentially life-changing
advice on pain, including...

n My favorite, super-inexpensive
do-it-yourself pain-reliever. The priest
had such excruciating back pain, he
couldn’t lift his hand to bless his parish-
ioners. Yet within minutes, he came out
of the examining room exclaiming, “It’s a
miracle! I can raise my arm.”

This do-it-yourself treatment is so
ahead of its time it’s often labeled
“quackery” by
skeptics. Yet
millions swear by

it—and you can use it to cure yourself
for just a few dollars. 

n If you ever experience pain on
the right lower side of your stom-
ach with nausea... You should know
that even the best doctors are often
wrong about appendicitis. Instead,
I’ll tell you about a new method of
examination that’s 99 percent accurate.
Plus, if it is appendicitis and you catch
it early enough, I’ll tell you how to
actually avoid appendix surgery—
usually forever.

n For a migraine, a
leading pain expert recom-
mends aspirin and caffeine.
I doubt he’s ever had a real
migraine. Because then he
would know that neither
aspirin nor caffeine do a
thing for one. Instead, I’ll
tell you about a therapy

that has successfully treated migraines for years—under the
radar of the mainstream medical establishment.

Don’t settle for dangerous drugs that just cover it up...

Amazing Breakthrough Stops
Chronic Pain—Permanently

Now pain can be permanently stopped
at the source—not just temporarily
blocked with drugs. Your FREE Bonus #7

To find out how you can
get this Special Report
FREE, see page 23.
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by Garret Wood, Publisher
SECOND OPINION

New reports say Viagra can cause
blindness. Big news to many.
But not to readers of Dr. Rowen’s

SECOND OPINION!
Dr. Rowen has been warning about

Viagra for years (and offering some pow-
erful natural alternatives). Same with
Vioxx. And hormone replacement therapy
(HRT) for women. He was a voice crying
in the wilderness long before the head-
lines appeared.

The Statistics Are
Not on Your Side!

Every year, millions of people get sick
and stay sick (in fact, many die) because
of the the ignorance, greed, and lies of the all-powerful
medical establishment and drug companies.

Many people are alive today because of early warnings
from Dr. Rowen. But there are still many other drug-related
problems lurking out there that most people haven’t heard
about. Some may even be in your medicine cabinet right now!

Readers of SECOND OPINION won’t be blindsided,
because they know the score. They’ve got a trusted source
on the inside—Dr. Robert J. Rowen, a practicing M.D. who
is also a scientist on the frontlines of shrewd, forward-thinking
research and patient care.

But today’s dangers don’t only lie with
traditional “mainstream” medicine. As natural
“alternative” medicine becomes more popular,
it’s harder to cut through the hype and recy-
cled cures to know which are the genuine
breakthroughs.

That’s why SECOND OPINION brings
you...

The Straight Scoop
on Alternative “Cures”

Not all alternative cures are created equal.
In fact, not all of them are even safe!
For example, Dr. Rowen warned his read-

ers about ephedra for years. He exposed the
great calcium deficiency con. (You need to
absorb more—not eat more. And did you
know that too much calcium can cause

anemia?) And he told readers to save their money and
avoid such highly touted fads as colloidal silver, shark
cartilage, Vitamin O, MGN-3, and many other examples of
alternative “snake oil.”

Another problem with alternative medicine today is that
once a real breakthrough comes along, inferior, low-potency
imitations soon start sprouting up like weeds. 

That’s why Dr. Rowen not only alerts his readers to the
latest breakthroughs, he always tells you how to avoid the
“ripoffs”— and how to find the best, highest-quality version of
a supplement or treatment available.

For myself and my family, I count on Dr. Rowen
because he’s out on the front lines every day, talking to
researchers, grilling other doctors about their experi-
ences, and seeing what helps his own patients most.
I know he’s not beholden to anybody except his patients
and his subscribers.

Now, as a SECOND OPINION subscriber, Dr. Rowen
can be your source on the inside, spilling the beans
month after month about matters that affect your health.
With our no-risk trial offer, you’ve got nothing to lose by
joining us—but your health problems.

Dr. Rowen “Blows the Whistle”
on Greedy Drug Companies...

the Closed-Minded
Medical Establishment...

Corner-Cutting Supplement Makers...
and Stuck-in-the-Past
Alternative Doctors

“As a physician myself—
and one very interested in
the TRUTH— I appreciate
what Dr. Rowen has brought.”

— Howard Hagglund, M.D.
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Human growth hormone
(HGH) is touted every-
where as the “New

Fountain of Youth.”
Just listen to these book

titles:
HGH: Promise of
Eternal Youth
HGH: Age-Reversing
Miracle
Grow Young with
HGH: The Amazing
Medically Proven Plan to
Lose Fat, Build Muscle,
Reverse the Effects of Aging,
Strengthen the Immune
System, and Improve Sexual
Performance.
I must admit, the effects of HGH are

dramatic: greater muscle tone...stronger
bones...less fat...increased brain func-
tion...and younger-looking, tighter skin!

HGH is one of the reasons kids have
so much energy—their pituitary glands
spew out tons of the stuff!

Unfortunately, your body produces

less HGH as you get
older—as much as 50%
less by our late 50s.
And it shows!

No wonder aging
movie stars swear by
injections of synthetic
HGH. Even tens of
thousands of seniors
pay $5,000 to $20,000 a
year for them.

What You’re
Not Being

Told!
But injecting syn-

thetic HGH has some big downsides.
First, you can easily run up a bill of

tens of thousands of dollars a year.
Next, many people don’t like the idea

of someone injecting something into
their bodies.

And last but by no means least, syn-
thetic HGH can cause frightening side
effects, including high blood pressure,
arthritis, and insulin resistance. It can

even make your body stop producing as
much of its own natural HGH.

But what if I told you there’s a way to
get all the benefits people are paying
thousands of dollars for—without the
injections, side effects, or expense?

All you have to do is take the natural
amino acids: arginine, ornithine, and
glutamine.

A study by Louisiana State University
College of Medicine showed that even a
small bit of glutamine raises your own
natural HGH levels four times more than
a placebo—whatever your age.

Plus, it helps restore your energy
and build and repair muscle.

Arginine, on the other hand, works
by blocking somatostatin, a hormone
that keeps you from making HGH.

A European study showed that it
sent blood levels of HGH soaring to
three times the normal level of most
seniors.

It also helps your body burn fat and
build muscle. And it helps both men

This Natural Treatment
Gives You the

Rejuvenating Benefits
of the Famous Hollywood

Youth Hormone—at a
Fraction of the Cost!

Hollywood stars pay up to $20,000 a year for human growth
hormone (HGH), because it brings back youthful energy, looks,
and stamina. But HGH injections are dangerous and expensive.

But now there’s a safe, easy, inexpensive way to encourage
your body to make more of its own natural, rejuvenating HGH.

Growing younger isn’t a dream of the future! It’s here now! Just look...

Movie stars spend thousands
for hormone injections. Now
you can get the same results
safely and inexpensively.  

(over, please…)
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and women with sexual problems.
The last of these youthifying Three

Muskateers is ornithine. According to the Life
Extension Foundation, it’s twice as effective as
arginine at raising your HGH levels. Plus, it helps
you burn more fat, and it rejuvenates your liver.

Pump Out 4 Times
More Natural HGH

In clinical studies, people who took these
nutrients quadrupled their levels of their own
growth hormone. They enjoyed greater energy,
lower cholesterol and blood pressure, and better
sexual performance.

Best of all, compared with HGH injections, they
did it painlessly, safely, inexpensively, and easily.

To maximize your benefits, you need to take a
different amount of each amino acid. I’ll give you
the exact dosages for each one in your next free
Special Report, Look, Feel, and Love Like You’re
20 Years Younger.

Of course, there’s more to looking and
feeling younger than just raising your levels of
HGH.

That’s why this report also includes...
n Lose weight by eating hamburgers and
steaks. Yes, it must be a very specific type of
hamburgers and steaks. But they’re worth a little
extra trouble to find, because they contain a com-
pound that reduces body fat (especially danger-
ous, unsightly abdominal fat), improves insulin
activity, and helps prevent cancer, osteoporosis
and other diseases.

If you’re concerned about bone loss and osteo-
porosis, you should know right now about two

new breakthroughs.
They’ll be the talk of the alternative medicine

world in two or three years and making headlines in
Time and Newsweek three or four years after that.
But by then it may be too late for you.

Stop bone loss naturally—
without a single side effect

Fosamax, the leading prescription drug for osteoporosis,
works by poisoning your bone-remodeling osteoclasts that
break down old bone. Then, since the old bone is never broken
down, bones do get thicker—but also weaker and more brittle.
Common side effects include pain (stomach, bone, joint and
muscle), constipation, diarrhea, indigestion, and nausea.

Estrogen, on the other hand, doesn’t kill the osteoclasts—
it just slows them down. Much better. But the price is an
increased risk of cancer or heart attack.

Now the good news: There’s a
natural compound that also slows
down those bone-destroying osteo-
clasts—but does so safely. In fact, a
recent study (that the drug compa-
nies hope you never see) showed
that N-acetylcysteine (NAC), a
modified amino acid, works exactly
like estrogen to slow down osteo-
clasts and prevent osteoporosis.
And without a single side effect!

In your ninth Special Report,
New Natural Breakthroughs That
Cure Osteoporosis, I’ll tell you more
about NAC and how to get it.

The mineral that’s better than
calcium for building bone

There’s exciting news about another potent
weapon against devastating osteoporosis—and
this one is a bone builder!

This mineral is chemically very similar to calcium,
but with two important differences: It is much
better absorbed and much better retained.

But even more importantly...
The prestigious New England Journal of Medicine

reports that just two grams of it a day reduced fractures
by a whopping 49 percent, and increased bone density by
14.4 percent in the spine and 8.3 percent in the hip.
Similar results in their own testing led to an endorsement
by the world-renowned
Mayo Clinic.

But here’s the catch...
The drug companies

are rushing to test and
patent a partly synthetic
prescription version of
this mineral. When it’s
finally available, you can
expect to pay a lot of
money for this hot new
“drug.”

But in New Natural
Breakthroughs That Cure
Osteoporosis, I’ll tell you
how to get a natural
version of this mineral
that’s inexpensive—
and available right now.

Beyond calcium. Beyond estrogen. And beyond Fosamax®...

NewDiscovery Halts Bone Loss
and Gets Bones Growing Again!

FROM THE FILES
OF DR. ROWEN
Gladys, 77, had moderate

osteoporosis in both hips. She
was at real risk for a devastat-
ing fracture.

Most doctors would have
started her on a toxic chemical
drug like Fosamax.

But I gave Gladys the natu-
ral nutrients you’ll read about
in New Natural Breakthroughs
That Cure Osteoporosis. Within
a year, her bone density actual-
ly increased by 5%—reversing
years of bone loss. Astonishing
for someone of her age!

Your FREE Bonus #8

To find out how you can
get this Special Report
FREE, see page 23.

Your FREE Bonus #9

To find out how you can
get this Special Report
FREE, see page 23.
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n Reverse skin aging. Skin ages be-
cause as you get older, a nasty enzyme
breaks down the precious collagen that
holds it tight. I’ll tell you about a com-
pound that a research study confirms
increases collagen and reduces levels of
the harmful, “break-down” enzyme.

n The vitamin proven to reduce
crow’s feet. A recent study proves that
creams containing at least five percent of
this vitamin reduced crow’s feet by more
than half!

n The truth about anti-aging creams.
They actually can cause premature aging.

n Ulcer treatment that boosts your
memory. This common supplement
soothes irritated stomachs. But a little-
known side-effect is that it also lowers the
stress-inducing hormone cortisol—so you
learn and retain more. Wait till you see this!

Just as I no longer believe any disease
is “hopeless,” I no longer believe the

effects of aging are “inevitable.”
Let me prove that the effects of

aging can be stopped and even reversed.
Let me prove it to you in Look, Feel and
Love Like You’re 20 Years Younger. It’s
free with your subscription when you
send in the reply form at the back or call
toll-free: 1-800-728-2288 right now.

Hate to exercise? Good news:
New breakthroughs have now
made it possible to get the

benefits of exercise (more muscle
strength, more mobility, fewer
injuries, better health—and even
disease reversal) without exercising!

The first breakthrough is creatine—a natural substance
athletes love because it increases cellular energy and builds
muscles. And it could never be banned because, unlike
steroids, it’s found in many foods!

Now a study shows that it’s effective even if you never get
off the couch. That’s right: Seniors who took it gained up to
15% in large muscle strength and performed simple tasks
like getting up from a chair more quickly.

And the results were almost immediate!
I’ll tell you more in your Special Report, The Work-Free

Workout: Get the Benefits of Exercise —Without Lifting a
Finger, including the right amount to take.

In this same report, you’ll also discover how to get...

Aerobic Exercise—While You Sleep
Aerobic exercise—the kind that makes your heart beat

faster—strengthens your lungs, heart and blood vessels.
This kind of exercise is more than just a good idea. It can

keep you from having a heart attack—or keep your heart
strong enough to survive one.

Until now, to get these benefits, you actually had to walk,
jog or bicycle to get your heart going faster. But now there is
something called “adaptive conditioning.” It gives you the
same benefits while you sit in a chair or lie in your bed.

You’ve probably heard of athletes building endurance by
training at a high altitude. Just being where there is slightly
less oxygen in the air gently stresses your heart and lungs,
which “adapt” by becoming stronger.

Adaptive conditioning works exactly the same way. High

altitude conditions are simulated, and your body’s cardiovas-
cular system responds by becoming stronger—while you
don’t do a thing. And the results are phenomenal!

Russian scientists (always on the cutting edge of peak
performance) found heart disease reversed, blood pressure
lowered, and almost 100% improvement or reversal of chronic
bronchitis. In addition, because more blood-rich oxygen gets
everywhere in the body, they also found significant improve-
ment for many other diseases, including inflammatory bowel
disease, muscle and motor disorders, chronic headaches,
insomnia, fatigue, depression, and memory problems.

In The Work-Free Workout: Get the Benefits of Exercise —
Without Lifting a Finger, I’ll tell you how to find a center that
performs this service—and how to do it at home.

If You DO Exercise,
Here’s How to Multiply the Benefits  

Many Times Over
If you do exercise (and you might enjoy it once you get

in the habit), I can show you how to send the benefits of
exercising just a few minutes a day through the roof.

I’m talking about rejuvenating every cell in your body and
turning back the clock to a new level of
health and wellness. I’m talking about
help for every conceivable condition—
circulation problems, high blood pres-
sure, emphysema, cataracts, senility,
joint pain, and even cancer. 

I can’t talk about this without
making it sound unbelievable. Let me
just say that it has to do with getting
lots more life-giving oxygen to your
cells while you exercise. I’ll give you
all the details in The Work-Free
Workout: Get the Benefits of Exercise—
Without Lifting a Finger!

The “Workout of the Future”— from your easy chair...

Get the Benefits of Exercise—
without Lifting a Finger!

“I am 80 years old and I followed your
suggestion. Now I feel 20 years younger.”

— Janos Kovacs, Englewood, Florida

Your FREE Bonus #10

To find out how you can
get this Special Report
FREE, see page 23.
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I’m proud to report that my
SECOND OPINION health letter
has one of the highest renewal

rates among health newsletters.
I believe it’s because we deliver

what we promise: Tomorrow’s
breakthrough cures that work
when all else fails, along with impor-
tant warnings years before they
become common knowledge. 

But it’s so much easier if new sub-
scribers simply join us for two years
right away. That’s why I want to ethi-
cally “bribe” you to do so with these
valuable additional Special Reports.

Remember: The same 100%
no-risk guarantee applies. So why
not join us for two years and get all
this as well?

Miraculous Reversals
of Alzheimer’s and

Parkinson’s

Get my eye open-
ing report and

stop worrying about
today’s epidemic of
brain-destroying dis-
eases.

First, I’ll show you
how to avoid getting
Alzheimer’s—even if

it runs in your family. (Alzheimer’s is
new to the medical scene. That means
the causes are new—and avoidable.)

Next, you’ll discover problems that
masquerade as Alzheimer’s. For example,
people have been put in nursing homes
when the problem was a simple vitamin
deficiency or hormonal imbalance!

But most importantly, I’ll tell you
about an incredible breakthrough that’s
literally reversing (yes, reversing!) brain
diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkin-
son’s. Believe me, this isn’t something

you’ll hear about from your traditional
doctor—or most alternative doctors—for
a long time to come.

New Generation
of Cures Restores
Lost Vision Fast!

Olga Kolbeck
is an active

89-year-old from
Calistoga, California.
But cataracts were
forming in both her
eyes, and she couldn’t
read or see well in
her right eye.

After using my cataract eyedrops, she
could read again with her right eye and
even pass her driver’s test. And her left
eye returned to perfect vision.

I’ll give you the exact formula for my
simple cure in this Special Report. I use
it myself for prevention and suggest you
do, too.

Plus, you’ll find a proven, natural cure
for glaucoma, as well as the amazing new
therapy that reverses “incurable” macu-
lar degeneration.

Diabetes Meets
Its Match

If you or anyone
you love has dia-

betes, you need to
know about the mir-
acle mineral that’s
reversing even my
toughest cases of
adult-onset diabetes.

I’ll also tell you
about the diet I use to cure “impossible”
cases of juvenile diabetes, as well as the
two common spices that lower blood
sugar. (One was scientifically shown to
make your own insulin work harder.
A recent study confirmed it cut blood
sugar levels by 20%!)

Plus, you’ll discover how to actually
reverse diabetic nerve damage in your
eyes and extremities.

For Men Only!

In this must-read
report for men,

I’ll give you impor-
tant, confidential
advice on how to
end all your
prostate prob-
lems—including
cancer.

For starters, throw your PSA test out
the window. I’ll tell you why even the
guy who developed the test agrees with
me!

And you’ll see why you should not
use drugs or herbs for erectile dysfunc-
tion. Instead, I’ll let you in on the hidden
problem behind most erection problems.

For Women Only!

Ihate mammo-
grams! They’re

painful. The radia-
tion can actually
cause cancer. And
they don’t even do a
very good job of
detecting cancers.

Instead, let me
tell you about a painless, radiation-free
scan that’s more effective at detecting
cancer.

I’ve also just uncovered a new test
that checks your breath for the telltale
chemical markers of a cancerous infec-
tion. Sounds like something out of Star
Trek. But it, too, has proven much more
accurate than mammography.

We’ll also settle that whole debate
about bras causing cancer once and
for all. (They can increase your risk
many times over. But I’ll tell you what
to do to keep your risk to an absolute
minimum.)

More Breakthroughs from theFuture ofHealing!
“Because I’ve got many more exciting breakthroughs to tell you about, I’ll
send you 9 more Special Reports FREE with your 2-Year Trial Subscription...”

FREE
BONUS

#11

FREE
BONUS

#12

FREE
BONUS

#13

FREE
BONUS

#15

FREE
BONUS

#14
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How I Cured My
Mother’s Lung Disease

When my mother
was diagnosed

with a serious
inflammation of the
lung, I knew just
what to do.

Sure enough,
thanks to the treat-
ment described

in this Report, she’s been free of the
disease ever since.

Harry, a 37-year old minister, had
lung disease so advanced, he couldn’t
say three words without a breath. His
doctor told him to get a lung transplant.

Yet because of the treatment
described in this Report, he’s off the
transplant list and gives 45-minute
sermons without shortness of breath! 

No More Stomach
Problems

If your stomach’s
not right, nothing

seems right.
And much may

indeed be wrong
because poor diges-
tion means you’re
not getting the nutri-
ents you need for

good health!
Antacids only make the problem

worse by taking away the acid your stom-
ach needs to do its job. (Many folks over
50 actually have too little acid!)

In this Report you’ll find a better way:
a convenient, natural herb that heals irri-
tated tissue and increases your stom-
ach’s protective lining.

You’ll also find simple, natural relief
for nausea, gas, diarrhea, and constipa-
tion, plus the secret cause (and cure) of
the recent Crohn’s disease epidemic.

The Hidden Cause of
Many Chronic and
“Mystery” Ailments

One of my
biggest frustra-

tions used to be
patients with
chronic ailments
like fibromylgia,
chronic fatigue, and
any type of “mystery
pain.”

But now I’ve seen patient after patient
completely cured—simply by fixing a
small problem in the way their blood
clots.

Doctors know that when you have
too little clotting, you get excess bleed-
ing and hemophilia. Too much, and you
get dangerous blood clots.

But a more subtle problem goes un-
recognized: Recent studies show some
people have only a slight tendency to
excess clotting. Fine wisps of clotting
material form that slow down bloodflow
—causing chronic diseases such as
fibromylgia, chronic fatigue, and various
“mystery pains.”

In this Report, I’ll give you the entire
fascinating story, including a brand-new
test for this problem, and the simple
compound that is giving my patients
such dramatic results.

The Best Natural Way
to Kill Germs

and Stop Infections

John came to me
with one of the

worst cases of the flu
I had ever seen,
complete with fever,
chills, achiness,
fatigue, and throb-
bing sinuses.

But in just 10
minutes, he got up from the examination
table with a clear head and a whole new
outlook on life.

What had I done? I stimulated his
immune system with ultraviolet light.

Studies confirm this therapy activates
your body’s “germ killer cells.” I’ve also
used it successfully for pneumonia,
hepatitis, strep and staph infections,
blood poisoning, food poisoning, tetanus,
rabies, snake bites, and much more.

It even worked against deadly botulism
toxins, so there’s no reason to think it
wouldn’t work against any virus or
bacteria—including anthrax.

I’ll give you complete details in this
Report. And I’ll reveal the common—but
very dangerous food additive—that can
attack your immune system, causing
lupus, MS-like symptoms, brain tumors,
and even Alzheimer’s.

rom theFuture ofHealing!
g breakthroughs to tell you about, I’ll
E with your 2-Year Trial Subscription...”

“I am a seeker and will go wherever
I must to get answers! SECOND
OPINION gives me information on
topics not covered elsewhere.” 

— Noel McFarland, Hereford, Arizona

Get All 9 of These Additional Special Reports
FREE with Your Risk-Free 2-Year Subscription

FREE
BONUS

#16

FREE
BONUS

#18
FREE

BONUS
#19

FREE
BONUS

#17
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Plus: Respond Quickly
and Get Two More
Special Bonus Reports
Itell my patients that the sooner they

deal with a problem, the sooner we
can fix it.
That’s why I want to encour-

age you to take advantage of this
offer quickly— so you can start
enjoying the benefits of problem-
free health right away!

And as a reward for your
promptness, if you respond with-
in ten days, I’ll also send you
these two additional free Reports.

I always tell my patients to look at
reward versus risk.

In deciding on a trial subscription to
SECOND OPINION, the reward is
advice that could change your life. The
risk, with my ironclad money-back guar-
antee, is non-existent.

Sure sounds like an easy decision to me!

Tell Your Body to
Stop Hoarding Calories

Having trouble losing
weight? Scientists

have recently discovered
why.

Long ago, nature
seems to have program-
med us to add weight in
preparation for winter,
when pickings were slim.

But nobody told our bodies that food
is now abundant year round—so it can
stop hoarding calories.

We now know the mineral that turns
off the programming. One study says it
can cause you to lose up to 70% of your
excess body fat. Another says it can
make a 17-pound weight difference. And
this Report reveals how you can take ad-
vantage of these wonderful findings.

Supercharge Any
Remedy or Supplement

In this Report, I’ll tell
you how to make any

vitamin, supplement or
remedy work up to five
times harder.

How can I make such
a bold claim? Because so
much depends on how
well a remedy, vitamin,

or supplement is utilized by your body.
First, I’ll reveal the “missing link” that

prevents most people from getting all the
results they should.

Then, I’ll tell you the three simple
steps you need to take to make sure
that any herbal remedy or nutritional
supplement is better absorbed, better
utilized, and able to work up to five
times better.

TIME IS 
RUNNING OUT!

Please excuse the humor about a serious matter. But I
needed to get your attention about something very
important.

There’s too much baloney out there these days when it
comes to your health. Outdated, overhyped, untested “cures.”
Needlessly scary warnings. Half-truths and incomplete
advice.

As a M.D., I’ve been trained to seek and convey the whole
truth. That’s why, when you join my SECOND OPINION
family, you can count on...

1. The straight scoop on what really works.
And on what doesn’t work. And on what’s downright

dangerous. In plain English. 

2. Carefully chosen cures and remedies. Except
in rare instances, I won’t recommend anything unless

I have personally proven it in my own practice—or spoken
directly with a doctor who has.

3.Everything you need to know. For every remedy
or treatment, I’ll tell you how to use it, how much to

take, where to get it, and what to expect—with the facts and
studies you need to do it yourself, talk intelligently to your
doctor, or find someone who can help you.

4.Real choices. Dangerous drugs, painful surgery,
or “you’ll just have to live with it” will no longer be your

only options. Because you’ll have access to the latest and best
new breakthroughs.

5.Moneysaving advice. Save hundreds (or thousands)
of dollars on the cost of drugs, surgeries, and extra

doctor visits you’ll no longer need. Save big on top-quality
natural remedies, because I’ll tell you the best deals and get
you big discounts . (You’ll get back the small cost of your
subscription in no time many times over!)

6.No Worries. Now you know: Nothing is impossible.
Even today’s deadliest diseases can be beaten. And I

certainly don’t want you worrying about whether you’ll be
satisfied with your subscription to SECOND OPINION.
Remember: If it doesn’t help you, you get back every penny.
No questions asked. Right to the end of your subscription.

Cut the Baloney!
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Yes, Dr. Rowen can do the “impossible” for you—just as
he has for thousands of others. But first, you need to...

Return this risk-free
reply form and get all
your FREE Reports!
Yes!I’m tired of yesterday’s breakthroughs. I want real answers

to today’s most stubborn health problems. Heck, since I can
cancel at any time within 90 days, get a full 100% refund and still keep every
reports and issue I’ve received, what have I got to lose?

On that basis, please rush me my free reports and start my trial
subscription as I’ve indicated below.

nnnn Best Deal! Our best bargain: 2 years (24 issues) of SECOND OPINION
for just $77 and you don’t risk a penny. Lock in savings of more than half off the regular
price of $192! And you get all 19 valuable Special Reports.

nnnn Great Deal! A terrific deal!: 1 year (12 issues) of SECOND OPINION
for just $39 and you don’t risk a penny. Lock in savings of more than half off the regular
price of $96! And get these 10 valuable Special Reports.

nnnn Quick Reply Gifts! I’m replying within 10 days.
Please also rush me my two additional Special Reports.

METHOD OF PAYMENT:
Check or money order enclosed payable to “SECOND OPINION” for $_______________.

nnnn Charge my:    nnnn VISA    nnnn MasterCard    nnnn Discover/Novus    nnnn AMEX

Card # _________________________________  Expires: ___ /___     Phone: ____________
(only in care of questions about your order)

Signature (credit card orders only): _____________________________________________

E-mail address: _______________________________________________________________
nnnn Yes! Also send me FREE email updates from Dr. Rowen, including updates on new health research,
discoveries, warnings, and new product announcements. I understand that I may unsubscribe to these
updates at any time. And you’ll never share my email address with anyone.
IMPORTANT: 1) Complete this form, 2) make any needed changes to your name and address on the
other side and 3) return in the enclosed postage-paid envelope or mail to:  
SECOND OPINION, P.O. Box 467939, Atlanta, Georgia, 31146-7939

For Fastest Service Call Toll-Free:
1-800-728-2288 (Mon–Fri 8 am –7 pm EST)

“SECOND OPINION
is one of the very
best investments I’ve
ever made.” 

— Peter Funk,
Kenmore, Australia

My
“Get Better or
Get All Your
Money Back”

Guarantee
If you’re even the slightest bit skep-

tical about anything that I’ve said
in this report...I say: that’s terrific!

Because skepticism is very healthy
to have these days. And that’s why I
want you all the more as a subscriber.

Look, it took me years to realize
that much of what other doctors
believe to be true is outdated or
wrong...that so much of what they
think is incurable is very curable...
and that much of what they think is
safe is really very, very dangerous!

I can’t expect to convince you
completely with just this report.

But I know I can convince you
once you start putting these break-
throughs to work—just as I’ve con-
vinced thousands of other skeptics,
simply by helping them get better.

I want you to feel there is abso-
lutely no risk in trying SECOND
OPINION. That’s why our guarantee
is simply…

If SECOND OPINION doesn’t
help you get better (or if
you’re unsatisfied for any
reason), simply tell me within
90 days and I’ll send you a
prompt and courteous refund
of every cent you paid. But
keep every issue and free gift
you have received with my
thanks. In addition, cancel at
any time thereafter and still
get a complete refund on all
unmailed issues.
Fair enough? Let’s shake on it!
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David started his career in copywriting at Ogilvy & Mather 

working with clients as diverse as Merrill Lynch, General Foods, 

and American Express. 

Switching to direct response, he generated hundreds of millions 

of dollars in sales for the top direct response marketers like  

Agora and Boardroom Inc.



Further Resources: 
The Overdeliver Copywriters Tool Kit merely scratches the 

surface of what is available from The Copywriting Institute of 

America. 

Below is a listing of available resources.  These swipe files 

are quite extensive and there may be some overlapping from one 

to another.  However, keeping that in mind, each one has more 

than enough material to be valued at more than 10 times the 

asking price. 

Scientific Internet Marketing 

Based on the pubic and personal writings of Claude Hopkins, 

Scientific Internet Marketing is part of the Copy Method Series 

of revolutionary copywriting books/courses designed to jump 

start or fine tune your copywriting career and shave years of 

trial and error off your career path. 

The Long Lost PRIVATE Copywriting System of Bruce Barton 

The presence of this essential element, this golden master key 

was not known prior to its discovery by Barton in the 1920’s. 

Since Barton’s death in the 1960’s it has once again vanished 

into the sands of time. 

The 21st Century Robert Collier Internet Letter System 

- The 3rd Volume in the GROWING Copy Method Series from the 

Copywriting Institute of America. 

Use Collier's system to instantly capture the attention of your 

readers and sustain their avid interest paragraph after 

paragraph. This system has been scientifically designed to work 

just as well for copywriters who are starting out, as it does 

for the seasoned veterans who earn seven figures annually.  It 

not only shows you the fundamentals of copywriting but a more 

direct way of advancement.



John Caples – AD Ideas 

The Richest Resource of Copywriting Secrets You’ll EVER Read 

before You Write Your Next Sales Letter… 

Imagine having the ability to instantly pick the most effective 

sales approach, to be able to write killer headlines seemingly 

at will, to write copy that sells and sells and sells. 

The Maxwell Sackheim Billion Dollar Copywriting Course 

Maxwell Sackheim was a literal legend in the field of Direct 

Response Advertising and was a rarity in the marketing field, an 

individual who crafted such compelling, powerful and effective 

advertising that they ran, as controls, continuously for 

DECADES. 

If imitation is the greatest form of flattery then, Max Sackheim 

is a bona fide genius because his ads have been “knocked-off” 

literally hundreds of times.  Not only have they been “Knocked-

off,” they have been “copied” so SUCCESSFULLY by others that 

they have created billions of dollars in revenue. 

Breakthrough 21st Century Marketing  

Based on the Advanced Copywriting Mastery of Eugene Schwartz... 

In 1966, Gene Schwartz published a book called Breakthrough 

Advertising. And while it revealed his brilliance as a marketer 

and copywriter, it was a very deep book...and difficult for the 

average person to grasp....that's why I created...“Breakthrough 

21st Century Marketing” 

This incredible information has never, ever been packaged 

together in such a concise, highly intensive format. I have 

spent over 3 years going over Gene Schwartz' material with a 

fine toothed comb...extracting every nuance, every nugget of 

copywriting genius from his books, seminars and lectures.  

"BREAKTHROUGH 21st CENTURY MARKETING" is by far the most 

complete and thorough copywriting and marketing training course 

ever compiled. In its 160 pages, it's as if, Eugene Schwartz 

literally takes you by the hand and walks you step-by-step 

through his system for creating world class copy.



The Long Lost Marketing Secrets of an Advertising MADMAN! 

This man is responsible for building not one but six successful 

publications which attracted millions of paying subscribers 

during the 1960’s and into the 1980’s. 

He and his wife, Shoshana, are most likely the most triumphant 

copywriting and direct marketing team that you have probably 

never heard of. 

The system they used has been lost and nearly forgotten until 

NOW! 

The Confidential and Secret archives of Mel Martin 

Marty Edelston, Founder of Boardroom Books had a secret weapon 

which enabled him to create a 100 million dollar a year 

publishing empire. 

This secret weapon was so critical to Boardroom’s success that 

Edelston feared, if anyone found out about him they would 

literally steal him away from Boardroom. 

Consequently, to this day, few direct response marketers or 

copywriters — even those who claim to be in the know — are aware 

of this phenomenal copywriter… 

And there is more…much, much more…As CIO of Focused Based 

Marketing and the Curator and Chief Archivist at the Copywriting 
Institute of America I am constantly building and expanding our 

resources for copywriters and marketers.  At the very least sign 

up at The Copywriting Institute of America to be kept abreast and 
informed of the latest products and swipe file collections. 

To YOUR Copywriting Success, 

Jason Hart 

CIO Focus Based Marketing 

Murphy, NC 28906 

email: Jason@FocusBasedMarketing.com 
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